1992 Popular Electronics Handbook

• Build A Lava Lamp
• How To Design Your Own Speakers
• Build A Home-Automation System
• Simple VCR Repairs That You Can Do
• Build A Portable Pest Repeller
• Build A Picturephone
• Make Your Own Custom Cases
• Build An Electronic Fishing Lure
• Electronics Wiring For The Home
• Build A Digital Entry Lock
• Tune In The Radio Pirates
• Build A Bug Detector
• An Easy-To-Build Binary Clock
• Build a Frequency Counter
• And Lots, Lots More!

SHOOT THE CLASSIC MILK DROP

Take breathtaking photos like this one with our time-delay flash trigger

$3.50 U.S. $3.95 CAN.
**Hitachi RSO Series**

- Portable Real-time Digital Storage Oscilloscopes
  - VC-6023 - 20MHz, 20MS/s $1,695
  - VC-6024 - 50MHz, 20MS/s $1,995
  - VC-6025 - 50MHz, 20MS/s $2,195
  - VC-6045 - 100MHz, 40MS/s $2,995
  - VC-6145 - 100MHz, 100MS/s $4,495
- RSO’s from Hitachi feature built-in averaging, save memory, smoothing, interpolation, pretriggering, cursor measurements. These scopes enable more accurate, simple operation of complex waveforms. In addition to such functions as hard copy via a plotter interface and waveform transfer via the RS-232C interface. Enjoy the comfort of analog and the power to digital.

**25MHz Elenco Oscilloscope**

- $349
- S-1325
- Dual Trace
- 1mV Sensitivity
- 6" CRT
- X-Y Operation
- *1x, 10x Probes included*

**B + K TEST EQUIPMENT All Models Available**

- Digital Capacitance Meter CM-1550B $58.95
  - 9 Ranges
  - 1pF-20,000pF, 5% basic accy. Zero control w/ Case
  - Optional: Big 1" Display
- Digital LCR Meter LC-1801 $125
  - Measures
  - Res 1Ω-200ohm
  - Caps 1pF-200μF, Res >0.1Ω
- Multimeter with Capacitance & Transistor Tester $55 CM-1500B
  - Basic measurements
  - 10V
  - 50mA
  - 20kΩ
  - 20MΩ
  - **$135**

**Fluke MULTIMETERS All Models Available**

- Fluke 70-II $65
- Fluke 77-II $145
- Fluke 79-II $169
- Fluke 87 $289

**AM/FM Transistor Radio Kit with training Course**

- Model AM/FM 108 $26.95
- 14 Transistors + 5 Diodes
- Makes a great school project

**Fluke**

- True RMS 4 1/2 Digit Multimeter M-7000 $135
- 50% DC Accuracy
- 1% Resistance
- with Freq Counter and Deluxe Case

**STANDARD AMATEUR RADIOS**

Now available - The world's finest amateur radios. Unsurpassed quality and features make STANDARD the world's most popular line of amateur radios.

- **Mini Deluxe HTs:**
  - C168A 2 meter
  - C468A 450MHz
  - **CALL**
  - Twin Band HTs
  - C228A 2M/220MHz
  - C528A 2M/440MHz
  - **CALL**
- Twin Band Mobile C5608DA 2M/440MHz
  - **CALL**

We also have many accessories for these radios and most have headsets. Call for details.

**C & S Sales Inc.**

1245 Rosewood, Deerfield, IL 60015
(800) 292-7711 (708) 541-0710

15 Day Money Back Guarantee
2 Year Warranty Prices Subject to Change
WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG
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As a service to readers, 1992 Popular Electronics Electronics Hobbyists Handbook publishes available plans or information relating to newsworthy products, techniques and scientific and technological developments. Because of possible variances in the quality and condition of materials and workmanship used by readers, we disclaim any responsibility for the safe and proper functioning of reader-built projects based upon or from plans or information published in this magazine.

Since some of the equipment and circuitry described in 1992 Popular Electronics Electronics Hobbyists Handbook may relate to or be covered by U.S. patents, we disclaim any liability for the infringement of such patents by making, using, or selling of any such equipment or circuitry, and suggest that anyone interested in such projects consult a patent attorney.

Editorial

OFF WE GO

In this, the latest issue of the Popular Electronics Hobbyists Handbook, we have assembled another great collection of fascinating construction projects. There is something here for every electronics hobbyist, no matter what your interest. If you've already scanned the contents page you won't be surprised. If you haven't look now, and be sure to note that from as exciting a project as building a Van de Graff Generator, to finding out how you can Design Your Own Speaker Enclosures, to as simple yet useful a project as our Electronic Fishing Lure; they are all here. And every story contains all the information you need to complete these adventures in electronics.

On the how-to side there's a story on VCR Repairs You Can Tackle and a look at Techniques and Equipment for Stop-Action Photography.

Those are merely the highlights. There's a lot more for you in these pages. So sit back, get comfortable and start looking for the project you want to tackle. Then clean off your bench, warm up your soldering iron and dig in. Dig into the excitement of watching your own electronics creation come to life.

And if there's something special that we haven't covered in this issue, take a moment or two and drop me a line. Tell me about the equipment or the how-to story you'd like to read and I'll see to getting one of our authors to put that story together for you and your fellow readers in our next issue.

Larry Steckler, EHF/CFT
Editor-In-Chief
FINALLY, THERE'S A BETTER WAY TO ENJOY YOUR HobBIES—WITH TAB BOOKS!

MAINTAINING AND REPAIRING VCRs—2nd Ed.  
by Robert Goodman. This revised, illustrated guide gives you complete guidance on troubleshooting and repairing VCRs, including VHS, Betamax, and camcorders. Includes use of test equipment, servicing techniques, case problems, and solutions. 352 pp., $27.95

PRACTICAL TRANSFORMER DESIGN HANDBOOK—2nd Ed.  
by Jonathan L. Moyer, K3JT. Have the communications control you've always wanted. You get tips and tricks on how to distinguish various models, understand the different methods of modulation used, and set up a communications workstation that fits your needs—and budget. 208 pp., 80 illus. $32.95

PROGRAMMABLE CONTROLLERS: Hardware, Software, and Applications by George L. Batten, Jr., Ph.D.  
You get flowcharts and step-by-step instructions to use to: + develop more efficient control systems + save labor through increased automation + improve product quality + monitor complicated procedures remotely. 304 pp., 187 illus. $31.47

THE COMPLETE SHORTWAVE LISTENER'S HANDBOOK—3rd Ed.  
by Robert W. Wood. Step-by-step instructions and detailed, exploded-view drawings will give you the support you need to disassemble, repair, and reassemble the clothes washer, heating element for the oven, and other appliances and DIY projects. 144 pp., 150 illus. $40.61

ALL THUMBS GUIDE TO REPAIRING MAJOR HOME APPLIANCES by Robert W. Wood. Step-by-step instructions and detailed, exploded-view drawings will give you the support you need to replace, rewire, or install light fixtures, door lamps, dimmer switches, lamps, circuit interrupters, telephone jacks, outdoor lights, and more. 144 pp., 150 illus. $40.00

SAVE—GET BOTH GUIDES ($86.13) FOR ONLY $29.90  (regularly $35.90—you save over 15%)

To Order Call 1-800-822-8158 • (In PA and AK call 1-717-794-2191)  
(please call between 8:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. EST)

FAX Orders: 717-794-2080 or mail coupon to: TAB Books, Blue Ridge Summit, PA 17294-0840  
Please print

Acct. No. Exp. Name
Signature
Address
City/State/Zip

Please send me the book(s) indicated below:  
# $ # $ # $ # $  
□ Check or money order enclosed made payable to TAB Books.

Charge my □ VISA □ MasterCard □ Am. Exp.

Satisfaction Guaranteed—If you are not satisfied, return the book(s) within 15 days for a full refund.

- Transform Your Telephone into a State-of-the-Art Machine!  
- CUSTOMIZE YOUR PHONE: 15 Electronic Projects by Steve Sokolowski. Fun-to-build projects include an automatic ringer, a conference caller, an intercom, an animated ringer, and more. 176 pp., 125 illus.

- THE TALKING TELEPHONE—And 14 Other Custom Telephone Projects by Steve Sokolowski. Build pleasant-sounding ringer boxes, hold buttons, LED dial displays, off-hook detectors, and more. 252 pp., 328 illus. $58.15

- Both books only $27.90 (regularly $31.90—you save over 10%)
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The Computer Virus Crisis
Second Edition
by Philip Fites, Peter Johnson, and Martin Kratz

Updated to reflect today's innovations both in computer viruses and in the weapons used to fight them, this book explains how to recognize symptoms, defeat viruses, correct damage to systems, and backup data files and programs. It presents current information on procedures and software used in the prevention, assessment, containment, and cure of exposures, and discussions on the changing nature of the virus threat to all types and sizes of computer systems. All the current means of exposure—from bulletin board and network-distributed software updates, to sabotage and terrorism—are covered. The book presents technical material, as well as coverage of new legislation and a look at the AIDS Information Disk Trojan issue. The discussions of legal issues are intended to help readers understand their rights, responsibilities, and liabilities. Examining famous cases in the history of computer viruses gives a glimpse of both efficient and bungled examples of crisis intervention. The second edition features substantially expanded reference and index sections, updated descriptions and contact data for both DOS- and Mac-compatible antiviral products, and a collection of summary information to help readers diagnose hundreds of DOS and Macintosh viruses. 

The Computer Virus Crisis, Second Edition costs $29.95 and is published by Van Nostrand Reinhold, 115 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY 10003; Tel: 606-525-6600.
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ELECTRONIC TEST ACCESSORIES 1992
from ITT Pomona Electronics

This 140-page catalog of electronic test accessories presents products in ten major categories. An easy-to-use index helps readers locate particular items in the company's popular selection of jumper and cables, boxes, plugs and jacks, connectors, adapters, single-point test clips, and static-control devices. Highlights of the 1992 catalog include two new lines of test probes and clips for miniature and heavy-duty applications, as well as an expanded line of oscilloscope-probe kits and accessories designed to make testing SMT devices and high-density loaded components easier and more reliable. The catalog also features new IC clip kits, coax/BNC universal adapter kits, digital-multimeter test lead kits, cable and patch accessories, and jumper kits.

BUILD YOUR OWN 386/386SX COMPATIBLE AND SAVE A BUNDLE, Second Edition
by Aubrey Pilgrim

This book demonstrates how you can save thousands of dollars on a state-of-the-art personal-computer system by building one yourself. Intended for beginner and intermediate computer users, no experience is necessary to upgrade your current IBM-compatible to include all the features of the new 386-based machines. All that is needed is the guide's step-by-step illustrated instructions, a pair of pliers, some screwdrivers, and components that can be ordered by mail. The book includes photos and descriptions of each part and component needed to assemble...
a 386 or 386SX microcomputer; specifics on upgrading a PC, XT, or 286 compatible to a 386, 386SX, or 486SX; explanations of memory function and operation; information on backup systems; descriptions of available peripherals, including floppy-, hard-, and optical-disk drives. The second edition also includes expert advice on how to build a computer that takes full advantage of DOS 5 and Windows 3.1. The book provides a short course in how your computer works as it gives instructions on how to build it. Also included is up-to-date information on component prices and availability, parts suppliers, troubleshooting techniques, peripherals, and software.

Build Your Own 386/386SX Compatible and Save a Bundle, Second Edition, costs $18.95 and is published by Windcrest, TAB Books, Division of McGraw-Hill Inc., Blue Ridge Summit, PA 17294-0850; Tel. 1-800-822-8138.
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ECG CAPACITORS AND ACCESSORIES
from Philips ECG

Philips ECG's expanded line of capacitors and components, including 188 more components in four new styles, is featured in this 24-page catalog. The expanded line of capacitors adds tantalum electrolytics, memory backup to 1 farad, axial- and radial-lead non-polarized aluminum electrolytics, and ceramic discs to 3000 V. The complete capacitor line now consists of more than 500 types, including AC motor start, motor run, and polarized aluminum-electrolytic styles. The catalog provides comprehensive electrical and mechanical specifications as well as detailed application guidelines. A cross-reference section crosses more than 2000 industry part numbers representing 12 popular brands to the equivalent ECG part numbers. The ECG Capacitors and Accessories catalog is free upon request from Philips ECG, 1025 Westminster Drive, Williamsport, PA 17701; Tel. 800-526-9354.
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MARITIME FREQUENCY DIRECTORY
by Robert Gad and Robin Lindley
edited by Robert A. Coburn

This comprehensive guide to the United States maritime frequencies includes complete statewide and community coverage—more than 27,000 listings in all. The book includes state- and national-system information, VHF channel-usage information, frequency listings by state and by community, and national weather stations. The 1991 ITU frequency-allocation changes are covered, as well as the new 220-MHz Automated Maritime Telecommunications system. The book covers the LF, MF, HF, VHF, and 220-MHz spectrum. It provides general monitoring information, VHF allocation charts, coast-ship frequency cross-reference charts, Coast Guard, high seas radio-telephone, public coast stations, utility coast stations, commercial stations, search and rescue, port operations, recreational stations, UHF dockside channels, the Mississippi River, emergency and distress, and the maritime-aeronautical channels.

The Maritime Frequency Directory costs $24.95 (plus $3.05 shipping and handling) and is published by Official Scanner Guide, P.O. Box 712, Londonderry, NH 03053; Tel. 603-432-2615.
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UPGRADE!
by Donald L. Stoner, W6TNS

According to FCC statistics, the number of amateur radio new-
What Are Muscle Wires?
Muscle Wires are highly processed strands of a nickel-titanium alloy called nitinol. At room temperature they are easily stretched by up to 5% of their length. When conducting an electric current they heat and return to their original "unstretched" shape with a force thousands of times their own weight.

How strong are Muscle Wires?
The force a wire pulls with varies with from 35 to 430 grams. For more strength, use several wires in parallel.

How fast can Muscle Wires activate?
They contract as fast as they are heated — as quickly as 1/100 of a second. To relax, the wire must cool again. Rates up to several cycles per second are possible with active cooling.

Fleximol Muscle Wire Specifications
- Wire Diameter: 50 µm, 100 µm, 150 µm
- Resistance: 510 Ω/m, 150 Ω/m, 30 Ω/m
- Contract Force: 35 grams, 150 grams, 330 grams
- Typical Current: 50 mA, 180 mA, 400 mA

How much power do Muscle Wires need?
Power varies with wire diameter, length, and surrounding conditions. At room temperature typical currents range from 50 to 400 mA. Power levels can be higher, but once the wire has fully shortened, power should be reduced to prevent overheating.

What are the advantages of Muscle Wires?
Muscle Wires have many advantages over motors or solenoids including small size, light weight, low power, very high strength-to-weight ratio, precise control, AC or DC activation, long life and direct linear action.

These topics and dozens more are covered in detail in our new 96 page book, Working With Muscle Mem. Wires.

Get our new 96 page book and moving Muscle Wire Sample Kit. It includes 20 cm of 50 µm, and 40 cm each of 100 and 150 µm diameter Muscle Wire (1 meter total), crimps and complete instructions — everything you need to get moving today!

Order Toll Free, 24 Hours:
800-374-5764
VISA, MC, check, MO

Mono-electronics
2476 Verna Court
San Leandro, CA 94577
Phone: 510-351-5930
Fax: 510-351-6955

Comers upgrading from the "no-code" Technician to Tech-Plus and the General Class license is increasing monthly. In response, the National Amateur Radio Association (NARA) has introduced this book, intended to motivate and help beginners to improve their status. The largest chapter in the book is devoted to Samuel Morse and his telegraphic codes. It provides numerous hints for becoming code proficient, including advice on how to avoid the dreaded speed plateau at 8-9 words per minute. The remaining chapters are tied to the nine sub-elements contained in the General Class question pool. The theory behind the questions is discussed in an easy-to-understand style, and is followed in each chapter by the questions found in the sub-element on the test. The correct answers are presented at the end of the book.

UPGRADE! is priced at $9.95 (plus $2.00 shipping and handling) and is published by The National Amateur Radio Association, P.O. Box 598, Redmond, WA 98073; Tel: 206-869-8052; Fax: 206-861-5780.
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MICROELECTRONIC CIRCUITS:
A Laboratory Approach
by Jerrold H. Krenz

To help readers achieve an understanding of semiconductor circuits and devices, this book presents a series of experiments that emphasize the close connection between theoretical conclusions and experimental observations. The experiments are grouped into several broad categories. The first section highlights the importance of small-signal models and sophisticated circuits of the type used in integrated music systems, such as operational amplifiers. Part 2 covers the switching characteristics of devices and gates. The third section stresses the limitations associated with the "non-ideal" behavior of an operational amplifier. The next three sections cover various timing circuits, phase-locked loops, and specialized circuits. Questions are posed in the concluding section of each experiment to encourage readers to correlate experimental results with theoretical predictions, and design exercises challenge readers to obtain a specific design through an extension of the theoretical and experimental results of previous experiments. The book covers both linear and switching types of devices, with an emphasis on their electrical characteristics. Throughout the book, computer simulations of electronic circuits demonstrate the interrelation of experimental and simulation approaches in testing electronic circuits.

Microelectronic Circuits: A Laboratory Approach costs $29.00 and is published by Prentice Hall, Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632; Tel: 201-767-5937.
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BOOKS FOR THE MEDIA ARTS 1992
from Focal Press

This 35-page catalog is filled with "how-to" books for professionals and students of broadcasting, audio, and video. The 1992 catalog is the first from Focal Press to also feature videotapes and audio tapes. More than 40 new titles are featured, and the complete selection includes a total of 230 titles. Several new books in related areas such as audiovisual, photography, and cinematography, are included.

Books for the Media Arts 1992 is free upon request from Focal Press, 80 Montvale Avenue, Stoneham, MA 02180; Tel: 1-800-366-2665; Fax: 617-279-4851.
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AMAZING 
ELECTRONIC 
PRODUCTS AND KITS

NEW CONCEPT!
Mystery Levitating Device
Remember War of the Worlds? Objects float in air and move to the touch. Delays gravity, amazing gift, conversation piece, magic trick or great science project.
ANTIK Easy to Assemble Kit/Plans $19.50

Combinations Solid State Tesla Coil & Variable 100,000VDC Generator

- Plasma in a Jar/Tornado, Furnace - Kirlian Photography
- Wireless Energy Transmission
- Inductive Fields - Pyrotechnic Effects
- Corona and Brush Discharge
- Energizer for Neon Plasma Tubes

Experiments Using Hi Volts DC:
- Plasma Blaster Diller/Cutter
- Anti-Gravity/Force Fields
- Ion Reaction Motors
- Lightning Generation
- High Ion Source
- Ozone For Air Purification
- Electrification of People & Objects Particle Accelerators/Atom Smashing
- High Energy Capacity Charging

HVM7 Plans Complete System $10.00
HVM7K Complete System Kit/Plans $148.50
TCL4K Tesla Coil Only Kit/Plans $79.50
11519AC Wall Adapter for 115AC $9.50

Solar Power! All New!
Free, Clean, Safe and Plenty for All
SOL1 4" Dia...5V, 2A Silicon Cell & Plans $8.50
SOL2 6x12", 14V...2A Amorphous Cell & Plans $7.50

Solar Energy Kits / Build The Following:
SOLM1 Motor Kit For Science Fair $14.50
SOL12 12" Multirotor Neon Outside Lille Kit $34.50
SOLCH1 Charger Kit With 6V 9A Battery $24.50
SOLS8K1 Shockor Kit For Objects, Fence, Bug Zapper $29.50

Solar Furnace
Use the power of the sun to build a device that can melt metal! Easy to build, excellent science fair project.
SOLFUR+ Data Sheets, w/Big Fresnel Lens $14.50
Plasma Fire Saber
Produces the spectacular effect that captured the fantasy of millions of movie fans. Visible plasma field is controlled by grip pressure and adjusts saber length. Active energy field produces weird & bizarre effects. Excellent for special effects. Specify photon blue, neon red, phaser green, or starfire purple.
PFS2 Plans... $8.00 PFS2K Kit/Plans $49.50
Special Offer PFS2O Assembled reg $89.50 $59.50

Poster Neon - As Fun as FIRED in your favorite poster! Ready to use, safe and simple. Includes 26" red neon tube and special energizer.
PLUS20X, With Neon Tube $39.50

Shocker Force Field / Vehicle Electrifier
- Neat little device allows you to make hand and shock balls, shock wounds and electrify objects, charge capacitors. Great pay back for those wise guys who have wronged you!
SHIK1K Easy To Assemble Electronic Kit $24.50

100,000V Intimidator / Shock Wand Module
Build an electrical device that is affective up to 20 feet. May be used for handheld, portable field or laboratory applications.
ITM2K Easy to Assemble Electronic Kit $49.50
ITM2 Plans Only, Creditable to Kit $10.00

Ion Ray Gun
- Projects charged ions that induce shocks in people & objects without any connection. Great science project as well as a high tech party prank.
IOG3 Plans $10.00 IOG3K Kit/Plans $69.50

Visible Pain Field Generator
Shoot pocket size electronic device produces time variant complex shock waves of intense directional acoustic energy capable of warding off aggressive animals, etc.
IPG0 Plans $14.50 IPG7K Kit/Plans $49.50
IPG70 Assembled $74.50

Homing / Tracking Transmitter
- Beeper device, 3 mile range.
HOD1 Plans $10.00 HOD1K Kit/Plans $49.50

Listen Thru Walls, Floors & Objects
- Highly sensitive stethoscope mike.
STEH1 Plans $8.00 STEH1K Kit/Plans $49.50

3 Mile FM Wireless Mike
- Subminiature!
Crystal clear, ultra-sensitive pickup transmits voices and sounds to FM radio. Excellent security system, Warren of Intrusion. Become your neighborhood disk jockey!
Monitor children and invalids.
FMV1 Plans $7.00 FMV1K Kit/Plans $38.50

Telephone Transmitter - 3 Miles!
Automatically transmits both sides of a telephone conversation to FM radio. Tunable Frequency - Undetectable! Easy to Build & Use.
- Up to 3 Mile Range - Only transmits during phone use
WVM7 Plans $6.00 WVM7K Kit/Plans $39.50

Automatic Telephone Recording Device
Connects between telephone and recorder - No power needed
- Undetectable! Crystal Clear! Extends Tape Time
SPECIAL OFFER! Complete system including extended play recorder.
TAXP2Z $99.50

Sunglasses/FM Radio!
This high tech, all new device is a full range, tune-able FM radio built to a pair of sunglasses.
Great for covert listening of wireless devices and regular entertainment.
SUGL1 Ready to Use, with batteries $24.50

TV & FM Joker / Jammer
- Shirt pocket device allows you to totally control and remotely disrupt TV or radio reception. Great gag to play on family or friends. Discretion required.
EJJK1K Easy to Assemble Electronic Kit $19.50

Visible Beam Laser
- High brightness red HeNe laser visible for miles.
- Produce your own light show! Projects a beam or red light clearly visible under most circumstances. Can be used to intimidate by projection of a red dot on target subject. Also may be used to "listen in" utilizing our laser window bounce method #LLIS1 below. Easy to Build Modules Produce A Working Visible Laser.
LAS11K1 Kit w/1mw Laser Tube, Class II $69.50
LAS19K Kit w/3.5mw Laser Tube, Class II $99.50

SALE! SALE! SALE! SALE!
Low Power 0.5mw HeNe Laser Tube with plans to build a low cost visible red laser system. Great for low budget science fair project.
LA1905 $24.50

"Laser Bounce" Listener System
- Allows you to hear sounds from an area via a HeNe laser reflected from a window or other similar object. System uses our ready-to-use LATR1 Laser Terminating gun site as the transmitter. The receiver section is supplied as an easy-to-build kit, including our cushioned HS10 headsets. Order # LLIS2ST System, includes our LATR1 Ready-to-Use Laser Gun Site, LLR1 Special Receiver Kit, and HS10 Headset, all for only $299.50

Visible Red Laser Diodes
- 670NM Toshiba. All new, full spec, with plans to build a system.
VRD1 3mw Laser Diode / Plans $49.50
VRD3 5mw Laser Diode / Plans $69.50

See In The Dark Viewing
Device uses infrared illumination for seeing in total darkness. Excellent for low cost night vision, along with observing people and other IR sources.
Functional unit, many useful applications.
SDS Plans $10.00
SDS Kit / Tube / Plans $39.50
GPV10 Ready to Use Viewer $499.50
6032A Tube / Plans to build your own $99.50

Order by Mail, or by 24 Hour Orders-Only Phone: 800-221-1705

INFORMATION UNLIMITED
Dept PEH92, Box 716, Amherst, NH 03031
Phone: 603-673-4730 FAX 603-672-5406
MC, VISA, COD, Checks Accepted. Please Add $5.00 Shipping & Handling

Catalog with many more items FREE with Order, Or Send $1 P&H
**Micro Video Camera**

Although it weighs only 2.3 ounces and is less than 2-inches square, Supercircuits' PC-2ex micro video camera produces 240 lines of resolution and features 80,000-lux light capacity. The device uses a CCD pickup, so it won't burn in or smear when exposed to bright light sources, and VSLI technology, which results in an extremely small package with low power requirements. The PC-2ex's output is standard NTSC video, compatible with television monitors, VCRs, and Supercircuits' Amateur-TV transmitters for wireless transmission up to two miles from the receiver. Other uses include security and surveillance work, radio-controlled airborne video, robotics, "toy vision," and hobby applications limited only by one's imagination. A wide-angle 12.0 lens is included, along with a modular-connector video/power cable.

The PC-2ex micro video camera costs $196.95 (plus $6.50 shipping and handling). For additional information, contact Supercircuits, 1403 Bayview Drive, Hermosa Beach, CA 90254; Tel: 310-372-9166.
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**TWO-CHIP ENGINEERING COPROCESSOR**

A two-chip engineering coprocessor from Intel improves performance of technical, engineering, and scientific applications on Intel386 DX microprocessor-based machines by as much as 70%. Technical applications use a lot of processing horsepower, and tend to bog down computer performance, wasting time and reducing productivity. The RapidCAD Engineering CoProcessor improves performance on technical software applications such as computer-aided design, three-dimensional modeling, rendering, and math/statistical analysis. Floating-point operations and CPU functions are combined to boost the speed of such tasks as three-dimensional rendering. In addition, the coprocessor speeds up the more than 2100 software packages that support Intel Math CoProcessors.

The RapidCAD is made of two chips. The larger of the two, RapidCAD-1, combines the complete functions of the Intel386 DX microprocessor and the Intel387 DX Math Coprocessor in a single device, replacing the system's Intel 386 DX CPU. The smaller chip, RapidCAD-2, drops into the socket that is normally reserved for the math coprocessor. It contains the interface logic needed to manage math exceptions, such as dividing by zero, on PC-compatible systems. Installation by a qualified technician is recommended. The RapidCAD Engineering coprocessor comes with a user's guide, diagnostic and demonstration software, a chip-removal tool, and a storage case for the displaced chips.

The RapidCAD Engineering CoProcessor has a suggested list price of $499. For more information, request information package "BO" from Intel Corporation, 3065 Bowers Avenue, P.O. Box 58065, Santa Clara, CA 95052-8121; Tel: 800-538-3373; Fax: 800-525-3019.
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**IN-LINE WATTMETER**

You can measure true power consumed by both AC and DC electronic devices—including operating power consumed by common loads rated for 1300 watts or less, such as lamps, appliances, heaters, small motors, and instruments—with Extech's In-Line Wattmeter JAC380690. The instrument even measures DC current components created by rectifiers within the load. A built-in circuit breaker protects the wattmeter from overloads and load faults. Autoranging measuring ranges include watts, true-rms volts, true-rms amps, and power factor, with a basic accuracy of 0.5% + / − 1 count. To make measurements, the wattmeter is simply plugged into a wall socket and the device to be measured is plugged into a three-prong socket at the back of the meter. A Hall-effect transducer built into the wattmeter provides for correct power readings regardless of the load-power factor, line voltage noise, or current distortion. The meter has a large, 3½-digit, backlit LCD readout, and is packaged.
Now! Experience the electronics behind the MIDI revolution as you build your own computer-controlled music center

Only NRI's innovative, at-home training in Electronic Music Technology gives you hands-on experience with the equipment that's revolutionizing the music industry—Atari ST Series computer with built-in MIDI ports, Casio HT-3000 synthesizer with advanced MIDI operations, and ingenious MIDI software that links computer keyboard to synthesizer keyboard—all yours to train with and keep!

This year, over $1.5 billion worth of digital electronic music instruments, from keyboards to drum machines, will be sold in the U.S. alone. Enthusiasts everywhere—professional musicians and recording technicians, even people who have never touched a musical instrument before—are discovering the excitement of today's electronic music technology.

At the heart of this excitement is MIDI (Musical Instrument Digital Interface), an innovation that's transformed musical instruments into the ultimate computer peripherals...and opened up a whole new world of opportunity for the person who knows how to use, program, and service this extraordinary new digital equipment.

Now NRI's breakthrough Electronic Music Technology course puts you at the forefront of this booming new technology with exclusive training built around a MIDI-equipped computer, MIDI synthesizer, and MIDI software you keep.

Dynamic new technology opens up new career opportunities

The opportunities are unlimited for the person who's trained to take advantage of today's electronic music phenomenon. Now you can prepare for a high-paying career as a sound engineer, recording engineer, or road technician...even start your own business selling and servicing today's high-tech musical instruments. Or simply unleash your own musical creativity with the breakthrough training and equipment only NRI gives you.

Only NRI gives you hands-on training with today's MIDI technology

The Atari ST Series computer included in your course becomes the heart of your own computer-controlled music center.

With its tremendous power, superior graphics capabilities, and built-in MIDI interface, the 16/32-bit Atari ST has almost overnight become the computer of choice for today's most knowledgeable electronic musicians.

Your Casio HT-3000 synthesizer features a five-octave, MIDI-compatible digital keyboard with built-in monitor speakers, advanced tone editing and writing, pattern memory, keyboard split, tone and rhythm banks, chord memory, and dozens more state-of-the-art capabilities.

Plus you get ingeniously designed MIDI software that opens up amazing new creative and technical possibilities...you actually build your own 4-input audio mixer/amplifier...and you test the electronic circuits at the core of today's new equipment.

with the hand-held digital multimeter also included in your course.

No previous electronics or music experience necessary

No matter what your background, NRI gives you the skills you need to take advantage of today's opportunities in electronic music technology.

With your experienced NRI instructor always available to help, you master the basics of electronic theory step by step, gaining the full understanding of electronics that's now so essential for technicians and musicians alike.

You move on to analyze sound generation techniques, digital logic, microprocessor fundamentals, and sampling and recording techniques...ultimately getting first-hand experience with today's explosive new technology as you explore MIDI, waveshaping, patching, sequencing, mixing, special effects, and much more.

Plus, even if you've never been involved with music before, NRI gives you enough basic training in music theory and musical notation to appreciate the creative potential and far-reaching applications of today's electronic music equipment.

Send today for FREE catalog

If the coupon is missing, write to NRI Schools, McGraw-Hill Continuing Education Center, 4401 Connecticut Avenue, NW, Washington, DC 20008.
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NRI training includes an Atari ST computer, Casio synthesizer, exclusive MIDI software, and much more—all yours to train with and keep! (TV not supplied)
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Our vises are turning heads.

Up, down, left, right. No matter what angle you need your work held at, PanaVise will get you there. Just one turn of the knob locks our fully rotating head in virtually any position.

Need to hold something larger? No need to buy another vise, just pop in a PanaVise interchangeable head and you’re ready to go — in seconds!

PanaVise
1485 Southfork Way / Sparks, NV 89431 / 702-353-2100

In a durable ABC plastic case with a handle and power cord.
The model JAC380690 120VAC in-line wattmeter has a list price of $799; a 220 VAC version (model JAC380963) has a list price of $629. For more information, contact Extech Instruments Corporation, 335 Bear Hill Road, Waltham, MA 02154; Tel: 617-890-7440; Fax: 617-890-7864.
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VIDEO CHARACTER GENERATOR

Home-video makers can add high-quality, professional-style titles to their productions using Sima’s ScreenWriter video character generator. The device was designed with simplicity in mind. Used with a television and VCR, up to seven title pages can be created and stored in the ScreenWriter’s memory. A selected title is automatically superimposed on the chosen scene during tape editing or transfer, with the touch of a button. Four different letter sizes are available, along with special effects including zoom and vertical or horizontal scrolling.

ing. A user-friendly QWERTY-style keyboard includes a full set of international characters, and command keys are color-coded. To keep things simple, each line of a title can be set up and then moved around on the screen to achieve the most pleasing arrangement, before the title is inserted. A battery back-up allows titles to be stored in memory for up to one year.

The ScreenWriter video character generator has a suggested retail price of $319.95. For additional information, contact Sima Products Corporation, 8707 North Skokie Boulevard, Skokie, IL 60077; Tel: 708-679-7462; Fax: 312-286-7227.
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AC/DC CURRENT TRANSUDER

When used in conjunction with a digital voltmeter, Amprobe’s model CT 600 AC/DC current transducer will measure AC and DC current up to 600 amps. The instrument features a coil cord with output banana plugs, a function/range-select switch, a DC-zero adjust knob, and a low-battery indicator. It offers a frequency response of 40–400 Hz.

clamping level (the voltage point at which the surge protector cuts off the power surge to prevent overvoltage in the line) available—330 volts.

The power control center is encased in a fully shielded steel case. Intended to sit under the monitor, the device is designed to improve the user’s angle of sight and reduce glare. Users can turn their equipment on or off via a single master switch located on the front panel. Five front-panel rocker switches correspond to individual plug-in receptacles on the rear panel, while an unswitched receptacle on the rear panel provides uninterrupted power with surge protection. Other features include an indicator light that shows that the unit is operating properly, a 15-amp circuit breaker, and a six-foot power cord.

The EG43T Power Control Center has a suggested retail price of $119.95. For more information, contact Intermatic, Inc., Intermatic Plaza, Spring Grove, IL 60081-9698.
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COMPUTER POWER CONTROL CENTER

Intermatic’s EG43T Power Con-
trol Center combines a surge suppressor and a multi-outlet power-control center in one unit. It offers maximum protection from surges and heavy-duty EMI/RFI noise filtering for a combination of up to six computer items: PC’s, printers, disk drives, peripherals, and other accessories. It responds in less than a nanosecond to prevent dangerous voltage surges from damaging the equipment being protected. That protection is provided on all three lines (hot to neutral, hot to ground, and neutral to ground). In addition, the power-control center offers the best UL Standard 1449.
lead testing, ITT Pomona's Series 5790 Rotating Micrograbber test probe is also well suited for testing of fine-gauge wires. Spacings as small as 1.2mm (0.05-inch) and wire as fine as 0.1mm (0.004-inch) can be accessed with the Rotating Micrograbber's fine-pointed pincer. The rotating finger grips and body allow the user to grasp the lead firmly. The extended guide tube reaches into extremely tight areas. And, unlike rigid test probes, the flexible

Rotating Micrograbber can be bent and fixed at a 35° angle. The 1.2mm barrel allows for tight stacking of multiple probes, which is particularly helpful for any application that requires multiple, high-density connection testing, and when using logic analyzers or oscilloscope accessories. The probe is rated at 42-volts, 2-amp maximum, and is available in black or red.

The Series 5790 Rotating Micrograbber costs $4.60 in single quantities. For further information, contact ITT Pomona Electronics, 1500 East Ninth Street, P.O. Box 2767, Pomona, CA 91769; Tel: 714-469-2900; Fax: 714-629-3317.

### BENCHTOP DIGITAL MULTIMETER

The patent-pending analog-to-digital conversion technology developed by Analogic engineers for use in the Data Precision DP100 digital multimeter gives the instrument high accuracy and reliability while reducing the requirements for expensive components. Called Successively Summed Integration (SSI), the technology enhances stability, linearity, and wide dynamic range and lowers the parts count.

The 5½-digit instrument combines the voltage, current, and resistance-measurement capabilities of a digital multimeter, with a frequency counter capable of measuring up to 25 MHz, and a high-accuracy RTD temperature meter. Containing built-in rechargeable batteries, the benchtop unit doubles as a portable DMM with more than 10 hours of cord-free operation. It measures DC voltage from ±0.1 microvolts to 450 volts; true RMS AC voltage from 1 microvolt to 450 volts over the full audio frequency range; resistance, using either 2-wire or the more accurate 4-wire method, from 1 milliohm to 20 megohms; DC and true RMS AC current to 2 amperes; frequency to 25 MHz; and temperature (using an optional 3- or 4-wire RTD probe) from −200 to +250°C with readout in either °C or °F. An RS232 interface allows formatted

printouts, data acquisition, or remote instrument control. Five front-panel buttons provide simple, rapid changing of functions and ranges, as well as easy access to the additional features of printer control, filter setting, communications data rate, and calibration. Each measurement function is autoranging with fixed ranges chosen using up and down pushbuttons. The instrument requires calibration only once a year. It contains no internal adjustments and is calibrated simply by means of its front-panel controls and a reference standard.

The Data Precision DP100 costs $595 in single units; quantity discounts are offered. For more information, contact Analogic Corporation, Electronic Products Group, 8 Centennial Drive, Peabody, MA 01960; Tel: 508-977-3000 ext. 3873; Fax: 508-531-1266.
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**“The SEMIANALYZER is the most complete test equipment on the bench”—R. Hohl, GMC,MI**

**PORTABLE TESTER FOR MICROWAVE OVENS**

$329

- MEASURES COMPONENTS AT HIGH-VOLTAGE LOADS
- IN-CIRCUIT TEST OF HV DIODE, CAPACITOR, MAGNETRON
- MEASURES UP TO 5000V AC OR DC IN TWO RANGES
- ALSO CHECKS TRIACS, TRANSISTORS, MOSFETS, SCRs
- 60 DAY SATISFACTION OR MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE

Southgate Electronics Distributor (305) 720-4497
275 Rock Island Road, North Lauderdale, FL 33068
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**WORLD WIDE COMPONENT DISTRIBUTORS**

- JAPANESE SEMICONDUCTORS
  - 2SA, 2SB, 2SC, 2SD, AN's, HA's, LA's, STK's, UPC's
- MRO
- REPLACEMENT TYPES COMPAREABLE TO ECG/INTE TYPES

TOLL FREE: 1-800-222-6268
(201) 467-6264 • FAX: (201) 467-8519
18 Stern Avenue, Springfield, NJ 07081
QUALITY COMPONENTS AT COMPETITIVE PRICES
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1992 PE-HOBBYIST HANDBOOK
SELECT 5 BOOKS for only $4.95
(values to $155.75)

Your most complete source for electronics books for over 25 years.

Membership Benefits • Big Savings. In addition to this introductory offer, you keep saving substantially with members' prices of up to 50% off the publishers' prices. • Bonus Books. Starting immediately, you will be eligible for our Bonus Book Plan, with savings of up to 80% off publishers' prices. • Club News Bulletins. 15 times per year you will receive the Book Club News, describing all the current selections—mainst, alternates, extras—plus bonus offers and special sales, with scores of titles to choose from. • Automatic Order. If you want the Main Selection, do nothing and it will be sent to you automatically. If you prefer another selection, or no book at all, simply indicate your choice on the reply form provided. You will have at least 10 days to decide. As a member, you agree to purchase at least 3 books within the next 12 months and may resign at any time thereafter. • Ironclad No-Risk Guarantee. If not satisfied with your books, return them within 10 days without obligation! • Exceptional Quality. All books are quality publishers' editions especially selected by our Editorial Board.

(Publishers' Prices Shown)

Please accept my membership in the Electronics Book Club and send the 5 volumes listed below, billing me $4.95. If not satisfied, I may return the books within ten days without obligation. I'll have my membership cancelled. I agree to purchase at least 3 books at regular Club prices during the next 12 months and may resign anytime thereafter. A shipping/handling charge and sales tax will be added to all orders.

Name ____________________________
Address __________________________
City ____________________________ State ______ Zip __________ Phone ______

Valid for new members only. Foreign applicants will receive special ordering instructions. Canada must remit in U.S. currency. This order subject to acceptance by the Electronics Book Club. PEX-492

Blue Ridge Summit, PA 17294-0810
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DESIGN your own ROBOT

Learn the fundamentals of brain activity and how to simulate animal behavior by building your own robot.

BY JONATHAN CONNELL

The human brain is very complex. It contains billions of neurons and has trillions of connections between them. Although, many areas have a uniform structure, there are several-hundred architecturally distinct regions. That makes simulating a human brain very difficult.

By contrast, there are many insects and marine animals that have far fewer neurons. Some of them have been studied in detail and scientists have a good idea of how the various components of their brains are connected together. There is also a rich collection of experimental data detailing what sort of behaviors are present in each animal and how various groups of neurons interact to perform the necessary computations. So, at least for now, it's more feasible for us to build robotic models of such simple creatures rather than humans. Also, since man evolved from simpler organisms, the knowledge gained from such an endeavor should ultimately lead us to a better understanding of our own minds.

In this article, we'll investigate the nature and capabilities of elementary, animal-like reflex systems. We'll also show you how to construct an inexpensive mobile robot based on simple animal behavior.

Behavior. Before designing our own creature, we need to investigate some of the principles of natural control systems like the nervous system. Let's start by breaking an organism's overall behavior into a collection of separate reflexes. This allows us to study and develop an understanding of each reflex as though it was isolated from the others. Once each reflex is understood they can all be put together in a model that coordinates their activity. This coordination is necessary to prevent potential conflicts between reflexes.

Each reflex can be modeled as a set of "if-then" rules—if a particular circumstance exists, then perform a specific action. A simple way to model the coordination of the animal's actions is to give each rule a different priority. Experimental robotics research has shown that such systems, if cleverly designed, are powerful enough to accomplish sophisticated tasks.
The functioning of a rule-based system is best illustrated by an example. Consider the coastal snail. This creature spends its life at the edge of the ocean, eating algae off rocks. The best place for this kind of snail is in a crack right above the waterline. There it can find a rich concentration of food and the creature is in no danger of being dried out by the sun or gulped-up by a passing bird. Unfortunately, the snails are occasionally swept away by a wave, so to avoid starving they must have some way of seeking out this optimal region again.

Ethological studies have revealed that the snail has two primitive drives: to climb upward and to avoid light. We will refer to these reflexes as “up” and “dark.” However, neither of these instincts completely controls the snail’s behavior. In fact, there are some situations in which they play no part. For instance, if there is no difference in light intensity between directions, the dark behavior is quiescent and the snail crawls straight upward. Similarly, when the snail is on a more or less flat surface, the up drive is inactive and the snail’s direction of travel is determined solely by the illumination gradient.

Overall, however, dark is the stronger reflex. If a very bright light source is present, the snail will crawl away from it even if this means going downward.

Surprisingly enough, if one turns the snail upside down, instead of avoiding light, it will now head toward bright areas. We can say that this is due to a third reflex, “bright,” which provides the animal with an urge to seek out light. Since the bright reflex ends up controlling the motion of the animal, it must override the output of the dark module. Yet this new behavior only becomes active, or “potentiated,” when the animal is inverted. When the snail is right-side up, the creature acts out one of the lower level behaviors.

There is one further twist to all this. It has been observed that the light-seeking behavior occurs only underwater. If the animal is in air, it will invariably seek out dark areas, even if it is upside down. We can model this by adding another behavior, called “crack,” to the creature’s repertoire. When the snail is out of the water, this behavior takes precedence over all the other drives and causes the creature to seek out dark places.

As shown in Fig. 1, we can draw the interaction of the reflexes (or “behavioral modules”) as boxes. We can indicate the priority of the behavioral modules through the use of circles with an “S” (which stands for suppressor node) in it. In the case of conflicting motion commands, the behavioral module which injects its signal into the side always wins and gets control of the snail’s body. The dominant behavior suppresses the weaker behavior.

This collection of four behaviors allows the snail to find the best foraging area, even if it has to negotiate major obstacles along the way. Imagine, as shown in Fig. 2, that the snail starts on the ocean floor, a short distance offshore. Since the rocks are slightly darker than the surrounding sand, it crawls along the bottom towards them. Then, when it reaches an outcropping, it starts climbing the face. However, every time it comes across a notch in the rock, it is drawn inward by the darkness. Upon reaching the end of the crack, the snail starts climbing the rear wall and eventually reaches the ceiling. Here, it becomes inverted and thus moves outward toward light again.

Having successfully overcome this impediment, the snail continues climbing toward the surface. When it reaches the edge of the water, it ascends still further until it comes across another crack. As before, the dark-seeking behavior will take over and directs the snail into any crack encountered. However, since it is now above water, the snail does not head upward or turn around when it reaches the back, but instead stays deep in the crack to search for food.

The Robot’s Behavior. Using behavior-based control systems we can now design our own synthetic creatures. The one to be described here is called “Muramator,” which is Latin for “wall lover.” As its name suggests, the robot follows the edges of walls and furniture. To design such a robot, we start by breaking its desired “behavior” down into separate parts.

The most primitive behavior we’ll call “explore.” This module should constantly urge the robot to go forward. While that causes the robot to move around its environment, it also causes the robot to get stuck easily. To prevent this, we’ll add another behavior, “avoid,” which overrides the output of the explore circuitry. Avoid’s job is to steer the robot away from any obstacles that might be encountered.

With just these two behaviors a robot is capable of wandering around its environment for long periods of time. However, it tends to bounce around like a drunken pool ball. To make the robot more responsive to its world, let’s add a third behavior, “seek.” This module can search for objects and guide the robot toward them.

A dynamic balance between seek and avoid will keep the robot running roughly parallel to the edges of objects. Like an ancient mariner, the robot will attempt to keep the shoreline of its world in sight at all times.

The whole algorithm (shown in Fig. 3) has been successfully used by several larger robots. Our abstract specifica-
tions now need to be translated into real rules. To do this we need to know the actual perceptual and motion capabilities of our robot. To keep construction simple, for the body we have chosen a commercially available toy vehicle that is able to stop, go forward, or turn in place toward the left. No other actions are possible.

There are 3 different bodies (all available at Radio Shack) that will work with the Muramator circuit. The preferred body is a wire-controlled skateboard. This configuration is called the "Whirli-gig" or WG model. Another option is to build the robot around a wire-controlled dinosaur (Radio Shack No. 60-2284), referred to as the "Dizzy Lizzy" (or DL model). The DL model has a more appealing appearance, but the WG model has crispier performance. Still another option is the "Pro-jette" (or PJ) model, which uses a wire-controlled Stealth Fighter (Radio Shack No. 60-2305). However, the wings of that model have a tendency to get stuck on obstacles.

Since the Whirli-gig is the technically best model, we'll be covering that one here. You can get further information on using the other bodies from the kit supplier mentioned in the Parts List. Unfortunately, your choice of model might be constrained by which toys your local store has in stock, although they may be able to order the model you want. In any event, most Radio Shack stores stock most of the toys during the holiday season.

For sensing, we'll use a single infrared proximity detector. That device works by emitting a beam of light then looking for a bright reflection. The sensor is able to "see" objects in an almond-shaped region about 3 inches wide by 12-inches long.

The implementation of the first behavior, explore, is trivial: we just run the robot's motor. The next behavior, avoid, is also fairly simple. If the obstacle detector senses anything, we run the robot's motor in reverse. This causes the creature to turn away from the stimulus.

However, for this to work, the obstacle sensor must be oriented properly. On one hand, it is important that the robot have some forward vision to avoid ramming into objects directly in its path.

![Diagram](https://via.placeholder.com/150)

**Fig. 4.** A neuron receives input from other neurons and ascribes a certain amount of importance (weight) to each. Some weights are negative some positive. It then sums the overall value of the inputs, integrates them, and if the integrated value reaches a certain level the neuron outputs a one.

![Diagram](https://via.placeholder.com/150)

**Fig. 5.** This symbol of a neuron shows one excitatory input (A), one inhibitory input (B), the synapse (the circle), and the output. Both inputs have a weight of 2 as indicated.

However, if the sensor points straight forward, the robot is likely to side-sweep obstacles. Therefore, we compromise and aim the sensor about 30° to the right of the robot's midline. This naturally makes the robot more sensitive to obstacles on the right; a sensible choice since our robot avoids things by turning left.

The last behavior, seek, is more difficult to instill in the robot. Unfortunately, we can't directly determine where the wall is and how to steer the robot toward it. The robot only looks in one direction, and anytime it sees something, it is programmed to turn until the sensor reading disappears. However, if the proximity detector is active a large percentage of the time, we can assume that the robot is still near obstacles. Open spaces, on the other hand, are characterized by the absence of any sensor readings.

That forms the basis for our seeking strategy: When the robot has not seen anything for awhile, it spins around in an attempt to locate the edge of the world again. Notice that if the new seek behavior is omitted, the creature will not turn back toward the wall, but in-
stead it would zoom off into space. Since the robot avoids things by turning left, it has a good chance of finding things if it turns right instead. Yet, because our creature can only turn to the left, we must make a right turn the long way around. Thus, we generate a carefully timed burst of movement to yield approximately 270 degrees of rotation.

However, the creature is basically blind during a programmed turn, and may rotate all the way past the wall when seeking it. To fix this, as soon as the robot senses an object nearby, the seek circuit will be reset (i.e., it will start measuring the amount of time it spends near objects again). That not only causes the robot to stop turning, it also synchronizes the unit so that it correctly measures the time since the last obstacle sighting.

Neurons. We have seen that it is not necessary to give a robot an explicit plan to perform action; instead, general rules suffice. This greatly reduces the complexity of the "nervous system" required. Typically, a set of ordered reflexes is adequate for simple navigation, but what mechanisms make these reflexes possible? In animals the answer is, of course, neurons. So, as a guide to implementing our "creature" electronically, let us see how real neurons work.

Neurons communicate via electrical/chemical impulses. To transmit a signal, one neuron releases a puff of a specific chemical across a gap (called a "synapse") toward the next neuron. The next neuron absorbs the chemical into one of its inputs (which consist of tree-like structures called "dendrites"). This substance briefly opens a number of ion channels in the receiving neuron's cell membrane, and the resulting flow of charge carriers causes it to act like a miniature battery.

The combined charges are funnelled back to the body of the cell (known as the "soma"). If enough dendrites are activated, the neuron gradually becomes more and more electrically charged. When there is enough accumulated potential, the neuron spontaneously generates its own series of impulses which travel down an output fiber (the "axon"). Eventually this signal impinges on the inputs of succeeding neurons and a similar series of events takes place.

A Neuron Model. Our model of a neuron takes into account all of these phenomena. As shown in Fig. 4, there are a number of inputs (like dendrites) that converge on a single "summation" node, which is similar to a neuron's soma. The summation node adds all the inputs and passes them to an integrator. The integrated signal is passed to a threshold unit that evaluates the signal to determine whether any output should be produced.

Our model also incorporates some other salient features of real neurons not yet mentioned. For instance, all the inputs are not treated the same. Each input is amplified by its own gain or "weight factor," which is represented by the amplifier symbols shown. In this way, inputs with a large weight factor will influence the neuron more than inputs with a small weight factor. This reflects the anatomical fact that certain synapses in animals are more transmissive than others.

In addition, we also show inputs with negative weights (the lower two inputs). These correspond to "inhibitory connections" often observed between actual neurons. They can suppress the action of neurons.

Another characteristic of neurons that our model contains can be called "leakage." You can think of a neuron as a tub being filled with water. There are a number of hoses of different sizes feeding into the tub (the excitatory inputs) as well as a number of drain spouts (the inhibitory inputs). After the tub (neuron) has filled up, it fires. However, once "full," the neuron would fire at the slightest input so the tub has "built-in" leakage to gradually drain the remaining water.

To reproduce this effect, the summation node contains a "−1" term. This is essentially an inhibitory input that is always on. When none of the other inputs are active, the sum is now negative so the integrated excitation always decreases toward zero. However, we never let the value of the integral go negative; we restrict the integrated excitation to be between 0 and 1 at all times. This reflects the fact that we cannot fill a tub above its rim or drain it below its bottom.

Interestingly, while real neurons also have limits to the voltages that they can produce, the voltage can drop below the usual "rest voltage." In animals, it is possible, and sometimes computationally useful, to discharge a cell below this neutral level. Such a condition makes it harder for later inputs to trigger the neuron.

The final twist to our neural model is the nature of the threshold circuit. We use a device known as a "Schmitt trigger" instead of a simple comparator. This device has two thresholds, a high one for rising signals and a lower one for falling signals. In our neuron model, the output switches on when the value of the integrated excitation reaches 1. The neuron will continue to output a 1 until the integrated output descends to 0 again.

This is much like the thermostat in a typical house. If you set the temperature to 70°F the furnace will not turn on until it gets as cold as 68°F or so. Then it will proceed to warm the house until the temperature slightly exceeds 70°F say up to 72°F before shutting off. Although this feature is not totally accurate from a neurological point of view it's a convenient feature to have.

Supplementary Reading.


The Study of instinct, N. Tinbergen, Oxford University Press, 1951.
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Fig. 6. The simple two-neuron system shown in A, can perform the operation of an oscillator. Its internal integration signal and final output are shown in B.
Neuron Examples. To see how such simulated neurons are used, consider the symbol shown in Fig. 5. Here, we depict the body of the neuron as a circle with an arrow coming out of it to represent the output. Input terminals are shaped like the bell of a trumpet and have their associated weight written next to them. White terminals are excitatory, whereas black ones are inhibitory. Since the structural details do not matter, we show all the inputs impinging directly on the cell body.

This neuron will only generate an output if input A is active and B is not. First, suppose neither A nor B is active. The input sum is:

\[ 0 \times 2 - 0 \times 3 - 1 = -1 \]

(the last term comes from the leakage property of the model). This negative result causes the accumulated value inside the neuron (if any) to decay until the output switches to zero. Now suppose A comes on. The new sum is:

\[ 1 \times 2 - 0 \times 2 - 1 = +1 \]

If we set the time constant of the neuron to be very short, the output will almost immediately switch to one. Finally, imagine that B comes on as well. The computed sum for this case is:

\[ 1 \times 2 - 1 \times 2 - 1 = -1 \]

which forces the neuron to turn off.

A more complicated example is the oscillator shown in Fig. 6A. The central part of this configuration is similar to an AND-OR gate. Here, the neuron itself supplies the inhibitory input, while another neuron provides excitation. The asterisk inside this auxiliary neuron indicates that it is of a special type that is always on. Assume that the central neuron's internal potential starts off at zero and that its output is off. The initial input sum is:

\[ 1 \times 2 - 0 \times 4 - 1 = +1 \]

This neuron reaches the inhibited state when the output goes high and remains high till the neuron completely discharges (as shown by the bottom graph). Thus, the integrated input starts climbing slowly as shown in the upper part of Fig. 6B. The value written inside the neuron tells how long it takes for the neuron to fully charge with an input sum of 1. As can be seen, it takes 3 seconds for the integrated value to reach one.

Once the integral has reached the prescribed threshold level, the output of the neuron comes on. That is shown in the lower part of Fig. 6B. However, this changes the overall sum sent to the integrator. It is now:

\[ 1 \times 2 - 1 \times 4 - 1 = -3 \]

so the neuron's internal charge starts to decay. Yet, because of our special threshold stage, the neuron's output value remains at one until the integrator output again reaches 0. This happens one second after the output comes on. Once the output turns off, the whole cycle repeats.

As can be seen, the resulting output is a pulse train with a period of 4 seconds. The frequency of a cycle, as well as the width of the on and off portions, can be changed by adjusting the input weights because higher sums (whether positive or negative) alter the output in less time.

The Neural Network. The total collection of behaviors required for Muramatoru can be emulated by a network of 11 neurons as shown in Fig. 7. For motor control, the robot's brain has one neuron that drives the robot forward and another that causes it to turn. That makes the explore behavior easy to implement: a continuously active neuron provides input to the "forward" neuron. The activity of the avoid behavior is also simple: it just activates the "turn" neuron when the robot "sees" something. That is particularly easy since the appropriate avoidance-detection signal is directly available at the output of the neuron labeled "15 ms" (to be described later).

Notice that neither explore nor avoid is directly connected to the motor neurons. Instead, each sends its command via a single intermediate neuron. When designing large networks it is good practice to insert an "interneuron," such as this, to serve as an interface point where higher level signals can be injected. In this case, avoid indirectly suppresses the default forward drive by inhibiting the interneuron that would carry out the explore behavior. That blocks the forward behavior and allows the more important avoid module to substitute its own instructions. Tech-
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**Fig. 7.** The robot's 4-behavior activity can be emulated using 11 neurons. Can you find the two oscillators here? (Hint: look for feedback loops.)

![Figure 8](https://www.americanradiohistory.com/images/f8.png)

**Fig. 8.** Each detection of an infrared pulse (the top graph), causes the neuron to charge (middle graph). When the neuron reaches the threshold value, its output goes high and remains high till the neuron completely discharges (as shown by the bottom graph).
nically, the avoid circuit should really have two interneurons: one to generate the turn command and one to suppress the forward command. This arrangement would let us cascade suppressor nodes so that the most important behavior could suppress all the others with a single connection.

The third behavior, seek, is composed of two additional neurons. Neglecting the weight-100 input, we can see that the remaining structure is identical to the basic oscillator presented earlier. The output of this unit feeds directly into the avoid interneuron and thus causes the robot to turn. There is no interneuron involved in this pathway because there are no higher level behaviors that might need to suppress seek. An important feature of this module is that the weights of both the excitatory and inhibitory connections (Kf and Kt) of the oscillator can be varied. Adjusting the Kt weight makes the output of the oscillator remain high longer and thus causes the robot to turn through a greater angle. Adjusting Kf controls the interval between turns and thus determines the distance that the robot travels before spinning around to look for the wall again.

However, the creature is basically blind during one of these programmed turns, and may rotate all the way past the wall when seeking! This is the reason for the inhibitory connection with a weight of 100. As soon as the robot senses an object nearby, the oscillator is turned off. This not only causes the robot to stop turning, it also synchronizes the unit so that it correctly measures the time since the last obstacle sighting.

The remaining four neurons form the proximity-detection subsystem. The neuron in the lower-left corner of the diagram is directly connected to the infrared emitter and generates the outgoing signal. That neuron functions as a simple oscillator and produces a symmetric square wave. It is necessary to modulate the infrared beam so the detector can differentiate it from ambient infrared sources such as sunlight.

Once the beam bounces off some target, the two neurons in the upper-left corner of the diagram are responsible for processing the returned signal. The first neuron in the chain represents the detector. It is "on" when infrared radiation is detected. Since it receives a series of pulses when the robot is near an object, the output of this neuron resembles the top plot of Fig. 8.

The next neuron smooths out this waveform. When the detector neuron is on, the input to the second neuron is:

$$1 \times 8 - 1 = 7$$

so the internal potential of this neuron increases. Between pulses the input sum is simply $-1$ and thus the potential slowly decays. The charging of the neuron is shown in the middle plot in Fig. 8. As can be seen, it takes several pulses to charge the neuron up to a high

---

Fig. 9. All eleven of the robot's neurons are emulated by this circuit. Some neurons are based on comparators, while others are implemented with simple diodes.
enough level to generate an output, which is shown in the bottom plot.

This is useful for rejecting noise pulses. Similarly, the slow decay constant allows the system to "fly-wheel" through signal dropouts: the output of the neuron will remain on for several cycles after the stimulus vanishes. This same phenomenon can also be used to artificially increase the size of the avoidance turns the creature makes.

Circuitry. The final step is to compile all of this into circuitry. The actual schematic for the creature is shown in Fig. 9. In terms of actual circuitry, the 11 neurons in our model are implemented in a number of different ways. Some are modelled with voltage comparators, some with diode logic, and some with electro-mechanical devices. Keep this in mind as we describe the electronics for each of the creature's component behaviors.

Let us start with the explore behavior module. The explore reflex is incorporated directly into the relay circuitry (right side of diagram). Normally the robot's motor is connected so it runs forward. However, whenever the relay is energized by Q2, the voltage applied to the motor is reversed and the creature turns instead. An extra diode, D1, can be inserted to slow the creature down, if necessary. The diodes around the motor (D2–D4, and D11) and across the relay's coil (D5) serve no behavioral function, they just clamp inductive spikes to the power-supply rails.

Thus, the explore neuron, the first suppressor, and the turn and forward neurons are all emulated in this piece of circuitry. The transistor for the relay can be considered the equivalent of the second suppressor node in the neural diagram, and diodes D6 and D7 act as the two excitatory connections to this interneuron.

The circuitry for the LED oscillator (see the lower-left corner of Fig. 9) corresponds directly to the neural model. Here, the feedback from a comparator's output to its positive input provides the "hysteresis" needed by our dual-threshold neural model, while the resistor and capacitor on the negative input form the required integrator. The 10k resistor to +12 volts mimics the action of the necessary always-on neuron. This arrangement generates a squarewave that is amplified by another MPS2907 transistor to drive the IR LED. That unit radiates infrared energy (much like a TV remote control) into the environment, which then bounces off nearby objects.

The next behavior, avoid, switches the relay on using the signal from the infrared proximity detector. The circuitry for the detector is shown in the upper-left side of the diagram. The reflected IR signal biases a TIL414 phototransistor, which applies a small voltage across a 1-megohm resistor, R3. That signal is AC-coupled via a 470-pF capacitor into a simple threshold-detector formed by one section of the LM339 quad comparator. This is the "detector" neuron from the neural-network diagram. The capacitors on the voltage divider connected to the positive input of the comparator help stabilize the reference voltage against transients caused by switching the IR LED on and off, and operating the motor.

An inverted version of the obstacle-detection signal then enters a low-pass filter formed by R13 and C2. Since the LM339 has open-collector outputs, the decay rate of the voltage across C2 is governed solely by R1. It takes several pulses to discharge C2 sufficiently enough to generate an output. This is useful for rejecting noise pulses. As you'll see, the slow decay constant allows the obstacle-detection signal to remain on for a period of time after the stimulus vanishes. By substituting a larger value for C2, you can increase the size of the avoidance turns the "creature" makes.

The RC-filtered voltage enters U1-b, which also acts as a simple comparator. The threshold level for this unit is obtained from the same voltage divider used for the first stage. This comparator combined with the previously described low-pass filter corresponds to the second detection neuron. The total result of all this processing is a clean digital signal indicating when an obstacle is present. It's connected to a red LED that indicates when the robot is "seeing" something.

The last of the creature's behaviors, seek, is built from an oscillator similar to the one used to generate the IR beam. The oscillator has an active-low output: when pin 1 of U1-c is at zero volts, the robot should turn. Note that the oscillator's output is connected back to the integrating capacitor (C1) through two diodes. These diodes steer current through the potentiometers so that the top potentiometer controls the capacitor's charging time and the lower potentiometer controls the discharge rate.

Notice also that in the seek circuitry there is a diode (D9) descending from the obstacle-detection indicator, LED2. Since D9 has negligible resistance, it can "instantly" discharge capacitor C2 when the creature detects an obstacle. This connection models the weight-100 input in our neural design and is used to properly synchronize the oscillator as mentioned earlier.

The design also must have an arbiter that can combine the commands from each of the basic behaviors. To this end, both the seek oscillator and the avoid circuitry are connected to the relay's driver transistor through diodes D6 and D7. This arrangement is used to model...
the top "suppressor" neuron back in Fig. 7, as we mentioned earlier. Because both the obstacle detector and central oscillator have active-low outputs, these diodes form a logical OR gate. If the creature either sees something (LED2 turns on) or the turn timer kicks in (LED3 turns on), the relay will be activated and the creature will turn in place. The switch labelled "level" was installed to selectively disable the seek oscillator. That lets you investigate how the creature acts without this behavior. Of course the robot won't do anything at all unless its built, so let's get to that now.

**Circuit Construction.** Because of the complexity of the wiring, it is recommended that you use a printed-circuit board to wire the components together. For those of you that wish to make your own boards, the foil pattern for the component side of the board is shown in Fig. 10, and the foil-pattern for the other side is shown in Fig. 11. Since the board is double-sided, if you chose to make your own, you must solder tiny pieces of bus wire into the via holes and solder component leads to the pads on both sides of the board where applicable. Keep that in mind when soldering all components.

If you do not want to etch the circuit yourself, a drilled and etched plated-through printed-circuit board with instructions is available from the kit supplier mentioned in the Parts List.

With the board all ready to go, start by installing the 14-pin DIP socket at the location for U1 as shown in the parts-placement diagram of Fig. 12. Be sure to mount it and all the other components on the top side of the board (the side with the writing on it). Note that one end of the socket has a small notch; it should go toward the square pad on the printed-circuit board. Now flip the board over and solder its pins to the pads.

Now, guided by the parts-placement diagram, install the fixed resistors. Take each of the trimmer potentiometers and flatten the crinkles in its leads (if any) by squeezing the lead with needle-nose pliers. Now bend the two side leads of each potentiometer sharply downward away from the plastic adjustment dial. Next, gently bend the center lead of the potentiometer in the same direction. The bend should be made about halfway out from the body. Insert the potentiometers in the positions shown and solder them from the top of the board. Then turn the board over and apply more solder from the back side to completely fill the holes.

Next install, solder, and trim the ten 1N914 diodes and D1 in the places shown. Of course it is important to orient the diodes as illustrated.

The 0.01-pF and 470-pF capacitors can be installed with any orientation. However, C1, C2, and C6 are polarized so be sure to insert the positive lead of each capacitor into the square pad for the component. Once all the capacitors are installed, bend, solder, and trim their leads.

The orientation of the transistors is important. Insert them positioned as shown in the parts-placement diagram. Sometimes the transistors come in a metal case rather than plastic. For this type, insert the device so that the lead closest to the tab on the case goes into the square pad.

Next install and solder the DPDT relay. The two plain LEDs go near the corners of the 14-pin socket and should be installed next with the proper orientation.

Now install the switches on the top side of the board. Do not push them completely down to the board, instead leave a tiny air gap under each switch to prevent the case from shorting out any of the copper traces nearby.

Cut a 3/4-inch by 4-inch wide piece of black electrical tape and wrap it around the body of the TIL414 phototransistor. It should be used to cover

![Fig. 12. Stuffing the board should be easy with this parts-placement diagram. Note that the pads for LED1 and Q3 are tilted at 30°.](image-url)
only the sides of the component leaving the rounded end exposed. Install and bend the leads of the IR devices so that the body of each one lies along the surface of the board. Note that the orientation of the holes will place them at a 30° angle with the centerline of the board.

Next insert the LM339 integrated circuit into the socket with pin 1 oriented near the square solder pad used for the socket.

Take a 9-volt battery snap-on connector and cut its wires down to 4 inches. Strip and tin the ends and solder the wires into the lower-left corner of the board. The red wire should go into the hole marked "9R" and the black wire should go in the hole marked "9B."

If the C-cell holder you get has no leads of its own, you will have to add them. You can use a 3-inch section of the toy's wire-control cable for that. Strip and tin both ends of the two wires you use and attach them to the terminals on the holder.

If your battery holder has leads, then trim them to 3 inches, and strip and tin the ends. Whether initially present or not, attach the lead from the positive terminal to the pad marked "3R," and connect the negative lead to the pad labelled "3B."

Checking the Circuit Board. Now that all the components have been installed, double check to ensure that everything is in the right place and oriented in the correct direction. Look for the dark bands on the diodes, the flattened rims of the LED's, the markings on the capacitors, the notched end of the chip, and the flat sides of the transistors.

Now turn the board over and check all the solder joints. Except for 2 holes in the lower-left corner of the board, all holes should have something soldered into them. Check to make sure that all the leads are securely soldered in place. Also make sure you have used enough solder on each joint—you should not be able to see the edge of the hole underneath.

Also check the bottom of the board for solder bridges. There is only one place on the board where adjacent pads should be connected: beneath two terminals of the power switch. If any other two pins have a blob of solder between them, remove it by heating the bridge then tapping the board against the table. If you find any other suspicious-looking connections, heat them up to see if they are actually mistakes.

Electrical Tests. Now it is time to test the basic operation of the board so install the batteries. Start with the power switch down (away from the potentiometers), and the level switch up. In a dark room, you should see a dim orange glow inside the IR emitter. If you don't, check the orientation of the IR LED and the transistor at the top of the board.

Now put your hand in front of the IR components. The obstacle LED should come on and go off again when you move your hand away. If it doesn't, check to be sure the LM339 is inserted properly and that C2 is connected with the correct polarity. If the LED lights at the wrong time, check its orientation. You should also hear the relay click every time the LED changes state. If not, check the orientation of G2 and D5; those are located in the lower-right corner of the board.

Next, adjust both potentiometers so that they are in the middle of their ranges (arrows point toward the left and right edges of the board) and then move the Level switch down. The timer LED should now blink periodically and the relay should click. If the light doesn't blink, check that the LM339 chip is inserted properly. If there are no clicks, check the orientation of the diodes near the center of the board. Next, test whether rotating the turn potentiometer adjusts how long the light stays on. Also test to find out whether adjusting the forward knob controls how long it is between blinks. If these controls seem reversed, check the orientation of the timer LED.

Finally, test the synchronization. When the timer LED is on, move your hand into the detector's field of view. The timer indicator should immediately go out and stay off until you move your hand away and the obstacle indication disappears. If not, check the orientation of the diodes near the center of the board and look for possible cracks in them.

This robot was designed and built by the author using the principles discussed in this article. Named Herbert and seen on PBS's "Discover" program, its function is to collect empty beverage cans.
Meet Muramator, the simple II neuron robot described in the article. The version shown here is built on the Radio Shack Skateboard chassis.

Final Assembly and Calibration. The circuitry as well as the appropriate batteries now need to be mounted on the robot's body. Start by removing the human figure from the top of the skateboard. It is held on by two screws through its feet. To get to the screws, turn the vehicle over then remove the 3 screws that hold the rear wheel assembly onto the board. After removing the figure, reassemble the vehicle being careful to keep the white plastic gears firmly seated in their slots.

Next cut the wire-control cable at about 6-inches from where it exits the back of the board. Strip and tin the ends and solder them into the circuit board. The one with the white streak should go to the hole near the center of the board while the other wire should go to the hole in the corner. Now use double-sided foam tape to mount the U-shaped metal battery clip to the rear of the board. Affix the C-cell holder to the skateboard directly in front of the 9V battery clip using double-sided foam tape. As the last step, use an elastic band to secure the circuit board to the vehicle. The rubberband is only a temporary restraint; once you are sure that everything works properly, you can use a piece of double-sided foam tape instead.

Once the electronics are mounted on the robot, it is necessary to calibrate the "creature." Carefully align the two IR components so that they point exactly parallel to each other and about 30° off the centerline of the robot body. Then turn the robot on and place it on the floor. Check to see that the robot runs forward when it is in an open space. If the obstacle-detection indicator is always on when you put the robot on the floor, tilt the IR components slightly upwards until the light goes off. Next, hold the robot and move it to within 8-inches of an obstacle. Verify that the obstacle LED lights up and that the robot's motor runs in reverse.

Experiments. If you now let the "beast" loose, it should try to avoid things in its path. Muramator works best on wood or smooth tiled floors—it has a hard time plowing through carpeting. If the "creature" seems to lurch a lot or has trouble turning, shift the batteries around to change its balance.

You might try designing an experimental obstacle course for the vehicle to see what it can and cannot do. For instance, with the seek switch off if the robot encounters an obstacle that juts out, such as a convex corner, it will swerve away from it, but never come back toward it. That happens because the robot has no memory of which direction it was travelling so it cannot get back on track. You might also want to try changing the direction of the IR components, or purposely mis-align them, to see how these parameters alter the creature's behavior.

Switch in the second layer of control by sliding the Level switch on. Start with both potentiometers midway through their ranges. If you keep Muramator in a large open area, the timer LED should flash at regular intervals. When this light is on, the robot should perform some sort of spin. Once the circuitry appears to be working properly, adjust the Forward potentiometer until the robot goes about 8 inches between turns. Then adjust the Turn potentiometer so that the robot makes about ¾ of a revolu-

tion (270°) every time it turns. Muramator will now not only avoid objects, but turn around if it hasn't seen anything in a while. Together, these reflexes cause it to follow along walls and to circle any post-like object it sees.

Changing the values of the two potentiometers can produce noticeably different results. Note that if the turn timer is set for too long an interval, the robot will only regain the wall after a number of turns. If the obstacle had been a post rather than a corner, the robot might not have found it again at all. On the other hand, consider the scenario in which the travel distance is set too long; the robot may wander way off into the middle of the room when it encounters a corner. The first travel leg after an avoid turn is often longer than the succeeding ones. Thus, even though the robot heads back in the right direction, it will be too far away to see the wall again. Yet this can be a useful feature in a world with more than one robot because corners then become a natural meeting place for the "creatures."

Another interesting test involves two identical vehicles. If you set the travel distances very short with the turn angle at 180°, and send the two robots head-to-head, they will veer off from each other and then turn around for another pass. Robot Jousting! It helps if you cover both opponents with commercially available Scotchlite retro-reflective tape. This increases the sighting distance for other robots to about 18 inches. To achieve the maximum range, make sure each robot's infrared beam is pointing level with respect to the floor. This is just one example of how robots can interact with each other. With a larger number of individuals, there maybe other interesting possibilities as well.

We have now progressed from a vague concept to an actual working robot. This transformation was made by applying the methodology of breaking an activity into component behaviors. We codified these behaviors as simple situation-action rules and finally cast the rules into circuitry based on a simple neural model. These same steps can be applied to other creatures with other behaviors. You might try designing some yourself, at least on paper. Incrementally extending this line of research to larger, more complex creatures is a promising path for developing a deeper understanding of how the human mind itself works.
Build a Lava Lamp

Watching the hypnotic motion of a Lava Lamp is fun, but did you ever wonder how one works? Here’s the answer, and a guide that shows you how you can build one yourself.

BY RALPH HUBSCHER

While hiking in the mountains this past summer, I stopped at a small restaurant for a spot of refreshment. I wound up with more, however; I left with an idea.

The owner had a unique decorating scheme, but what caught my attention were the decorative, table-lamp like devices that occupied each table in the establishment. They consisted of a cylinder-shaped bottle with a very short neck. In it, one red liquid moved leisurely up and down in a second, colorless liquid. The bottle was mounted on a stand and illuminated, and a decorative roof-like cap hid the bottle cap.

The red liquid bulged, formed bubbles and balls which rose very slowly and changed shape. Near the surface they sometimes coalesced with other balls, but always sank, only to go through the routine again. It was quite a spectacle and, like watching fish in an aquarium, you could look for hours.

Of course, the lamps were versions of the “Lava Lamp” that was so popular in the late 1960’s and early 1970’s. But as that psychedelic age faded, so did the lamp’s popularity. Eventually, they were consigned to the farthest corners of closets or dark recesses of musty curio shops.

While Lava Lamps have made a bit of a comeback of late, why buy something when building one presents more of a challenge, and a lot more fun? I
decided that I'd try to figure out how they were made and build my own.

**What's Inside a Lava Lamp?**

Examining the lamp, a few facts became clear. Obviously two immiscible fluids had been poured together, one of them dyed for contrast, and heat was applied at the bottom to make the bottom liquid warm up and expand. When expanded, that liquid's specific gravity is lower, and therefore it tends to move upward to where it is cooler. Once the liquid reaches the top of the container, it cools off, becomes heavier again, and starts sinking towards the bottom and the source of heat. The source of heat is the light bulb that illuminates the vessel containing the two fluids.

The first thing that must be determined is the nature of the liquids. I started out assuming the transparent fluid was water. The second fluid looked like SAE 50 motor oil, but oils float on water while this liquid sank, so it had to be something else. I remembered reading about some imported devices of this type and that they contained poisonous and dangerous chlorinated hydrocarbons. I looked through the Handbook of Chemistry to get alternate ideas, and made a list of requirements.

Assuming fluid 1 is water, the second fluid should:
- be insoluble in water, so the liquids remain separate
- be heavier than water, but not too heavy, in order to just sink
- not be emulsifiable in water so that it separates rapidly
- be non-flammable (for safety)
- be compatible with water (some substances will react)
- be stable in air (an air bubble remains on top)

**WARNING!!** This article deals with and involves subject matter and the use of materials and substances that may be hazardous to health and life. Do not attempt to implement or use the information contained herein unless you are experienced and skilled with respect to such subject matter, materials and substances. Neither the publisher nor the author make any representations as for the completeness or the accuracy of the information contained herein and disclaim any liability for damages or injuries, whether caused by or arising from the lack of completeness, inaccuracies of the information, misinterpretation of the directions, misapplication of the information or otherwise.

![Diagram of Lava Lamp Components](image)

Fig. 1. Here are the major components of the Lava Lamp. Heat from the light bulb warms the benzyl alcohol in the glass container, causing bubbles to rise to the top, where they cool and eventually drift downward again.
MATERIALS LIST
FOR THE LAVA LAMP

Benzyl alcohol
Water
Table salt
Glass beverage bottle, 10-inches or taller
 Tin can, pint-size or larger
 Plywood (see text)
 Foam rubber, ¼-inch (approximate) thickness
 Ceramic light fixture
 Light bulb, 40 watts
 Rubber grommet, AC plug with line cord, small fan (optional, see text), light dimmer (optional, see text), hardware, etc.

PARTS LIST FOR THE LIGHT DIMMER

TR1—ECG 5603, NTE 5603, 2N6071, or equivalent Triac
D1—ECG 6408, NTE 6408, or equivalent Diac
R1—300-ohm, ¥watt, 5% resistor
R2—500,000-ohm potentiometer
C1—0.1-µF, ceramic-disc capacitor
S01—AC socket
PL1—AC plug with line cord
F1—5-amp fuse
S1—SPST switch
Wire, solder, hardware, etc.

Looking that list over, I decided to try benzyl alcohol. That substance, as well as the rest of the chemicals mentioned in this article, can be obtained through just about any reasonably stocked chemical supply house (check your local telephone book). Although benzyl alcohol is a little more soluble in water than the rest of the chemicals that are listed in Table 1, it seemed to work well so I stayed with it.

Before we proceed, some words of caution are in order. While benzyl alcohol is a relatively harmless chemical, all chemicals are poisonous to one degree or another—you can kill yourself with salt. Of course, you must not drink it and skin contact should be avoided, if possible. Further, if benzyl alcohol should get into your eyes, wash it out with plenty of water while you hold your eye open using both hands, and then call a physician immediately! Finally, breathing benzyl alcohol should be avoided, (although it has such a high boiling point that hardly any of it evaporates). By the way, the oxidation products of benzyl alcohol—beuzaldehyde and beuzonic acid—are used as food additives, specifically as artificial almond flavoring and as a preservative, respectively.

A suitable red oil-soluble dye was found quickly. An old red felt pen was cut up (without spillage) and the dye-containing felt strip it was placed in a jar with some benzyl alcohol. The dye was an excellent choice. It was stable in air and light, and insoluble in water—just perfect.

The red-dyed benzyl alcohol was then poured into a heat-resistant beaker, water was added, and the blend was heated on a hot plate. Nothing happened! Apparently, the specific gravities of the two liquids were too far apart and the liquids simply stayed where they were originally. I decided to try adding sodium chloride (table salt) to the water to increase its specific gravity. Table salt's affect on the specific gravity of water is shown in Table 2.

My initial tests showed that 5% and 6% salt concentrations were too high—the benzyl alcohol just floats to the top when heated and stays there. But a 4.8% salt solution worked fine. To get that concentration, I dissolved 48 grams of salt and filled up a container to 1 liter.

I now had all the components for my Lava Lamp. Benzyl alcohol (specific gravity 1.043 g/cm³) settles on the bottom of the vessel filled with a 4.8% salt-water (brine) solution (specific gravity approximately 1.032 g/cm³). When the vessel is heated, the benzyl alcohol expands enough to become lighter than the brine and red bubbles rise to the top. There, the bubbles cool off, become heavier than the brine again, and sink. The cycle then repeats.

Construction Details. The first step is to find a suitable vessel. Use a glass beverage bottle shaped roughly as (Continued on page 109)
I know a young man who had inherited some speakers from his girlfriend and decided that they would make a great addition to his car's stereo system. Shoving all the empty Coke cans aside, he squeezed the boxes into his back seat (which they filled). Naturally any speaker that big must be able to handle lots of power, so he didn't hesitate to connect the leads to his 200-watt power booster. Almost immediately after cranking the volume up until no lyrics were distinguishable, a "pop" occurred. It was barely audible over the music, but after that the speakers didn't sound so good.

He opened up one of the speaker cabinets and exclaimed "Hey, what's this fuzzy stuff all over the inside of my speaker cabinet, and why doesn't the little speaker work?" Well, the fuzzy stuff was the remains of a crossover capacitor whose voltage rating had been seriously exceeded. By exploding, it had in fact nobly saved the tweeters. Whether they were worth saving is another question.

The capacitor was used as a simple "crossover network" (commonly called just a crossover). In this article we'll explore why crossovers are used and how you can design one of your own to suit your specific needs. Hopefully by the end, you'll be able to avoid the catastrophe my young friend experienced.

Why Use Crossovers? It was discovered very early that a wide range of frequencies can be reproduced more effectively if that range is split up among several different speakers, each optimized for its particular portion of the range. The first generation of speakers taking advantage of the concept contained a woofer for low frequencies and a tweeter for highs. Next, a midrange driver was added. That driver was sometimes called a squawker, because of its sound quality if used alone. For some reason, the name didn't appeal to Madison Avenue. Since the introduction of the third speaker, four- and five-way systems have been introduced, though, as Paul Klipsch pointed out, "with no resulting additions to the nomenclature."

What these systems really needed was a crossover network. The job of a "crossover" is to split the electrical energy among the various speakers. A woofer is fed through a low-pass filter that, as you might guess, passes low frequencies and rejects highs. The tweeter is fed through a high-pass filter that rejects low frequencies. If one or more midrange speakers are used, they are fed through band-pass filters that pass only a certain band of frequencies, rejecting higher and lower ones. Usually, a band-pass filter is just a high-pass filter followed by a low-pass filter, so there are really only two types of circuits that we need examine.

There are three reasons why a crossover is needed: The first is simple efficiency—why waste high-frequency power by applying it to a speaker that can't reproduce highs?

The second, and more important reason, is to protect the midrange and tweeter from damage. Since our ears are more sensitive to high frequencies than to lows, low-frequency sounds (and signals) must be endowed with more energy to be heard. The extra power given to the lows can be easily handled by a woofer, since it has a characteristically high mass, but it could damage smaller midrange and tweeter drivers.

The final reason is to improve the frequency response as much as possible. Many drivers have very irregular response, sometimes with large peaks in response outside their desired frequency range. For example, many woofers have large peaks at around 1500 to 3000 Hz. A crossover can ensure that energy above, say, 1200 Hz will be delivered to a midrange or tweeter, but not to the woofer.

The Simplest Crossover. A crossover usually consists of very simple circuitry. The simplest crossover network uses no low-pass filter at all, and only a capacitor for the high-pass filter. Such a network is shown in Fig. 1. My friend's freebie speakers were of this kind. A capacitor's reactance is inversely proportional to frequency, according to the formula:

$$X_C = \frac{1}{2\pi f C}$$

where $f$ is the frequency and $C$ is the capacitance in farads. Since reactance limits the alternating current, and capacitors have a high reactance at low frequencies, the capacitor does not allow much low-frequency current to flow to the tweeter. The so-called "crossover frequency" is the frequency at which the capacitive reactance equals the tweeter's impedance. Thus we can find the needed capacitor value by substituting the tweeter impedance $Z_t$ into the previous equation and solving for $C$ as follows:
Own Speakers

\[
C = \frac{1}{2\pi f Z_1}
\]

You can use this equation to find the size capacitor you need, or you can use the graph shown in Fig. 2.

There is a "gotcha", though, even in this simple design, and we may as well deal with it now. Speaker impedance is not constant with frequency. Therefore, your "8-ohm" speaker may have an impedance of 10 or 12 ohms or more at the crossover frequency. Thus you must determine the speaker's impedance at that frequency.

Fortunately, there's an easy way to measure the speaker's impedance. All you need is a signal generator, a voltmeter, and an ammeter. If you don't have an ammeter you can use a 1k resistor and a voltmeter instead.

The test setup with the ammeter is shown in Fig. 3A. After wiring up the circuit, you adjust the audio generator to produce the desired crossover frequency, and read the voltage and current from the meters. The impedance will be the voltage divided by the current.

The setup without the ammeter is shown in Fig. 3B. You adjust the audio generator as before and read the voltages as shown. To determine the impedance divide the value of the voltage across the speaker (V) by the resistor voltage (Vr) and multiply by 1000.

We are not quite through yet: When you go looking for capacitors at your local electronic emporium, you'll find that you need to know more than just the value. There's a voltage rating to be reckoned with, too. The rating you choose will determine the maximum power that your system can handle. The voltage can be calculated by using:

\[
V = V_{\text{rms}}/Z_1
\]

where P is the maximum power your amplifier can produce, and Z is the highest speaker impedance into which the amplifier can produce full power (usually 8 ohms for home stereos and 4 ohms for car units). Alternatively, you can read the voltage from Fig. 4. I always buy at least 100-WVDC capacitors, allowing a theoretical maximum of a 600-watt amplifier. That provides a comfortable safety margin.

Another choice you'll have is the type of capacitor. The cheapest way to go is to use a non-polar electrolytic. Standard electrolytics, including Tantalums, require a DC polarizing voltage, but a non-polar electrolytic has two standard units inside, connected "back-to-back" (i.e. the two positive leads connected together).

Many smaller stores have only polarized units, especially in values above about 2 µF but you can make a non-polar capacitor by wiring two polarized capacitors back to back as mentioned. Each capacitor must have twice the capacitance that you want the non-polar unit to have.

While electrolytic capacitors can be used in crossovers, they do have a tendency to soak up some of the speaker's power at high frequencies, so that you don't get maximum performance from the tweeter. The technical name for that fault is "dielectric absorption."

Polyester film capacitors, or better yet, polypropylene film units, have almost no dielectric hysteresis loss in the audio range. The difference between electrolytics and film capacitors is audible, unless you've sacrificed your hearing to too much loud stuff.

They are available in values up to about 12 µF and they can be wired in parallel to obtain larger values. (Capacitor values add when capacitors are wired parallel to one another.) In fact, if the values you need are over 6 µF it's often cheaper to buy smaller capacitors and parallel them than to buy a single large unit.

Adding a Low-Pass Filter. If you choose to add a low-pass filter for the woofer, it can be just a simple coil (or inductor). A coil's reactance is proportional to the frequency it handles:

\[
X_L = 2\pi f L
\]

where L is the inductance in henrys. Putting a coil in series with the woofer causes the woofer to get progressively less power as the frequency is increased. The correct coil inductance can be found by using:

\[
L = \frac{Z_{w}}{2\pi f}
\]

where Z_w is the woofer impedance at the crossover frequency. Alternatively, you can use the chart in Fig. 5. The circuit with the coil added is shown in Fig. 6.

Coils can be bought at many electronics stores and from mail-order houses. Again, you have some choices
Fortunately, the magnetic characteristics of iron are not very linear, so those coils introduce some distortion. However, in a well-designed iron-core coil the distortion will usually be under 1% or so, as long as you do not exceed the rated power. However, at excessive power levels, an iron-core coil will make your system sound really raunchy.

Your other choice is to use an air-core coil. They do not introduce distortion, but unless large enough wire is used to wind them, they can degrade your system’s damping factor. (For a discussion of damping factor, check out a copy of Howard Tremaine’s Audio Cyclopedia, published by Howard W. Sams, from your local library.) Figure 7 indicates the minimum wire gauge that is suitable for coils of various inductances, assuming a nominal 8-ohm speaker. For a 4-ohm speaker, use coils wound with wire three sizes larger. The graph is based on a coil resistance that is not over 5% of the speaker’s DC resistance (e.g., 0.3 ohm for an 8-ohm speaker with a 6-ohm DC resistance).

Unlike the capacitor (unless you’re really adventurous), a coil is a component that you can make from scratch. Being able to “roll your own” is only an advantage if you can’t find the value you need; it may not be a good way to save money. You see, copper “magnet wire” for winding coils costs roughly one-fifth as much when bought in 50-lb bails as it does when bought a pound at a time. So a coil maker can sell you a prewound, tested coil at a healthy profit while still charging you no more than you would have to pay for the wire alone, unless you have a friend who’s into motor rewinding. (Those are the guys who buy most of the 50-lb bails.) How to wind crossover coils is a subject for another article, though.

The frequency response of a simple coil-and-capacitor crossover network is shown in Fig. 8. Notice that at frequencies a little beyond the crossover frequency, the response falls off at a rate of 6-dB-per-octave (an octave is a dou-
pling or halving of frequency). That is characteristic of "first-order filters," which are filters that have only one reactive device (whether it's a coil or capacitor). Since the woofer's low-pass filter has only the coil, and the tweeter's high-pass filter has only the capacitor, each is a first-order filter, and this is a first-order network.

Adding a Midrange. We could add a midrange speaker to our system, using another coil and capacitor as shown in Fig. 9. The additional components form a band-pass filter. The values of the components can be determined from:

\[
C_1 = \frac{1}{2\sqrt{2}\pi f_i Z_i} \\
C_2 = \frac{f_h-f_l}{2\pi f_M Z_M} \\
L_1 = \frac{Z_{MH}}{4\pi (f_h-f_l)} \\
L_2 = \frac{\sqrt{Z_{MH}}}{2\pi f_l}
\]

where the various impedances are indicated by a subscript: W for woofer, T for tweeter, and M for midrange, and L and H denote the values at the low and high crossover-frequencies, respectively. (For example, two impedances are needed for the midrange driver: \(Z_{MH}\) at the low crossover frequency, and \(Z_{ML}\) at the high frequency.) The frequency \(f_M\) is the "geometrical center frequency" of the midrange section, and it is given by \(f_M = \sqrt{f_h f_l}\). A peculiar feature of many 3-way crossovers is that they boost the midrange about 2 dB above the woofer and tweeter. That is no real problem, but it does mean that the midrange should be made about 2 dB less sensitive than the other two speakers (more on that later).

A Two-way, Second-Order Crossover. Figure 10A shows a 2-way second-order crossover network and Fig. 10B contains its response curves. Notice that at frequencies a little distance from the crossover frequency, each of its curves falls off at a rate of 12 dB per octave. The first-order filter's response is also shown (dashed lines) for comparison.

You might be wondering why you would want to use a second-order filter, since it requires twice as many components. There are two possible reasons: In high-power systems, the woofers can often handle 200 watts or more. Tweeters, however, can only handle a small fraction of that power. Thus it becomes very important to cut off the high-energy low frequencies as sharply as possible.

For example, let's say a first-order system is built with a crossover frequency of 1000 Hz, and a 100-watt, 500-Hz sine-wave is fed into the system. The tweeter will have to handle about 50 watts. With a second-order crossover, the tweeter would only have to handle about 25 watts.

The second reason for using a higher-order crossover is that whenever two speakers are reproducing the same frequency at roughly the same levels, there will be interference between them, reinforcing some frequencies and cancelling others. By using a higher-order crossover, you can reduce the range of frequencies in which such overlap is possible. To choose the values for a 2-way second-order crossover, use these equations:

\[
C_1 = \frac{1}{4\pi Z_W f^2} \\
C_2 = \frac{1}{4\pi Z_W f^2} \\
L_1 = \frac{Z_M}{\pi f^2} \\
L_2 = \frac{Z_H}{\pi f^2}
\]

Notice that the tweeter in Fig. 10A is connected with opposite polarity than the one in Fig 6. This is necessary because of the phase shift introduced by the second-order network. In order for the woofer and tweeter to pump air in phase at the crossover frequency (where they're both working), they have
Fig. 7. The wire size of an inductor is important. It restricts the dampening capability of the drivers.

Fig. 8. This is the typical response of a first-order two-way crossover network. Note the shape decline in response beyond the crossover frequency.

Fig. 9. This three-way first-order crossover can greatly enhance the sound quality of a speaker system.

A Three-Way, Second-Order Crossover. Figure 11 shows a 3-way second-order crossover network. Note the tweeter is wired with the same polarity as the woofer, but now the midrange is reversed. Calculate the parts value as follows:

\[
C_1 = \frac{1}{4\pi f_H Z_T}
\]

\[
L_1 = \frac{Z_T}{\pi f_H}
\]

\[
L_2 = \frac{Z_M}{\sqrt{2\pi(f_H - f)}}
\]

\[
L_3 = \frac{Z_M}{\sqrt{2\pi f^2}}
\]

A Practical example. As an example, let's see what components we would need to make a typical speaker system. We'll use a 12-inch woofer and a horn tweeter with stated impedances.
of 8 ohms. We’ll choose a 2-kHz crossover frequency. Measuring the actual speaker impedances, we find that $Z_w$ is 20 ohms and the $Z_t$ is 9 ohms at 2 kHz. If we only use a simple capacitor crossover, the capacitor’s value would be:

$$C = \frac{1}{2\pi f L T} = \frac{1}{2 \times \pi \times 2000 \times 9} = 8.8\mu F$$

Moving on to a two-way first-order crossover will require adding a coil whose inductance is:

$$L = \frac{Z_w}{2\pi f} = \frac{20\Omega}{2 \times \pi \times 2000 \text{Hz}} = 1.6\text{mH}$$

If we decide to improve performance and increase tweeter protection by using a second-order network, we’ll cut the capacitor value in half and double the inductor value. Thus we will need two 4.4-µF capacitors and two 3.2-mH coils.

Perhaps, after looking more closely at the response curves for our woofer and tweeter, we decide that our system could be improved if we used a mid-range speaker also. We decide on crossover frequencies of 500 and 4,000 Hz. Measuring impedances, let’s say we find that the woofer presents 18 ohms at 500 Hz, the midrange has 8.9 ohms at 500 Hz and 12.6 ohms at 4,000 Hz, and the tweeter has a load of 9.8 ohms at 4,000 Hz.

Plugging those numbers into the equations for a second-order, three-way network, we find:

$$f_M = \sqrt{\frac{4000 \times 500}{500}} = 1414\text{Hz}$$

$$C1 = \frac{1}{4\pi f M^2} = \frac{1}{4 \times \pi \times 9.8 \times 4,000} = 2\mu F$$

$$C2 = \frac{f_B - f_M}{2\sqrt{2\pi} f M} = \frac{4000 - 500}{2\sqrt{2\pi} \times 8.9 \times (1414)^2} = 22.1\mu F$$

$$C3 = \frac{1}{2\sqrt{2\pi} f M L - f_M} = \frac{1}{2\sqrt{2\pi} f M (12.6 - 9.8)} = \frac{1}{2\sqrt{2\pi} f M}$$

$$L1 = \frac{Z_w}{\pi f_L} = \frac{9.8\Omega}{\pi \times 4,000} = 0.78\text{mH}$$

$$L2 = \frac{Z_M}{\sqrt{2\pi (f_M - f_L)}} = \frac{12.6\Omega}{\sqrt{2\pi (1414)^2}} = 0.81\text{mH}$$

$$L3 = \frac{Z_M (f_M - f_L)}{2\pi f M^2} = \frac{12.6\Omega \times (4000 - 500)}{2\pi (1414)^2} = 5\text{mH}$$

$$L4 = \frac{Z_t}{\pi f_L} = \frac{18\Omega}{\pi \times 500} = 11.4\text{mH}$$

Many years ago, I built a three-way speaker system using prime-quality...
components and well-designed, well-built crossovers and cabinets. The system sounded harsh at the top end, however. Measurements using sine-wave signals did not reveal the problem. After quite a lot of head-scratching, I determined that the problem was tweeter resonance. I was crossing from the midrange into the tweeter at 2500 Hz using a second-order crossover. The tweeter’s resonant frequency was 1600 Hz. What was actually happening was that the tweeter was receiving enough energy at 1600 Hz to make the voice coil move far beyond its linear range. As a result, the tweeter was producing a lot of distortion whenever the music had frequencies around 1600 Hz. Figure 12 shows a notch filter circuit that can be added to the crossover across the tweeter to block energy at the tweeter’s resonant frequency. The design equations are:

\[
C_N = \frac{1}{2\pi f_s Q_{os}}
\]

\[
L_N = \frac{Q_{ms} R_E}{f_s}
\]

\[
R_N = R_E + \frac{Q_{os} R_E}{f_s}
\]

where \(R_E\) is the speaker’s DC resistance, \(Q_{os}\) and \(Q_{ms}\) are the electrical and mechanical Q’s of the speaker, and \(f_s\) is the speaker’s resonant frequency.

Those characteristics should be available from the speaker’s manufacturer, but you can measure measure \(R_E\) using a digital multimeter, for yourself. You can also find \(f_s\) by using the test setup shown back in Fig. 3. Adjust the signal generator’s frequency for the lowest current (voltmeter-ammeter method) or the highest voltage across the resistor (resistance-voltmeter method). “Guess” values of \(Q_{os}\) and \(Q_{ms}\) would be about 1.2 and 0.7, respectively, for typical dome tweeters. Fortunately, guessing wrong on the Q’s will not seriously affect the circuit’s operation.

The notch-filter circuit can also be used with the midrange driver, but it is seldom needed there unless a dome-type midrange is used. Cone and horn midrange units usually have very well-damped resonances that don’t cause problems.

If a second-order network is better than a first-order one, wouldn’t a third (or fourth or fifth) be better still? Perhaps marginally so, but each time you add an inductor in series with a speaker, you add some resistance and reduce the damping factor, so there’s a point of diminishing returns. Many designers believe that if you need more than a second-order crossover, you should use an active circuit; once again, active crossovers are a subject for another time.

**Selecting Drivers.** We’ve left one of the most important concerns for last: how do you choose a woofer, midrange, and tweeter that will sound good together? First, you make sure that the three have overlapping responses. Preferably, you will have published response curves at your disposal that you can use to verify this, but at least you can check the stated response specifications. Then you can place the crossover frequencies in the middle of the overlaps. (It should go without saying that you don’t want speakers with published response curves that have serious humps or dips in the middle.)

Second, the woofer and tweeter should have the same sensitivity ratings (given in dB at 1 watt from a distance of 1 meter). As mentioned earlier, the midrange should be 2 dB less sensitive than the woofer and tweeter, because three-way crossover networks actually have a 2-dB gain in their midrange section.

Finally, all three speakers should be rated for at least the minimum power you plan on using. Midrange and high-frequency speakers often have two power ratings: an actual power rating and a “system” power rating. As an example, a tweeter rated for use in a 100-watt system may have an actual power rating of about 6 watts, provided that a second-order crossover of 300 Hz or higher is used.

**Building and Testing.** When you build a crossover network, mount the components on a plywood board that can be screwed to the inside of the speaker cabinet, preferably with some sponge weatherstrip underneath the board to suppress rattles. You can mount the components using hot-melt glue or silicone “bathtub caulk.” Always mount adjacent coils at right angles to each other to prevent magnetic interaction.

Once you have built the crossover network, it pays to make a few measurements before you hook up the stereo for a sound check. Figure 13 shows a test setup that you can use to make the measurement.

(Continued on page 104)
If you're a computer owner who'd like to connect your machine to the real world, but are afraid it would be expensive or difficult, then this is the project for you: A down and dirty interface that can be expanded to control up to 240 devices!

The Portmaster is a very simple device that provides an active low at one of its outputs based on data it receives from any IBM-compatible parallel printer port sporting a DB-25 connector. The simplest version of the Portmaster possible (containing only three chips including a voltage regulator) can operate 16 devices. In its most potent form, it is capable of handling 240 external AC and/or DC devices!

Along with more everyday uses, the stripped-down, 16-output version is excellent for pulsed operation of robotic arms with up to 8 degrees of freedom. (For those of you not into robotics, a human arm—sans fingers—has only four degrees of freedom.) Common robotic arms made for hobbyists have only four degrees of freedom. That means you can operate two of them with the Portmaster (the possible uses for such an arrangement we'll leave to your imagination).

We'll show you how to connect the Portmaster to household devices, too. By using the program we provide and a toggle circuit, you can operate any electrical device, AC or DC, either remotely or on a time schedule. The program provided contains some example inputs that operate a toaster, air conditioner, stereo system, table lamp, outdoor lighting system, and sets a burglar alarm system for day and night operation. All that, and we still use only seven of the prototype's 32 outputs! Now, let's get to the nuts and bolts of the circuit.
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The demultiplexers we used (see Fig. 1) are 74LS154 types. The four inputs (which accept the nibble in parallel fashion) are pins 20–23. Pin 23 accepts the least-significant bit (with a decimal value of 1), and pin 20 receives the most-significant bit (decimal value 8). The outputs (assigned values 0–15) are, in numerical order, pins 1–11 and 13–17. Two enable pins (numbers 18 and 19) will allow the chip to respond to input only when they are both low.

Let's assume that both the enable pins of an IC are low, which enables the chip. When binary 0000 (decimal value 0) is received by the device, output 0 (i.e., pin 1) goes low. If binary 0001 (decimal value 1) is received by the chip, output 1 (i.e., pin 2) goes low, etc. To summarize, the value of the nibble selects (addresses) the output that should go low. If an output is not selected, it floats high. If a chip is not enabled, all its pins are high.

Fig. 1. Here's the 74LS154 demultiplexer's pinout diagram. They decode the output from the computer.

4-to-16 Converter Chips. The design of the Portmaster revolves around chips called 4-to-16 converters—also known as demultiplexers. When a converter receives a 4-bit number (called a "nibble," as opposed to the common 8-bit "byte"), it sets one of its sixteen outputs low based on the nibble's value.

Fig. 2. This is the schematic diagram of the Portmaster. Despite its versatility, it doesn't take many parts at all to build the circuit.

**PARTS LIST**

FOR THE PORT MASTER

- U1—LM7805 5-volt, 1-amp voltage regulator, integrated circuit
- U2–U4—74LS154 4-to-16 line demultiplexers, integrated circuit
- Cl—C4—0.01 µF, Mylar
- Pl.—Male DB-25 connector
- J1—Coaxial DC-power jack
- S1—SPST on/off switch

Perfboard materials, four 16-contact terminal strips (or other suitable output jacks), 22-pin ribbon cable, three 24-pin wire-wrap sockets, 6-volt DC wall adapter, cabinet, perforated construction board, hardware, wire, solder, etc.
Handling 8-Bits with 4-Bit IC's. So how do chips that handle 4 bits deal with the 8 bits from a computer? To help answer that question, take a look at Fig. 2. The data bits, D0–D7, come from the computer via pins 2–9 on a DB-25 connector, P1. When they arrive at the Portmaster, they are separated into two groups: a low nibble (D0–D3) and a high nibble (D4–D7).

The low nibble is sent along a bus to a series of demultiplexers (we show two, U3 and U4). The number of demultiplexers you use along the bus depends on how many outputs you want. If you want sixteen outputs, one chip will do; if you want thirty-two outputs, two chips are needed. Each chip you add provides another 16 outputs.

If all the chips receive the same nibble, why won’t they all operate in unison? To answer that question, take a look at the enable pins (pins 18 and 19) of both U3 and U4. Pin 16 of both chips is tied low, but their pin 19's are controlled by outputs of U2, another demultiplexer. That IC is controlled by the high nibble from the computer. So the high nibble is used to enable only one of the chips on the bus at a time via U2. Thus, only one output can be activated at a time; the chip is chosen by the high nibble (through U2) and the particular output is selected by the low nibble on the bus. Notice that output “0” (pin 1) of U2 is not used. It is avoided for a few reasons: When a computer’s parallel-port is idling (no data is being sent), it usually keeps the bits of the high nibble low. That would put a low on U2’s “0” output, enabling any chip connected to it. Parallel ports usually keep a couple of lines in the low nibble active when they idle. With a chip enabled and data in the low nibble, an output will be enabled every time the port idles.

Another reason involves the way DOS and some programs handle parallel-printer output. When DOS, and programs that depend on DOS, send characters to the port, DOS keeps track of how many characters have been sent. If too many have been sent since the last carriage-return/linfeed command, then DOS automatically generates one. It does that by sending ASCII characters number 13 (carriage-return) and number 10 (linfeed) out the port. That would activate outputs “13” and “10” of any chip enabled by output “0” of U2. So, unless you know what you’re doing, don’t use pin 1 of U2. Besides, even without using that pin, you can control 240 devices.

Connecting It to the “World.” The Portmaster outputs, with or without flip-flops, are TTL compatible, so its outputs can be directly connected to any TTL device without the need for interface circuitry. If you want to control a CMOS-compatible or some other low-current DC load (i.e., a robot-arm motor for example), then connect the circuit shown in Fig. 4A between the appropriate output and the device it will control.

To control an AC device, again with or without flip-flop assistance, use the circuit in Fig. 4B as an interface between the Portmaster and the AC load. If the AC device is a household device, you'll probably want to connect a bypass switch across TR1. That will allow you to operate the device without computer intervention.

Parallel-Interface Handshaking. Computers transmit more than just character data through their parallel ports; they also send control signals. The computer also expects to receive signals generated by the printer. Let’s examine how the Portmaster deals with those signals.

Figure 5 shows the four important signal types and their relationship in time. At the top of the diagram are the eight data lines lumped together as a single band. Don’t let that confuse you though; the value of the bits is not important. What is important is the time which data is present at the output port.

The data that is being output on lines D0–D7 starts to change at time t1, and it’s available for use by time t2. At t2, the computer sends a momentary low-going pulse, called the strobe signal, through pin 1 to the printer to indicate that the data is ready and waiting on the data lines. After t2, the printer can either output a busy signal (through pin 11), which keeps the computer from sending more data to the port, or it can wait until it’s ready before sending an acknowledge signal (through pin 10), which will also keep the computer from proceeding. There are some printers that halt the computer in both ways, even though that’s a little redundant.

How does the Portmaster do any handshaking without any pulse-generating components? Simple—the device lets the computer “shake” its own “hand.” The busy line is tied low, because the computer doesn’t care whether or not the busy line goes through any transitions. As long as it’s never high, it will just wait for the acknowledge signal. The level of the busy
Fig. 4. To control a CMOS-compatible DC load, connect the circuit shown in A. To control an AC device, with or without flip-flop assistance, use the circuit in B.

**Pulsing an Output.** Turning on a given output is as easy as addressing that output. The lowest address is address 16 and it activates output 1. To activate output 1, all you have to do is send ASCII value 16—i.e., CHR$(16) in BASIC—to the printer port. Accordingly, to activate output 2, send ASCII character 17, etc. To summarize:

ASCII value = 15 + output number

See the Table 1 for a list of pertinent characters, their ASCII value, and the ports they control.

You can control the Portmaster using DOS, a batch file, a program written in any language, or any other piece of software that lets you send characters to the parallel-printer port.

Note: If the data-output duration of your computer port is too brief to activate the devices you use, simply output the required character more than once at a time.

We have included a program written in BASIC that gives you the ability to remotely control any devices connected to the Portmaster in both an interactive and timed way.

**The Program.** Listing 1 is a program you can use to control any device you have in your house. The program was written under the assumption that you would use D-type flip-flops configured to toggle as inputs to the controlling optoisolators.

The first two lines initialize the variables and set up a two-dimensional array called "TOGGLE." TOGGLE is a 32-by-3 array (remember arrays in basic start with element "0") with the indexes used as follows:

```
TOGGLE(device-output number - 1, device data)
```

The device data stored for each device output consists of two "toggle times" (stored in elements "0" and "1"), and the device name (stored in element "2"). A toggle time, simply enough, is a string representing the time (given in 24-hr format) that you want a device output to be toggled. The device-name string is used by the program to tell you which device has been toggled when toggling occurs.

Lines 30–340 initialize the values of the toggle array. There is some sample data provided for outputs 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, and 8. If you analyze the data you will notice that we skipped device 6 (which is element 5). Skipping devices just leaves them unused and will cause no harm. Also note that a device's first toggle time can be earlier or later than its second toggle time; as you will see, the order doesn't matter. We took the liberty of putting colons in the blank toggle times just to keep ourselves from having to enter them later.

Line 350 just initializes a string used for

---

**TABLE1—IBM CHARACTERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Character</th>
<th>ASCII Value</th>
<th>Output</th>
<th>Character</th>
<th>ASCII Value</th>
<th>Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>▲</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>32</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▼</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>33</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>;</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>!</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>#</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>$</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>:</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>&amp;</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>;</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>(</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>,</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>)</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>'</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>_</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td>44</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>:</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td>45</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▲</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td>46</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▼</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td>47</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
LISTING 1—
PORTMASTER HOME-CONTROL PROGRAM

10 CLEAR
20 DIM Toggles(31,2)
30 Toggles(0,0)="00:00":Toggles(0,1)="air conditioner"
40 Toggles(1,0)="11:00":Toggles(1,1)="06:00":Toggles(1,2)="outdoor lights"
-50 Toggles(2,0)="13:00":Toggles(2,1)="06:15":Toggles(2,2)="night-time burglar alarm"
60 Toggles(3,0)="08:00":Toggles(3,1)="18:00":Toggles(3,2)="daytime burglar alarm"
70 Toggles(4,0)="09:15":Toggles(4,1)="07:20":Toggles(4,2)="toaster"
80 Toggles(5,0)="":Toggles(5,1)="":Toggles(5,2)=""
90 Toggles(6,0)="06:15":Toggles(6,1)="6:45":Toggles(6,2)="stereo"
100 Toggles(7,0)="06:30":Toggles(7,1)="":Toggles(7,2)="table lamp"

110 Toggles(8,0)=":":Toggles(8,1)=":":Toggles(8,2)=":"
120 Toggles(9,0)=":":Toggles(9,1)=":":Toggles(9,2)=":"
130 Toggles(10,0)=":":Toggles(10,1)=":":Toggles(10,2)=":"
140 Toggles(11,0)=":":Toggles(11,1)=":":Toggles(11,2)=":"
150 Toggles(12,0)=":":Toggles(12,1)=":":Toggles(12,2)=":"
160 Toggles(13,0)=":":Toggles(13,1)=":":Toggles(13,2)=":"
170 Toggles(14,0)=":":Toggles(14,1)=":":Toggles(14,2)=":"
180 Toggles(15,0)=":":Toggles(15,1)=":":Toggles(15,2)=":"
190 Toggles(16,0)=":":Toggles(16,1)=":":Toggles(16,2)=":"
200 FOR I=0 TO 35:PRINT "Toggling device ";I;""
210 NEXT I
220 IF S$="":GOTO 350
230 IF S$="nother":GOTO 350
240 IF S$="other":GOTO 350
250 IF S$="":GOTO 350
260 PRINT S$;" toggled.
270 PRINT "Device number ";I;" toggled.
280 GOTO 350
290 PRINT "Number of device":I
300 IF A$="Y" AND A$="Y":GOTO 430
310 IF A$="Y":GOTO 430
320 IF A$="Y":GOTO 430
330 IF A$="Y":GOTO 430
340 IF A$="Y":GOTO 430
350 S$=""
360 PRINT "Do you want to toggle a":S$;"":INPUT "device [Y/<CR>]:";A$
370 IF A$="Y" AND A$="Y":GOTO 430
380 PRINT "Number of device":I
390 IF A$="Y":GOTO 430
400 PRINT "Device number ";I;" is toggled.
410 S$="nother"
420 GOTO 360
430 TS=LEFT$(TIMES,5)
440 IF TS=OLDTS GOTO 430
450 PRINT TS
460 FOR J=0 TO 31
470 FOR J=0 TO 1
480 IF Toggles(J,1)=TS THEN LPRINT CHR$(I+16);"is toggled device ";I+1;""
490 NEXT J
500 NEXT I
510 OLDTS=TS
520 GOTO 430
530 END

the following line. Lines 360-420 form a loop that puts you in a "remote-operation" mode. As long as you stay inside that loop (by responding to the question in line 360 with a "Y") you can toggle any device on or off from your computer. Just type in the device number when prompted by line 380. (Note that the SS string is redefined in line 410 to simply provide the program with good grammar for the prompt in line 360.)

The remote-operation mode also allows you to turn devices on and off to set their initial state before entering the "timed-operation" mode. If you don't answer the question in line 360 with a "Y", you end up at line 430, the beginning of the timed-operation loop.

At line 430, the time is placed in string TS with the seconds trimmed off by the LEFT$ function. Ignoring line 440 for a moment, the current time is printed on the monitor (by line 450) and the computer enters two FOR/NEXT loops where the current time is compared to all the toggle times. If any toggle times match the current time (see line 480), then the appropriate character is sent to the Portmaster and a message appears on the monitor to give you the device number and name.

When the FOR/NEXT loops are completed, the time string is transferred to the OLDTS string and the program jumps back to line 430. There it gets an updated time and, if the time hasn't changed since the last time the program requested it, line 430 forces the program to keep requesting the time until it does. That keeps the program from printing the same time over and over again from line 450, and it also keeps it from entering the FOR/NEXT loops until there's a need to.

Construction. The Portmaster was assembled on a piece of perfboard and installed inside a metal project cabinet; both items are available at Radio Shack. The connections between components were made with wire-wrap wire and an inexpensive hand tool. We chose to go with a much larger case and PC board than necessary for three reasons: it's easy to work that way, there's plenty of room on the board for expansion, and 32 outputs take up a lot of room on the outside of the cabinet. We also chose metal for its shielding properties, but you can probably get away with a plastic case.

On the front of the cabinet we installed the DC power jack and on/off switch. The ribbon cable also exits from the front. Four terminal strips, with sixteen contacts each, are mounted on the back of the unit. They provide the Portmaster's thirty two outputs, with a ground connection for each one.

The first step in building the unit is to cut off a strip of the perfboard as wide as the cabinet's height. That was used to mount the four terminal strips on. Four holes were drilled in the corners of what was left of the perfboard, with matching holes drilled in the bottom of the cabinet. Later on, those holes will be used for mounting the board in the case. The next step is to test-position the components on the board, keeping in mind future expansion. During the construction, it's a good idea to leave the IC's out of the wire-wrap sockets.

The ribbon cable was attached to the board using individual wire-wrap pins soldered to the ends of the wires. The pins are arranged on the board in the pattern that you would see them on the DB-25 connector that's crimped on the free end of the cable; that makes wiring the board a little easier. You can see from Fig. 2, that pins 14–17 are not used, so they are simply cut off the cable after entering the cabinet. You'll (Continued on page 103)
If you are like me, you have been amazed at the simple, yet classic beauty of the familiar “milk drop” photos. They are among the thousands of well-known images created by famed inventor and educator, Dr. Harold Edgerton. Now you can shoot your own “classic” using your own camera and flash, coupled with this easy-to-make time delay flash trigger.

**How It Works.** The schematic diagram for the time delay circuit is shown in Fig. 1. The circuit is built around a single 4093 quad 2-input NAND Schmitt trigger. Two gates from that quad package (U1-a and U1-b) are configured as a set-reset flip-flop, which is triggered by a phototransistor (Q1). As long as Q1 is illuminated by a beam of light, one input of U1-a is held high. When the beam is interrupted, say by a falling milk drop, the input to U1-a is pulled low via resistor R1.

That causes U1-a’s output to go high, thereby forcing U1-b’s output low. At that point, C2 (which, in conjunction with R2 and R3, determines the length of the time delay) begins to discharge through R2 and R3. The actual delay time in seconds is given by:

\[ t_d = \frac{C}{R_2 + R_3} \]

When C2 has discharged sufficiently, U1-c’s output goes high, triggering SCR1 and firing your flash. Now C1 begins to charge through R4, which takes about a half second. When that time has elapsed, U1-d’s output goes low, reset-
ting U1-a and U1-b to their initial state. Capacitor C2 then quickly recharges through D1, so that it’s ready for the next shot. The half-second delay produced by C1 prevents double exposing your shots.

Construction. The author’s prototype of the trigger-delay circuit was built on a printed-circuit board (see Fig. 2) measuring 1½ by 2½ inches. After etching your circuit board, install the components using Fig. 3 as a guide. Be careful when handling U1. It’s a CMOS device and can be damaged by static discharges. Also, when installing C1 and C2, be sure to observe the proper polarity.

Mount the phototransistor, Q1, near one end of the circuit board. The lead nearest to the flattened edge of the phototransistor is the collector, and should be connected to the +9-volt bus (as shown). Before installing Q1 bend the ends of its leads to form a 90° angle to line up with a hole that will be drilled in one end of the circuit’s enclosure (more on that in a moment). Just about any phototransistor will work for Q1. Both infrared and visible light types are acceptable.

You’ll need a short length of black plastic tubing to fit over Q1 to help keep it lined up with the hole. The author used a section cut from an old disposable ballpoint-pen housing. A hole about ⅛ inch was drilled in the sealed upper end of the pen housing to allow light to get to Q1. Be careful not to make the hole too large; if you do, a drop of milk may be too small to block all the light.

GE C106D SCR’s come both with and without heat-sink tabs. For this project the tab is unnecessary, so you can cut it off if desired to prevent shorting. You can also use Teccor T106D’s. Do not substitute any other SCR for SCR1; either version of the 106D is inexpensive and have been used successfully on many flash and control projects.

Next prepare the enclosure that will house the time-delay circuit by drilling holes for S1, R2, Q1, and the flash cord. The author’s circuit was housed in an enclosure measuring about 5⅛ by 2½ by 1½ inches. The author drilled a hole in one end of the enclosure for Q1. That hole should be small enough to fit Q1’s plastic tubing snugly. Cement the tubing in place.

Drill a hole in the side of the enclosure for the flash sync cord. For the sync cord, cut the male end off of a photographic extension cord. Use the female end and the wire for this project.

Attach two adhesive-backed plastic cable clamps to the bottom of the case along the centerline. They are used to attach the delay unit to the ringstand. Cut a disc about ⅛-inch in diameter from a white, self-adhesive label. Make a hole in the center to fit around the photocell opening in the case. Mount the disc around the hole. The disc will serve as a target for lining up to take your splash photos.

Testing. Before mounting the circuit board in the enclosure, attach the battery and make sure that the circuit is functioning correctly. Temporarily solder the sync cord to the appropriate points on the circuit board. The white or center lead goes to the anode of SCR1. The black lead or outer conductor goes to ground. A few flashes have negative-polarity sync circuits; if that is the case with your unit, it will be necessary to reverse those connections.

To determine if the sync cord is properly connected for your flash unit, plug the sync cord into your flash unit. If your flash unit has a variable-power “manual” setting, set it to minimum power for the quickest recycle time. Turn the flash unit on, but leave the delay turned off for the moment. Connect a voltmeter across the anode and cathode of SCR1. The anode should be positive and the cathode negative. The voltage is unimportant and is likely to be any-

![Fig. 1. The time-delay trigger circuit is built around a single CD4093 quad 2-input NAND Schmitt trigger. Two gates from that quad package (U1-a and U1-b) are configured as a set-reset flip-flop.](image1)

![Fig. 2. The author’s prototype unit was built on a printed-circuit board measuring 1½ by 2½ inches.](image2)
Here and Fig. 3. Install the components using this figure as a guide. Be careful when handling U1. It's a CMOS device and can be damaged by static discharges. Also, when installing C1 and C2, be sure to observe the proper polarity.

Fig. 3. Install the components using this figure as a guide. Be careful when handling U1. It's a CMOS device and can be damaged by static discharges. Also, when installing C1 and C2, be sure to observe the proper polarity.

where from 2 to 250 volts—depending on the design of the flash. If the anode is negative with respect to the cathode, unsolder the sync cord leads from the board and reverse the connection.

Attach a 9-volt battery to the battery connector and turn on the power switch. Make sure no direct light is shining on Q1. The flash should fire every second or so. Rotating R2 should change the time interval between flashes. If the flash does not fire, check the battery to make sure it's fresh. Shine a bright pen light on Q1 and the flashing should stop. Briefly interrupt the beam with a pencil or other object and the flash should fire a moment later.

If a fresh battery fails to make the flash fire, momentarily place a short across the sync cord to see if the flash is working. It should fire each time you short out the sync cord. Assuming the flash is working, check the following voltages: with Q1 lit, pin 1 should be at 8.5 volts and 0 volts when dark; pin 3 should be at 0 volts with Q1 lit; pin 4 at 8.5 volts with Q1 lit; pin 10 at 0 volts with Q1 lit; pin 11 at 8.5 volts with Q1 lit. With the exception of pin 1 of U1, the voltages should alternate between the high and low readings with Q1 dark.

If the voltages do not check out, then SCR1 is probably defective, otherwise suspect U1 or that a capacitor is installed backwards.

Once you have everything working, temporarily disconnect the sync cord from the printed circuit board, feed it through the hole in the enclosure, and reconnect it to the circuit board at the point indicated in Fig. 3. Insert Q1 into its tubing and secure the circuit board to the bottom of the enclosure with double-sided foam adhesive tape. Mount S1 and R2 to the enclosure.

Add a piece of insulating cardboard or foam over the circuit board to isolate it from the battery, which will lay above it in the case. Close up the enclosure, and install a knob on the shaft of R2.

**Taking the Photo.** The ideal source for falling milk drops is a glass laboratory burette. Mount it on a ring stand with its tip about eleven inches above the table. Place a dark or brightly colored dinner plate below the burette. Clip the delay box onto the ring stand (see photos). Position the photocell so that it is about ½ inch below the tip of the burette. Fill the burette with either milk or half milk/half water.

Support a pen light about a foot away from the delay box and aim it at the photocell. Tape a black paper hood around the pen light to confine the beam. It should light the ring around the photocell. Connect your flash to the delay and set it for minimum

(Continued on page 106)
Simple VCR Repairs

BY
SAM ALLEN

Depending on the malfunction, you might be able to fix your own VCR and avoid an expensive repair bill, or even having to buy a new one.

As soon as someone finds out that you are interested in electronics, they will usually ask you to fix something. For instance, they might want you to repair a malfunctioning VCR. If you are just getting started in electronics, you probably feel that VCR repair is way over your head. While you might be right to some extent, you'd be surprised how many VCR’s are totally disabled by minor problems that even a beginner could fix. Surprisingly, a VCR that just won’t work at all is usually easier to repair than one that just has poor picture quality.

In this article, I will present the repair techniques you’ll need to know to cure some of the most common VCR problems. As you’ll come across them more often, the solutions I’ll provide are for front-loading VHS units. However, some of the problems I’ll discuss are common to all types of machines, so the generalities of the techniques described may be useful for repairing different machines.

Sizing-Up the Job. Before you commit to work on a unit, there are a few things you should find out: First, make sure the machine is out of warranty, since you will void the warranty if you open the case. This is very important when repairing a friend’s machine; sometimes people forget they have a warranty, so make sure it has expired.

Another thing to consider when working on someone else’s VCR is the owner’s attitude. If they are wary and think you may cause more damage to the machine, don’t work on it or you are likely to lose a friend if the unit turns out to be unfixable. If their attitude is, “Oh well, it’s no good now; you can’t hurt it;” then go ahead. I like to work on stuff that has already been into a commercial shop for an estimate. If the owner decided that the cost of repair is too high to make it worthwhile, then they won’t get upset if I can’t fix it, but they are pleasantly surprised if I can.

Finally, get a good idea of what the problem is; think about (or ask) how the problem began. That can give you a clue as to what to look for. For example, if the problem began after the VCR was dropped, then you can suspect a broken circuit board. That is a problem that you should be able to find and fix without too much trouble with some tips I’ll provide later.

If a VCR won’t load after the kids were using it, it may have a foreign object jamming the mechanism; another problem you can fix. I worked on one VCR that wouldn’t rewind after someone had kicked the button with his foot. Knowing this, I could center my attention on the button itself and the problem was easy to find and repair. On the other hand, a problem that appears out of the blue with no apparent cause may be harder to troubleshoot. Make your decision accordingly.

Some Basics. Before getting into repair procedures, I want to give you a few ground rules. The first tip may seem obvious, but before you disassemble a
unit, check all of the controls to see that they are set properly. I have had several people give me VCR's to repair that only needed to be set up properly. For example, if the unit won't record off the air, the problem may be that the tuning controls aren't set to a station or a switch may be in the "aux" position instead of the "tuner" position. Some models may be completely inoperative if a switch is set to the timer position. There are lots of other possibilities, and the more complex the controls, the more likely that one of the controls has been overlooked; so be sure to check out the control settings thoroughly.

The next rule on the list: be sure the power cord is not plugged in before working on a VCR. When you do need to make a powered-up test with the cover off, be sure to observe every safety precaution. I assume you have some electronics background, so you should know better than to touch any connections in the primary circuit during such phases of repair.

There are some rules that apply specifically to VCR repair. For example, when part of a mechanism seems to be jammed, the first impulse is to spray some lubricant on it—don't do it to a VCR. Spray lubricants cause more harm than good. More problems are due to slipping than the need for lubrication.

Also, while you are working inside a VCR, keep your fingers away from the heads, rollers, and guides in the tape transport. Oil from your hands will damage the head and cause slipping in the tape transport system.

Last, don't randomly adjust things inside the VCR to try and correct a problem; you will usually end up creating further problems.

Foreign Objects in the Mechanism.
In a house with small children, the most common VCR malfunction is a unit that won't load. That problem is usually due to a toy or other object that has been pushed into the tape door. I have found crayons, pennies, toy cars, buttons, and candy inside VCR's.

To eliminate the problem, remove the case and look for the foreign objects inside the VCR. Usually all you need to do is remove the objects and the VCR will function.

In the case of candy, crayons or the like, you may need to do some clean up. For candy, you need a water-based solvent; window cleaner works well. Alcohol works for crayons.

Use a cotton swab moistened with the cleaner. Don't drip the cleaner onto circuit boards or motors. Wipe all surfaces dry with another swab. After the clean up, you should relubricate the gears with teflon grease (Radio Shack cat. #64-2326, for example). Don't use a lot; just swirl on a very thin film. After the mechanism is working, insert a head-cleaning cassette and follow the cassette manufacturer's directions for cleaning the head. It provides insurance in case any foreign substance (cleaning fluid, fingernail oil, etc.) has gotten on the head or tape-transport components.

Slipping Transport Components.
Oftentimes the source of trouble is in the tape-transport mechanism. Suspect such trouble if the VCR loads a tape, begins to play it, and then shuts down; a VCR has sensors and a system-control circuit that will turn off the power if the reels aren't moving. If the system control circuit didn't shut down the VCR when a drive component was slipping, the tape would go slack and get wrapped around the head, causing major damage.

If you suspect a slipping belt or idler, remove the case, then insert a tape and start the machine. Watch the tape movement. If one of the reels doesn't move or is slow and jerky, you need to look for a slipping or broken belt or "idler wheel."

A broken belt is usually easy to spot once you have the machine opened up, but a slipping belt is hard to detect. If none of the belts are broken try cleaning them with a non-slip solvent (for example, Radio Shack #44-1013), then test the reel operation again. Incidentally, don't overlook the belt that drives the counter; many machines use the counter as a sensor in the system-control circuit to verify reel movement.

An idler wheel (see Fig. 1) transmits mechanical power by friction. A rubber "tire" around the edge of the wheel rubs against the motor shaft and another driven part. If the rubber becomes hard, glazed, or slippery, then there won't be enough friction for the idler to grip the other parts and turn them.

Quite a few VCR's use an idler wheel to drive the tape reels. You can tell if your machine uses one by looking between the "drive hubs" used to turn the tape reels. If there is a plastic guide that looks like the one shown in Fig. 1, then your machine uses an idler wheel.

To fix the problem, swab the rubber on the wheel with non-slip solvent. Wipe it dry, swab it again, then wipe it dry. If your VCR is the type shown in Fig. 1, you can avoid a major disassembly by applying the non-slip solvent to the idler by pushing a cotton swab moistened with solvent through the guide slot. Turn the tape-drive hub by hand as you press the swab against the rubber on the idler wheel.

Sometimes the spring that pulls on
the idler has lost some tension. Remove the spring and cut off a few turns, then make a new loop on the end with needle-nose pliers. Re-attach the spring and try out the machine.

**Physical Damage.** A VCR that has been dropped or abused may have a broken circuit board, broken controls, or bent metal parts. The display/control board directly behind the front panel is the most vulnerable. Remove the front panel and examine the board, particularly at the corners. If it is broken, you can sometimes salvage it by soldering jumper wires across all of the broken traces and replacing any broken components.

If one or more of the front-panel controls won't work but their functions can be performed via the remote, then the problems may simply be a damaged front-panel control. The pushbuttons on the front are mechanically linked to the actual switches mounted on the control/display circuit boards. Remove the front panel and try operating the VCR by pressing the switch located on the circuit board. If it operates normally, look at the rear of the front panel to find out what's wrong. Usually a plastic rod that connects the pushbutton to the circuit-board mounted switch has been broken or misaligned.

You can usually get it working by bending it back into alignment or gluing the parts back together. If a part is missing, you can make a replacement from a scrap of plastic. It doesn't have to be too elegant as long as it will depress the switch. Sometimes the pushbuttons and the front panel are molded as a single unit. Small strips of plastic act as hinges and springs. If these strips break, then the button may slip out of alignment or simply fall out. You can use silicone glue (such as Radio Shack #64-2306) to re-attach the button. The silicone remains rubbery after it sets, so it will allow enough movement in the button to activate the switch on the circuit board.

**Loading Problems.** Front-loading VCR's use motor-driven cassette baskets to load cassettes onto their reel tables (see Fig. 2). An inoperative cassette basket will completely disable a VCR. One common problem is that a cassette gets jammed in the basket. If the cassette can't be ejected, the system-control circuit will shut down the VCR.

There are several causes for jamming. Sometimes the cassette case is warped or damaged in a way that jams it in the basket. If the cassette has been inserted upside down or backwards it will jam. Even inserting the cassette at a slight angle can cause it to jam. The solution to any of these problems is to open the VCR case and examine the stuck cassette. Try to wiggle it around and find the place where it is binding. Find the small motor that runs the loading mechanism. Gently turn the gear on the motor by hand to try to back out the cassette. If the problem is the cassette itself, then once you get it out, the VCR should function normally.

Sometimes there is a problem with the cassette basket that will cause a tape to jam. For example, inside the basket there are some springy metal fingers that grip the cassette; if they have lost tension, the cassette can slip backwards as the basket moves. That can cause the rear of the cassette to get wedged in the loading slot as the basket moves down. The solution is to gently bend the fingers to increase the tension. Too much tension on the fingers or some other cause of friction between the cassette and the basket can lead to the same problem, so be careful when making the adjustment.

Some VCR's have a switch that senses forward movement of the basket as a signal to start the loading motor. There are a variety of types, but most are leaf switches mounted on the cassette basket. The contacts are supposed to close when a tape is fully inserted. If that switch is activated before the cassette is all the way in, the tape will get wedged in the slot, so check that switch if the problem persists.

Also, check the loading switch if you can slide a cassette into the slot, but the motor that pulls the tape in won't turn on. Some have a small plastic finger attached to the end that presses against the cassette. That finger is prone to break off. Manually close the switch. If the loading mechanism starts, then you probably just need to glue a small piece of plastic onto the end or reposition the switch so it is activated by the cassette.

If manually closing the contacts won't activate the motor, try bypassing the switch with a jumper. If that activates the motor, then the switch contacts are dirty. Clean the switch with contact cleaner. Don't spray directly on the switch because over-spray will get on other components and could cause damage; instead spray a little cleaner on a piece of paper, then rub the paper between the contacts of the switch.

If the switch seems to be okay, then

---

**Fig. 2.** When you insert a cassette, a switch activates a motor that drives the cassette basket. The basket pulls the cassette in and then lowers it onto the reel table. If the loading gears become out of time (slip a tooth), then the mechanism will jam as it lowers the basket.
check out the motor. Some of these motors will run on 9 volts, so (with the power cord unplugged) attach clip leads between the motor terminals and a 9-volt battery. You may need to reverse the polarity to get the motor to run. If it won’t run with the battery, try a 12-volt supply. If it still won’t run, you need to replace the motor. Sometimes you can get the motor working by spraying contact cleaner into the area of the brushes and manually rotating the shaft.

If the motor starts to turn then stalls, there is probably something jamming the loading mechanism. Look for a foreign object, a loose screw, or a bent port.

The motor drives a large gear that is connected by a shaft to a similar gear on the other side of the basket. If one of the gears slips a tooth, one side of the basket will jam as the basket changes from inward to downward motion.

The procedure for correcting this problem is called “timming the cassette basket.” First mark the present location of the gears by making a dot with a felt-tip pen on the two gears at the point where they mesh. Next remove the clip that attaches the gear to the shaft on the side opposite the motor. Remove the gear and reinstall it offset one tooth from the original position. Try loading a cassette and see what happens; if the problem is worse you’ve moved the gear the wrong way, so try again by moving the gear in the other direction. If the problem is better but still binds, move the gear another tooth in the same direction.

**Power-Supply Problems.** Most of the circuit boards in a VCR are too complex to troubleshoot unless you have a lot of experience, but the power-supply board is fairly easy for anyone with some basic electronics knowledge. When the VCR is totally dead, the power supply is an obvious starting point. The power supply can also be responsible for a number of other problems. If the supply isn’t delivering the correct voltages to all of its outputs, some systems may not function correctly while others function normally; so if there is a mysterious problem that you can’t explain, check each output of the power supply.

With a dead supply, I like to start by using an ohmmeter to check for continuity from one blade of the power plug to the other. If you have continuity, then the primary circuit is probably fine and you can move on to check the secondary circuits. If you get an open-circuit reading, make another check with the probes on the terminals where the cord attaches to the board. If you get continuity here, then the cord or plug is bad.

If you still get an open circuit reading, look for a blown fuse. There are usually several fuses at different locations on the board. Check them with the ohmmeter since you can’t always tell by looking. If the fuses are blown, replace them and try out the VCR. If they blow again, then there is a short or a component is drawing too much current; find the problem before you try any more fuses. If the unit functions normally, it’s safe to assume that some transient blew the fuse and the VCR will be all right now.

If the fuses are intact, check for continuity through the primary transformer winding. If the primary checks out all right, then power up the VCR and use a voltmeter to measure the various outputs. Some boards will be marked with voltages. If there are no voltage markings on the board, you need a schematic to do a complete job; but as a basic test you can check each output and assume it is okay if you get a reading above 5 volts. If one of the outputs is dead, look for burned resistors or other components in the circuit. A good way to locate a bad component is to start at the transformer end of the circuit and take a voltage reading. If there is no voltage at this point, then the problem is probably in the transformer. If there is voltage present, then follow the circuit and take voltage readings at each component. When you lose the voltage, you have found the defective component or a possible short.

**Bad Sound or Slight Tracking Problems.** VCR sound is recorded with a separate audio recording head similar to the recording head in a cassette recorder. That head also records a control pulse on the tape that is used to keep the video head tracking correctly. Because of its dual purpose, the head is called the audio/control head or A/C head. If it becomes misaligned, it can cause distorted sound or sound that is out of sync with the lip movements on the screen. Because the A/C head also controls the picture tracking, adjusting it can be tricky. There are usually several adjustment screws for horizontal position, tilt, azimuth, and vertical position (see Fig. 3).

If the sound is in sync but it’s muffled or distorted, try adjusting the tilt and azimuth. Note the original position and count each half turn as you make the adjustments. Try the tilt first. Adjust about one and a half turns one way; if there is
analyze the exact nature of the problem—do the words begin before the person opens his mouth? Or does he open his mouth before the sound starts? If the sound comes first, then the head needs to move in the same direction as tape travel. If the sound occurs late, you must move the head in the opposing direction.

The horizontal position is adjusted by turning the large adjusting nut shown in Fig. 3 (the screwdriver is pointing to the horizontal adjustment nut). On some models, you may need to loosen the mounting screws and move the head slightly. Observe the picture as you move the head; tracking lines will appear and disappear. Position the head so that the sound is in sync and there are no tracking lines in the picture.

Tracking problems that can't be fixed using the tracking control on the front panel can usually be eliminated by adjusting the A/C head. Set the front-panel tracking control to the center position, and adjust the vertical and then the horizontal position of the head as you would for audio problems.

**Severe Tracking Problems.** If there are scratchy white lines in the picture that you can't clear up with the tracking control, and adjusting the A/C head doesn't help, then the problem may be with the P guides. The P guides are motor-driven pins that pull the tape out of the cassette and wrap it around the head (look back at Fig. 2 to help locate them). They control the position of the tape on the head. If they are out of alignment, tracking lines will appear.

There are two P guides; the one closest to the supply reel is called the entrance P guide and the one closest to the take-up reel is called the exit P guide. If the tracking lines are in the lower portion of the picture, then the exit P guide needs adjusting; if they are in the upper portion, the entrance P guide needs adjustment.

There are two types of P guides: one that can be adjusted with a screwdriver (see Fig. 4) and one that requires an Allen-head wrench (shown in Fig. 5). Before adjusting either type, you must first loosen an Allen-head set screw. Note the position of the guide you want to adjust, loosen its set screw, then insert a tape and play it. Turn the adjustment on the top of the P guide a little and watch for an improvement in the picture.

After you have adjusted the P guides, remove the tape and unplug the machine, then lock the adjustment with the set screw. If you weren't able to correct the problem by adjusting a P guide, reset it to its original position.

**A VCR that Damages Tapes.** Tape follows a complicated path inside the VCR. When you press play or record, the two P guides pull the tape out of the cassette and wrap it around the video head. The tape is held in position by other guides and pulled across the heads at a uniform speed by a capstan and pinch roller. Problems anywhere along the tape path can lead to tape damage.

The most obvious symptom of prob-

(Continued on page 114)
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GREAT PAPERBACKS AT SPECIAL PRICES

- **BP248** - TEST EQUIPMENT CONSTRUCTION ..... $19.95. Details construction of simple, inexpensive, but extremely useful test equipment. AF Gen, Test Bench Ampl, Audio Voltmeters, Transistor Tester and much more.
- **BP254** - DIGITAL AUDIO PROJECTS ..... $5.95. Practical circuits to build and experiment with. Includes A/D converter, input amplifier, digital delay line, comparator, echo effect, and much more.
- **BP247** - MORE ADVANCED MIDI PROJECTS ..... $5.95. Circuits included are a MIDI indicator, TRU box, unit, code generator, pedal, programmer, channelizer, and analyzer.
- **BP251** - COMPUTING Hobbies XS HANDBOOK ..... $9.95. A wrap-up of everything the computer hobbyist needs to know in one easy to use volume. Provides a range of useful reference material in a single source.
- **BP239** - GETTING THE MOST FROM YOUR MULTIMETER ..... $5.95. Covers basics of analog and digital meters. Methods of component testing includes transistors, thyristors, capacitors, and all other active and passive devices.
- **BP100** - ADVANCED ELECTRONIC SECURITY PROJECTS ..... $5.95. Includes a passive infra-red detector, a fiber-optic loop alarm, computer-based alarms and an unusual form of ultrasonic intruder detector.
- **BP235** - POWER SELECTOR GUIDE ..... $10.00. Complete guide to semiconductor power devices. More than 1000 building codes are included. They include power diodes, Thyristors, Triacs, Power Transistors and FETs.
- **BP224** - TRANSISTOR SELECTOR GUIDE ..... $10.00. A companion volume to BP235. Book covers more than 1400 JEDEC, JIS, and brand-specific devices. Also contains listings by case type, and electronic parameters. Includes Darlington transistors, high-voltage devices, high-current devices, high power devices.
- **BP99** - MINI-MATRIX BOARD PROJECTS ..... $5.95. Here are 20 useful circuits that can be built on a mini-matrix board that is just 24 holes by ten copper-foil strips.
- **BP117** - PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC BUILDING BLOCKS - Book 1 ..... $5.75. Oscillators, Timers, Noise Generators, Rectifiers, Comparators, Triggers, and much more.
- **BP184** - INTRO TO 68000 ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE ..... $6.95. The 68000 is a great new breed of microprocessor. Programming in assembly language increases running speed of your programs. Here's what you need to know.
- **BP179** - ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS FOR THE COMPUTER CONTROL OF ROBOTS ..... $7.95. Details circuits for interfacing the computer to the robot's motors and sensors.
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The trouble with most digital clocks is that they are a bit boring. Oh, they look all right and keep accurate time, but what the world needs is the convenience and accuracy of electronic time keeping along with a little excitement and intrigue. The Binary Clock presented in this article, which you can build from scratch or from a kit, is the answer. It looks great, keeps good time, but not everyone can read it; you have to know something about the binary numbering system to figure out what time it is—making it an effective conversation piece.

One or more of a field of 24 lights changes from green to red, or red to green, each second, making the display both eye-catching and mysterious. You can sit back, watch your clock, and know what time it is while everyone else is in a quandary.

A Little Background. About 15 years ago a special BCD clock chip was available, and Electronic Kits International (EKI) offered a BCD clock in kit form. Designed by David McDonald, EKI's circuit guru, it had only red lights, and not much circuitry. Since then, the special chip has become unavailable, so the clock has been completely redesigned by David to use discrete integrated circuits and a special two-color display. It's much better looking than the original, easier to read, and you can learn a lot about digital counting and gates by following the "theory of operation" of David's ingenious little circuit.

Since the clock "counts" from the 60-Hz (cycles per second) AC line, the Binary Clock will remain as accurate as the atomic clock standard used by the power company, unless the power is interrupted. Also, because the Binary Clock has both RESET and HOLD (stop) buttons, it can be used as a one-second timer or stopwatch.

Description. The Binary Clock display consists of 24 bi-color light emitting diodes (LED's) in six vertical columns and four horizontal rows. The two left columns represent 1-12 hours, the two middle columns represent 0-59 minutes, and the two right columns represent 0-59 seconds. (More information on how to read the binary clock display will be given later in this article.)

Two power supply voltages are generated from an AC wall-plug transformer. An unregulated voltage (about 14-volts DC) powers seven integrated circuits—counters, and gates, and flip-flops. A voltage regulator provides 7-volts DC, and is a source or sink for the bi-polar LED's. When current flows in one direction through this special type of LED, it lights green. When the current is reversed, it lights red.

The integrated circuits count incoming pulses from the AC power line, and control LED current flow, sequentially advancing in binary-coded-decimal format to display seconds, minutes, and hours to the closest second. Four switches are used for reset, fast set, slow set, and hold.

The strong of heart can build this clock from scratch, although there is a considerable amount of circuitry involved. An available double-sided printed circuit board simplifies construction to about three hours. A complete kit, less enclosure, is also available, saving you the time and cost of finding all the parts—especially the gates, and flip-flops.

Here is an unusual timepiece that is sure to receive lots of attention. Aside from its conversational value, it can also acquaint you with the binary numbering system—the language of computers.
Fig. 1. The Binary Clock is an unusual timepiece, in that, in order to read the time displayed by the LED's, you must understand the binary numbering system, which has only two digits: 1 and 0.
bi-polar LEDs. A classy enclosure is also offered.

Theory of Operation. The schematic diagram of the Binary Clock is shown in Fig. 1. Power for the circuit is derived from a 117-volt, AC wall-plug transformer (T1) that provides 12 volts AC at the secondary winding. That voltage is applied to a full-wave bridge rectifier (consisting of D1-D4), and filtered by capacitors C4 and C5, to provide an unregulated 14-volt DC source. The unregulated 14-volt output of the rectifier is used to power the integrated circuits, U1-U7.

That unregulated source is also fed to the input of U8, an LM309K 5-volt, voltage regulator whose output voltage is boosted via resistors R20 and R21 to about 7 volts DC. The two voltages—14 and 7 volts—are used to control the direction of current flow through the LED's. LED6-LED24 are connected between the +7-volt output of U8 and the output pins of U4, U5, and U6. Each of those outputs is normally at or near ground potential. That produces a current flow from the +7-volt bus through the LED to ground, and the LED turns green. In this case, the +7-volt bus is the source.

However, when an integrated-circuit output pin connected to an LED is active (high), it is essentially at +14 volts, and current flows through the LED in the opposite direction, toward the lower +7-volt bus, and the LED turns red. In this case, the +7-volt bus is the sink. Simply put, when an output is low, the associated LED is green; when the output is high, the LED turns red. Incidentally, since the LED's are bi-polar, if you connect them opposite to the direction shown, they'll light in the opposite condition. Red will be the default, and green will be the active high mode. Throughout the remaining discussion, however, we will assume green is default and red is active.

The trick now is to get the IC outputs to clock in such a way that they can be used to count seconds, minutes, and hours in binary-coded decimal, changing the proper LED's from green to red (or back to green) at the proper time. That means we need one-second clock pulses. The clock pulses are derived from the intersection of D1 and D2. Sixty positive half-wave cycles are produced every second through the transformer from the 60-Hz AC power line. Resistors R11 and R13 comprise a voltage divider to drop the voltage, which is filtered by C6 and applied to pin 6 of the Schmitt trigger, U2-a. Pin 5 is held high through R14. Whenever a positive pulse is detected at pin 6, pin 4 of U2-a goes low. That negative-going pulse is applied to pin 2 of U3-a, a divide-by-10 counter configured for negative-edge triggering.

At each incoming clock pulse on pin 2, the outputs of U3-a (pins 3, 4, 5, and 6) count upward in BCD (binary-coded decimal—1, 2, 4, 8, referred to as bits 0, 1, 2, 3 in the schematic diagram) until U3-a internally resets on the tenth count. That drops the output on pin 6 low, providing a negative-edge clock pulse to the input of U3-b, another decade counter. In other words, U3-b receives a clock pulse for every 10-power supply pulses or every sixth of a second.

Now we need to divide by six, so that we have an output of one-pulse-per-second. That is accomplished by U2-b, another Schmitt trigger, which monitors the output of U3-b at pins 12 and 13. Because those two outputs represent numerical values of 2 and 4, when both are active, the count is 6 (2 + 4 = 6). Since it took 10 input pulses for each count of U3-b, 6 counts of U3-b is actually 60 pulses, or one second. Putting it another way, U3-b pins 12 and 13 both become high exactly once each second, on the sixth count.

That instantly causes pin 11 of U2-b to go low, pulling pins 8 and 9 of U2-c low, which, in turn, forces pin 10 high. That places a high on reset pin 15 of U3-b, through R19, instantly causing pins 12 and 13 of U3-b to drop low. Notice that the reset pulse is isolated from the other integrated circuit reset pins by D10.

Now look back at U2-b. Since pins 12 and 13 have just been reset low, pin 11 goes high, bringing pins 8 and 9 of U2-c high. That makes pin 2 of U2-c, another Schmitt trigger, high. Since the other input to U2-d at pin 1 is held high by positive voltage through R18, pin 3 of U2-d goes low. That negative edge provides a clock pulse to the seconds counter, U6-b, at pin 10. At that point, everything repeats, creating a clock pulse every second to U6-b.

Now that the clocking is established, how about the counting by the LED's? When the clock is first plugged in, all the LED's should turn on green, but random circuit power-up may cause one or more of the LED's to turn on red. Pressing switch S1 feeds a high voltage to the reset pins of U4, U5, and U6, forcing all their outputs low, causing LED6-LED24 to turn green.

PARTS LIST FOR THE BINARY CLOCK

SEMICONDUCTORS
U1—4013B, CMOS dual D flip-flop, integrated circuit
U2—4093B, CMOS quad 2-input NAND Schmitt-trigger, integrated circuit
U3, U4, U5, U6—4518B, CMOS dual synchronous divide-by-10 counter, integrated circuit
U7—4081B, CMOS quad 2-input AND gate, integrated circuit
U8—LM309K, voltage regulator, integrated circuit
D1—D4—1N4003, 1-amp, 200-PIV, general-purpose rectifier diode
DS—D10—1N4148, general-purpose small-signal diode
LED1 to LED24—bi-color light-emitting diode, red/green

RESISTORS
(All resistors are 1/4-watt, 5% units.)
R1—R5—1200-ohm
R6, R9—22,000-ohm
R7, R8, R10, R12—R14, R16, R18, R19—10,000-ohm
R11—1500-ohm
R15, R17—1000-ohm
R20—200-ohm
R21—68-ohm
R22—R40—330-ohm

ADDITIONAL PARTS AND MATERIALS
C1—C3, C5, C6—0.1-μF, ceramic-disc capacitor
C4—1000-μF, 16-WVDC, radial-lead, electrolytic capacitor
S1—S4—SPST normally open pushbutton switch
T1—12-volt AC, 500-mA wall-plug transformer
Printed-circuit or perfboard materials, sockets, enclosure, hook-up wire, solder, hardware, etc.

Note: The following items are available from Electronic Kits International, Inc., 16631 Noyes Avenue, Irvine, CA 92714, Tel. 800-453-1708 and 714-833-8711: A complete kit with all parts and case, $59.90 (order B01098); all parts except cap, $47 (order B00898); etched and drilled double-sided circuit board, $10.50 (order B00798); set of eight integrated circuits U1—U8, $20 (order B0098); set of 24 dual-color LED1—LED24, $20 (order B06007); formed Flexglaze case with hardware (see text), $14.90 (order B24003).

Add $5.00 total per order for shipping and handling. California residents please add local sales tax.

Fed directly from the 14-volt line to ground through 1.2k resistors, LED1—LED5 are always green. They are
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only put into the display for cosmetic purposes, to visually fill in the 6 × 4 display matrix, and they never change states.

When the first clock pulse enters U6-b, pin 11 goes high. Because that places that pin at a higher voltage (around 14 volts) compared to the other side of the LED, which is tied to the +7-volt bus, the current reverses and the LED turns red, indicating a count of one second. When the next one-second clock pulse enters U6-b, pin 11 goes low and pin 12 goes high. That causes LED24 to turn green, and LED23 to turn red.

Following the binary-coded decimal output of U6-b, during the third second both LED23 and LED24 will be red. In the fourth second, LED22 will be red, and LED23 and LED24 will be green, and so on.

Finally, at the tenth second, when U6-b resets internally, pin 14 drops low, providing a negative-edge clock pulse to pin 2 of U6-a. Every tenth second, another pulse causes U6-a to count upwards, indicating tens of seconds. But we know that there are only sixty seconds in a minute, so how does the clock stop counting at 60 and advance to show minutes?

Look at pins 5 and 6 of U7-b. They are monitoring the signal level on pins 4 and 5 of U6-a. At the 40th second, pin 5 goes high and stays high as the clock counts up toward 60. At the 60th count, however, pin 1 goes high for the first time together with pin 5. With both pins 4 and 5 of U6-a high, pins 5 and 6 of U7-b are now also high, making pin 4 of U7-b high. That provides a reset pulse to pin 7 of U6-a through R17, and also sends a positive-edge clock pulse through diode D8 to pin 9 of U5-b, LED17 turns red to indicate the one minute count.

The minute LED’s light red in BCD sequence, until both LED14 and LED17 are red at nine minutes. At the tenth minute, U5-b internally resets, so pin 14 of U5-b drops low, clocking pin 2 of U5-a. As the tens-of-minutes are counting upward, once again the sixth minute count is monitored, this time by U7-c. In a similar manner to that of U7-b monitoring sixty seconds.

Hours counting is the same for the units column, since it counts from 1 to 9. However, the tens-of-hours column has to stop at 12 hours and reset not to 0, but 1! That takes some fancy electronic footwork, which is performed by U1-a, U1-b, U7-a, and U7-d.

When LED6 and LED9 are both red, signifying 12AM or 12PM, the next hour would try to count to 13. That, of course, is not allowed with a 12-hour clock. At the 13-hour count, pin 11 of U4-b goes high. Since pin 12 is already high, this means both input pins 12 and 13 of AND gate U7-d are high, making its pin-11 output high. That forces pin 2 of U7-a high. Since the other input, pin 1, is already high, the output of U7-a at pin 3 goes high.

Two things now have to happen. All the hour LED’s must be reset to green (the others already are green, indicating zero seconds and minutes), and the one-hour LED, LED10, must be made red. Flip-flops U1-a and U1-b are wired so that the D pins are high. That forces their Q outputs to reset to high, and the Q outputs low. The positive-edge pulse from the output of U7-a is applied to the clock input of U1-a at pin 3. That, in turn, causes U1-a pins 1 and 2 to change states; pin 1 goes high and pin 2 goes low. The positive pulse from pin 1 travels through R7 to reset U4-a and U4-b, causing LED6, LED9, and LED10 turn green. That pulse also goes through a time delay created by RC circuit R6 and C1, to pin 4, which resets U1-a, causing pin 2 to go high and pin 1 to go low.

At that point, the positive-going pulse from pin 2 of U1-a goes through a short RC delay circuit, consisting of R8 and C2, to trigger the clock input (pin 11) of U1-b. That instantly makes the Q output of U1-b at pin 12 to go high, and pin 13 go high. The output at pin 12 clocks pin 10 of U4-b, thus turning LED10 red, indicating 1 AM or 1 PM. Flip-flop U1-b is then reset when the pin 13 pulses after a short delay created by R9 and C3, which is fed to the reset input of U1-b at pin 10. Flip-flop U1 is now set for its next action 12 hours later.

Clock time setting is accomplished via switches S1–S4. The preset switch, S1, applies a positive voltage, directly or through diodes, to reset all the LED’s to green and the count to zero. The hold
switch, S2, stops all counting by grounding one input to U2-a. The last switch, S3, applies positive clock pulses to U5-b sixty times per second, thus advancing the display sixty minutes—one hour—each second. Similarly, the saw switch, S4, causes U6-b to count at sixty times the normal speed, advancing the display one minute for each second of real time.

Construction. There is really nothing critical in the wiring of the Binary Clock. You can build it on a perfboard, using wire-wrap to complete the electrical connections, but there will be a lot of wires! Certainly, a printed-circuit board is a better approach.

However, the printed-circuit layouts shown in Figs. 2 and 3 represent a two-sided board with "plated-through" holes. If you are not equipped to produce that kind of board, I'd certainly recommend that you purchase the printed-circuit board offered in the Parts List. It is a very clean design, with no jumpers (except the plated-thru holes).

Figure 4 shows the parts-placement diagram for the double-sided, printed-circuit board. (Only the component side of the board is shown in that layout)

Most of the parts are readily available, but the bi-polar LED's are, by their nature, fairly expensive. The wall-plug transformer, T1, does not have to be a 12-volt AC unit; you can operate the Binary Clock with less brightness, using a 9-volt AC unit—just make sure that it can supply at least 250 mA.

If you assemble the Binary Clock from the kit offered in the Parts List, it should take only about 2½ to 3 hours to complete. There are only a few precautions. Make sure all your 278 solder joints are good, with no bridges between pins on the IC sockets. Polarity is critical on the LED's, or they will light green when they should be red, and red when they should be green. The LED's (with the board oriented as shown) should be mounted with the flat side down for a background of green, with red doing the counting.

The six small-signal diodes (D6-D10), the four power diodes (D1-D4), and the large filter capacitor (C4) all must be installed with the proper polarity as shown in the parts-placement diagram. After all the soldering is done, insert the integrated circuits so that they are all oriented in the same direction, with pin 1 on the left, as shown in the parts-placement diagram.

Integrated circuits U1-U7 are CMOS devices and as such are static sensitive. Extreme care should be exercised when removing them from their anti-static pad since only a small static discharge can permanently damage them.

Checkout. When you plug the transformer into 117-volts AC, all 24 LED's of the display should turn on green, but a few may turn on red. Press the reset switch, S1. If all the LED's don't turn green, you have a problem. If none of the LED's light, make sure you have power. Check both the 14-volt and 7-volt buses for the proper voltages.

If individual LED's don't light, they may be defective, badly soldered, or the integrated circuit driving that unit might be defective, improperly oriented, or improperly seated in its socket. If an LED turns red on reset, it might be installed with reversed polarity. Once you have all the LED's properly lighted, check the counting sequence; if everything is working correctly, it should start with the LED in the lower right corner turning red on the first second.

The count should proceed in binary fashion up the last, rightmost, column (seconds), then to the tens seconds column, and so forth. Press switch S2 to stop the count. Switch S2 is used to synchronize the display to real time, to the second. Press switch S4 and the two right-most columns should blink furiously as the minutes column counts once per second. Press switch S3 and the minutes columns goes wild as the hours columns advance once per second.

When everything is working, use S3 to set hours and minutes less than real time, S4 to advance minutes and seconds slightly ahead of real time, and then press S2 to hold count until real time catches up with clock time. If you go too fast, you will need to count ahead another twelve hours, stopping just ahead of real time.
Fig. 4. Here is the parts-placement diagram for the Binary Clock's printed-circuit board. It is recommended that all DIP IC's be socketed.

Fig. 5. The Binary Clock uses vertical columns of LED's that display the time in binary-coded decimal (BCD) form. Each LED in the columns represents a specific numerical value that is added together to determine seconds, tens of seconds, minutes, tens of minutes, hours, and tens of hours.

Preparing the Enclosure. You can "package" the Binary Clock any way you please. The photos show a wooden frame with Plexiglas plates front and back. The clock is mounted on spacers to "float" between the Plexiglas plates, making for a very striking display. The wooden frame and undrilled Plexiglas plates, with screws, nut, and spacers, are offered by the supplier in the Parts List. The front panel is prepared for mounting by drilling four small holes for the mounting screws, four holes to mount the switches, and four holes in the corners to mount the Plexiglas to the (Continued on page 109)
Does your present lure fail to attract the fish to your line? If so, perhaps an illuminated lure will change your luck, and enable you to catch the big one that always seems to get away.

It rained all weekend again. I had planned to go fishing but it just wasn't in the cards. So, I thought I would tinker around with my electronic stuff and wait for the rain to stop. Obviously, my heart wasn't in it, because what grew out of that weekend was a strange, but effective, fishing lure. Perhaps, it is stretching the definition of "electronics" to call it an electronic device, but it does use electricity and in some mysterious way it communicates with fish.

The lure is the essence of simplicity (see Fig. 1). Using a paper clip, a calculator battery, and a light-emitting diode (LED) or micro lamp, you can make an effective multi-purpose fish-catching device and amaze your friends at the same time. If you're like me, your friends have come to expect strange ideas from you and this device will certainly strengthen that image. I think it may even be legal, but you better check the local laws governing your favorite fishing hole to be sure.

The lure consists of a large paper clip, a flat, wafer-type battery (1.5 or 3 volt), an LED or micro lamp, a treble hook, and a pair of needle-nose pliers. The author's version uses a 3.0-volt lithium battery (CR-2430), but the lure can be modified to use any size wafer battery. There is one problem though: if you are going to use an LED as the light source, you'll need to use a 3-volt battery. It takes 1.6 volts of junction potential to "light" an LED and the 1.5 volt batteries just don't have enough voltage.

How it Works. The circuit behind the fish lure (see Fig. 2) is so simple—a battery, resistor, and a lamp—that it is almost not worth showing. A resistor can be added (as shown) to limit current through the light-producing element and to regulate the brightness of the light, but it is not usually needed because the internal resistance of the battery will keep the current at about 33 mA.

The prototype unit used a 1.5-volt lamp powered from a 3-volt battery. That's a bit over the lamp's designed voltage, and tends to shorten both battery and lamp life a bit. However, the extra brightness is attractive to the fish and since catching fish is what this is all about, operating the lamp a little "hotter" than the lamp designers had intended seems a worthwhile tradeoff.

You can use either an LED or micro lamp. You can even use one of those flashing LED's, but make sure it can operate from a 2.5-volt source. I have found that in the waters around my home, diffused yellow LED's work best for black bass. (I don't know why, I guess it's just part of the mystery that makes fishing so interesting.)

Water proofing was not necessary for the ponds where I fish. The resistance of local pond water around here is about 10,000 ohms per cm. Since the resistance through the lamp circuit is about 11 ohms, most of the current flows through the lamp circuit and not the water (current follows through the path of least resistance). The resistance of the circuit using an LED instead of a micro lamp is a bit higher, but it is still low.
Fig. 1. The Electronic Fish Lure was created from an ordinary paper clip twisted so as to hold the leads of an LED in contact with both poles of a battery.

**PARTS LIST FOR THE ELECTRONIC LURE**

LED1—Light-emitting diode or micro lamp
R1—Optional, see text
B1—1.5-3-volt, flat wafer-type, calculator battery, see text
Paper clip, cellophane tape, thin-plastic or film insulating material (see text), treble hook, fingernail polish (see text), etc.

![Diagram of parts list]

Fig. 2. Here is the simple circuit that comprises the electrical portion of the Electronic Fish Lure. Note: The resistor (R1) may or may not be needed; that will have to be determined by experimentation.

The circuit is enough to feed the lion's share of the current through the lamp. In chlorinated water, water that has a high ionic concentration, or in salt water, water proofing is necessary. A little fingernail polish works just fine. Just paint the entire lure, battery and all. You can even use different colors to jazz it up a little. I favor yellow lures with red dots, but use whatever color scheme or pattern that works for you.

The lure can be turned on and off by removing the battery or by sliding a small piece of plastic or film between the battery and the point where it touches the lamp lead. Push the film in to turn the lamp off, remove it to turn the lamp on.

**Construction.** The wire clip is everything. Take your time and get it right. Start, as shown in Fig. 3, by straightening a large paper clip. Figure 3A shows the first bend, a 0.2-inch, 90-degree bend.

With the bend pointing toward the ceiling, bend the wire to conform to the diagram in Fig. 3B. Next bend the last 0.2-inch of the double wire at point B in the same direction as point A (toward the ceiling).

Lay a battery, with cellophane tape covering the negative side, on the wire form. The cellophane tape is to keep the battery from shorting during construction. You will need to remove the tape before using the battery in the finished lure. The positive (+) side of the battery should be resting on the wire and firmly against the bends at points A and B.

Next bend the wire at point D toward the ceiling forming a 90-degree bend tight against the battery (as shown in Fig. 3C). Bend the wire at point C and form a loop as shown in Fig. 3D. At the point where the loop reaches point D, bend the wire 90 degrees to the vertical and then again 90 degrees at a point 0.2-inch away to extend over the negative side of the battery. Finally, bend a loop in the wire at point E as shown.

![Diagram of construction steps]

Here is the finished lure. Under some circumstances, depending on the conductivity of the waters you fish, it may be necessary to insulate the electrical portion of the unit. Should insulating be necessary, a coat or two of fingernail polish works well.

[Continued on page 104]
200,000-Volt  
Van de Graaff Generator

The first known electrical generator was built in 1660 by the German experimenter, Otto von Guericke (also known to historians as the inventor of the air pump). Though Guericke's generator consisted of little more than a revolving ball of sulfur, that frictional device was capable of developing a very strong charge of static electricity.

The generator's ball was made by pouring molten sulfur into a spherical glass container "about the size of a child's head." When the sulfur cooled, the glass was broken open, and the globe removed and equipped with an iron axle. The assembly was then mounted on a wooden frame that allowed the ball to spin freely. When a dry hand was applied to the rotating sulfur sphere, the ball would become electrified, attract small objects, make a crackling sound, and glow faintly in the dark.

Van de Graaff's Generator. Otto von Guericke's machine quickly became obsolete, but the triboelectric principles that allowed that generator to operate did not. It is an elementary physical fact that extremely high voltages can be generated by the repeated contact and separation of dissimilar substances, a process that is otherwise known as friction.

In 1927, New Zealand physicist Ernest Rutherford voiced the need for "a copious supply of atoms and electrons ... transcending in energy the alpha and beta particles from radioactive substances." He was talking about an accelerator. Rutherford's wish inspired a young American scholar by the name of Robert J. Van de Graaff.

Van de Graaff knew that charged particles could be moved to high speeds by high voltages. He also knew that conventional methods of electrical transformation might not provide the necessary energy. But the electrostatic characteristics of the atomic nucleus gave him an idea. Van de Graaff decided to find some way of generating high electrostatic voltages in order to, as he phrased it, "meet the atom on its own terms."

The first Van de Graaff generator was built at Princeton University in the fall of 1929. Van de Graaff built the machine from scrap: a silk ribbon, a small motor, and a tin can. The silk had to be pure; there is a story about how Van de Graaff would visit local fabric shops and set fire to silk samples to see if the cloth was tainted. Van de Graaff's primitive static device developed about 80,000 volts. The high-voltage output was restricted by corona discharge from the edges of the can.

The public became aware of Van de Graaff's new technology in 1931. That's when he demonstrated the creation of over 1,000,000 volts between the spherical terminals of two belt-driven generators. Following that, general interest in these magnificent machines grew very quickly.

Giant Generators. The early success of Van de Graaff's creations was encouraging. Immediately, researchers began making plans for a much, much bigger generator. The size of the machine was to be limited only by the size of the building found to keep it in. A suitable structure was located on the estate of Colonel E.H. Green at South Dartmouth, Massachusetts. It was the biggest enclosure anyone could find. It was a hangar built originally to house a dirigible, or blimp.

Engineers built two separate machines: one for the positive charge, and one for the negative. The spherical terminals, about 15 feet in diameter, were made of welded aluminum and mounted on two large tubular insulators, each 24 feet high and 6 feet across. The generators were carried on railway track. That allowed technicians to vary the distance between the electrodes. The giant Van de Graaff system was capable of generating nearly ten million volts.

Have hours of high-voltage fun when you experiment with this working high-voltage generator.

BY STANLEY A. CZARNIK
This giant Van de Graaff generator system was built in Dartmouth, Massachusetts in the early 1930's. The machine was capable of developing nearly ten million volts. The very large structure in the background was, originally, a hangar built for a blimp.

A Working Model. With a kit of parts from Analytical Scientific, a laboratory supply company in Texas, you can build your own 200,000-volt Van de Graaff static generator in about one hour. (See the Parts List for ordering information.)

The fully assembled machine is about 18 inches high. The spherical aluminum terminal, mounted on top of a heavy plastic tube (PVC pipe), is about 7 inches in diameter. The generator runs on 117 VAC and comes complete with a small electric motor and all the necessary hardware; there's even a spare rubber belt. It's a classic design and an excellent addition to any home-experimenter's workshop.

Building your Model. Once you've obtained the kit, begin by attaching the three rubber feet to the round metal base. Now locate the L-shaped motor bracket and the lower brush, which is the short length of stranded wire that's connected to a soldering lug. Push three small screws (8-32 x 1/2-inch) up through the bottom of the base and the motor bracket. Place lock washers on the screws and secure the assembly with three 8-32 hex nuts. The lower brush goes on the screw furthest away from the 90-degree bend in the motor bracket. The brush should point towards the vertical section of the bracket. Handle the brush carefully as it is delicate.

The next step is to find the electric motor and mount it by passing the two threaded studs plus the armature shaft through the three remaining holes in the motor bracket. Place lock washers on the threaded studs and secure the motor with a couple of hex nuts.

Now look for the white plastic pulley. Push the pulley over the armature shaft. If you have trouble, tap the end of the pulley very gently with a small hammer or the handle of a screwdriver. The pulley should not come into contact with the motor bracket.

The plastic pipe is held against the upper portion of the motor bracket with a large U-bolt, a metal strip, and two large hex nuts. One end of the pipe has a couple of semi-circular notches cut into it. That end of the pipe should be up; the plain end should be down. The lower end of the pipe should extend about 3/8 inch below the U-bolt. The notches on top should line up with the pulley at the bottom. To check the alignment, simply look straight down through the center of the pipe.

Next, locate the rubber belt and slip it over the metal pulley. Place the pulley into the two notches on top of the insulator and allow the belt to fall through the tube. Pull the lower end of the belt down and place it over the lower pulley. Try to avoid handling the belt too

WARNING!! This article deals with and involves subject matter and the use of materials and substances that may be hazardous to health and life. Do not attempt to implement or use the information contained herein unless you are experienced and skilled with respect to such subject matter, materials, and substances. Neither the publisher nor the author make any representations as to the accuracy of the information contained herein and disclaim any liability for damages or injuries, whether caused by inaccuracies of the information, misinterpretations of the directions, misapplication of the information, or otherwise.
much as skin oils can reduce its effectiveness.

Now, very carefully, adjust the lower brush so that it just barely touches the rubber belt. Spread the strands of wire gently so that as many of them as possible are touching the rubber.

Find the collector support and upper-brush assembly. That's the short length of stranded wire soldered to a V-shaped piece of stiff wire. Push the V-shaped wire into the two small holes at the upper end of the insulator (PVC pipe). And here again, adjust the stranded wire brush so that it just barely touches the rubber belt.

Return to the bottom of the generator and hook up the 117-VAC line cord. Use the wire nuts provided with the kit. The line cord is held in place with a plastic strain relief. Don't forget to connect the little green ground wire. Both the strain relief and the ground wire are attached to the base of the generator with a small screw and a hex nut.

Finally, lower the cylindrical aluminum shell over the plastic tube and push it down over the base. Then place the spherical terminal over the collector support. It should balance perfectly. Now stand back and admire your new Van de Graaff generator. It's a work of electromechanical art!

Testing. Plug your generator in and

The upper brush and upper terminal support fit into the upper end of the tubular insulator. Note how the wire brush is positioned to make contact with the rubber drive belt.

the motor should turn. If it doesn't, remove the upper spherical terminal and give the pulley a little spin in the right direction. That should start the generator. Replace the aluminum sphere immediately.

Wait a few moments for a charge to build up on the terminal. Now approach the sphere with a large fluorescent tube. When the tube is three or four inches away from the sphere, the machine will discharge, and the tube will flash. If that doesn't happen, or if the flash isn't very bright, your generator is not working properly.

Unplug the unit and remove the upper terminal and the lower shell. (Please be careful. A small static charge may be waiting for you when you touch the aluminum sphere.) Check the belt and the pulleys for dirt and moisture. They should be clean and dry. Then check the brushes. If the wire strands are too far away from the belt, the generator will operate very poorly, or not at all.

Finally, check both the upper terminal and lower shell for dust and lint. They, too, must be very clean. I was able to improve the performance of my own Van de Graaff generator by cleaning both the shell and the terminal with a bit of good quality metal polish and a soft cloth. That seemed to make a big difference in the machine's operation. In fact, it might be a good idea to polish the aluminum sections before putting the machine together.

MATERIALS LIST FOR THE VAN DE GRAAFF GENERATOR EXPERIMENT

Van de Graaff generator kit
Aluminum-foil strips, very thin
Candle
Fluorescent tube
Foam plastic packing material
Metal polish
Metal rod, 8 to 10 inches long
Tape

The Van de Graaff generator kit is available from Analytical Scientific, Post Box 198, Helotes, TX 78023, Tel. 512-684-7373. The catalog number is MLE-10-065 and the price is $137.75. Include $4.00 for shipping and handling within the continental U.S. The Analytical catalog is $3.00, which is refundable with first order. TX orders must include appropriate sales tax.

Theory of Operation. Here's how your Van de Graaff generator works: The electric charge originates with the friction of the rubber belt moving over the lower plastic pulley. The plastic pulley acquires a negative charge that appears on the outside of the belt while a positive charge appears on the inside. The negative charge is picked up by the ionized air around the lower brush. The positive charge is carried to the upper brush by the belt where it is transferred to the aluminum sphere.

(Continued on page 105)
A hhh, the great outdoors! It's so nice to get out in the fresh air and enjoy nature. Unfortunately, sometimes nature can turn a pleasant picnic into a please-the-ants picnic. Every camping trip I've been on has turned into a swat fest as night fell. As for me, I've never been too fond of rubbing malodorous ointments on myself and spraying ozone-eating aerosols in Mother Nature's face. Not being one to give up my enjoyment of the outdoors or my principles, I set to work to build a portable electronic pest repeller, affectionately called Bug-Off.

If you haven't heard of one before, or don't know what makes them tick, such pest repellers send out ultrasonic pressure waves (at 22–65 kHz) that are an annoyance to insects and certain small animals. Note that the version shown here is only powerful enough to affect insects, although it is an easy matter to amplify the output using a low-power, wide-band op-amp. For those interested in this, several suitable circuits were shown in "Using Wide-band Op-Amps" in the January, 1990 issue of Popular Electronics.

The basic Bug-Off unit is a very interesting little circuit. In it, a 556 dual-timer chip is suited up with a few common components that turn it into a sweep-frequency oscillator. In the course of this article, I'll supply you with both construction and design details so that you can grant a 555 a 50% duty cycle and even use one as a voltage-controlled oscillator (something mentioned in text books, but never really covered).

Nuts, Bolts, and Paperwork. I have a commercially built, AC-powered pest repeller at home that works pretty well, so I decided to look inside of it before designing anything. To my surprise I found a lone 555 with support components that caused it to operate as a VCO (voltage-controlled oscillator). I had always known that was possible, but oddly enough I didn't remember ever seeing any design equations for VCO operation. After checking two manufacturer's data books, and two 555-timer cookbooks, I realized my memory was not faulty (not this time anyway). Undaunted, I went on to figure out the equations for voltage-controlled operation for myself. Before giving you the results of my labor, a brief summary of 555-timer operation is a very good idea.

A 555 wired for astable operation is shown in Fig. 1. Let's ignore the control terminal for now, and just assume it's not connected. If you apply power to the circuit, capacitor C starts to charge through R_A and R_B and the output is high. The FET in the 555 can initially be ignored as it is off. The rate of charge is thus determined by R_A, R_B, C, and V_CC.

The resistor network composed of R_T-R_C (all equal to 5 kilohms) divides the supply voltage (V_CC) into 1/3 V_CC and 2/3 V_CC (called the "trigger" and "threshold" voltages, respectively). Note that both comparators (C1 and C2) monitor the voltage stored in the capacitor: Comparator C1 compares the capacitor voltage to the threshold voltage and C2 compares it to the trigger voltage.

When the capacitor charges up to the threshold voltage, C1 goes momentarily high, toggling the flip-flop. That causes the internal FET to start draining the charge off the capacitor via R_B (without any of the discharge current flowing through R_A), and the output terminal goes low. The rate of discharge is thus determined by R_B, C, and V_CC (but not R_A). Once the capacitor voltage drops to the trigger voltage, C2 is triggered and toggles the flip-flop. The FET then turns off, the output goes high, and the capacitor begins to charge again.

There are a few interesting facts about the process. First, the timing is independent of the power-supply voltage (V_CC). That's because even though you may increase the charge rate by increasing the supply voltage, the threshold voltage is also increased, so it takes longer for the capacitor to reach that voltage (neat, huh?). The capacitor dissipates that higher voltage slower, but the trigger voltage is also higher, so the capacitor doesn't have to go as low. The time it takes for the capacitor to
charge from $\frac{1}{3}V_{CC}$ to $\frac{2}{3}V_{CC}$, which is the time the output remains high, is given by:

$$t_h = 0.693(R_A + R_B)C$$

The time it takes for the capacitor to discharge from $\frac{2}{3}V_{CC}$ to $\frac{1}{3}V_{CC}$, which is also the length of time the output is low, is given by:

$$t_l = 0.693(R_B)C$$

Note the absence of $R_A$ in the last equation. That's because only $R_B$ is in the discharge path. Note also that that prevents us from attaining a 50% duty cycle ($t_h$ can't equal $t_l$). Some may propose doing away with $R_A$, but that would short the power supply through the discharge pin at the beginning of the discharge cycle. However, there is another method for obtaining a 50% duty cycle, as you'll see.

**Special Operation.** A 50% duty cycle can be easily obtained by putting a diode pointing down [cathode toward the capacitor] in parallel with $R_B$, and setting $R_A$ equal to $R_B$. That way $R_B$ is bypassed during charging, but it is still in the discharge path.

Now let's upset the scheme a different way by applying a voltage ($V_{CON}$) to the control terminal (but without using the diode trick for now). Doing so changes the characteristics of the basic charging circuit (composed of $R_A$, $R_B$, and $C$), but it also changes the values of the threshold and trigger voltages. However, that does not affect the discharge time ($t_l$) of the capacitor for the same reason a different supply voltage doesn't affect it (go back to the previous section if you forgot why). It does change the charging time ($t_h$), which can be computed with the following formula:

$$t_h = (R_A + R_B)C(-0.693 + \ln[1 + 1/(1-V_{CON}/V_{CC})])$$

There are a few implications to all this: The first is that by changing the control voltage you can perform pulse-width modulation. You can also modulate the frequency and simultaneously modulate the duty cycle. In fact, using this technique, you can't change one without changing the other. By swinging the control voltage up and down, you can sweep a range of frequencies. That's exactly what the Bug-Off circuit does to ensure maximum effectiveness—it sweeps a range of frequencies to disturb the widest possible variety of species.

![Fig. 1. This is a 555 timer IC (depicted in block-diagram form) connected to some support components to form a basic astable multivibrator.](image)

![Fig. 2. The two timers in the full-blown project have some interesting characteristics. Both of them have their thresholds externally set, the oscillator on the left has a 50% duty cycle, and the oscillator on the right acts as a VCO.](image)

Here's a peek under the hood of the pest repeller. Note the capacitors are neatly bent to permit the cover to be put on.
Fig. 3. If you wire the socket for U1 as shown in A, and the component socket as shown in B and interconnect them, you’ll only have to connect the buzzer, battery, and switch to get your project up and running.

**PARTS LIST FOR THE BUG-OFF ELECTRONIC PEST REPELLETER**

**RESISTORS**
(All resistors are 1/2-watt. 5% units)
R1—62,000-ohm
R2—150,000-ohm
R3—1600-ohm
R4—4300-ohm
R5—11,000-ohm

**ADDITIONAL PARTS AND MATERIALS**
BZ1—Piezo buzzer element
D1—1N4001 1-amp, 50-PIV, rectifier diode
U1—555 dual oscillator/timer, integrated circuit (Exar, Radio Shack 276-1738)
C1—0.005-µF, ceramic-disc capacitor
C2—1200-pF, ceramic-disc capacitor
S1—SPST on/off toggle switch
B1, B2—9-volt transistor radio battery
Battery clips, perfboard, project case, 14-pin and 16-pin wire-wrap socket, wire-wrap wire, solder, etc.

**The Circuit.** The Bug-Off circuit is shown in Fig. 2. The internal resistors are not shown for the sake of clarity. Note that it actually makes use of two 555 timers (both packaged in one 556 case). One timer circuit is shown on the left of the IC package, and the other is on the right. They are both set up as oscillators with some special features.

**Note:** If possible, use the IC specified in the Parts List. Due to slight internal differences, ICs from other manufacturers may not work properly.

The oscillator on the right is a VCO and is used to sweep frequencies between 25.8 and 65.2 kHz. Its duty cycle varies from 40 to 76%. Keeping the duty cycle as close to 50% as possible is a good idea because it ensures that piezo element BZ1, which is the output transducer, will fully charge and discharge, and generate harmonics that are close to fundamental. Such piezo elements are great at creating pressure waves, and are sometimes used as sound generators in water, which requires high-pressure transducers in order to operate over long distances.

One more thing should be mentioned concerning the transducer: get a high-efficiency type that operates with the highest resonant frequency possible. However, don’t worry that the resonant frequency is not near the ultrasonic range. The voltage swing applied to the crystal forces it to electrostatic (contraction due to an applied voltage) without the need for resonance; We are really concerned with generating noise in the form of pressure waves, not pure tones.

The VCO receives its control voltage from the oscillator on the right. Note that the voltage on capacitor C1 is used rather than the output from pin 3. That’s because a timer’s output simply swings between Vcc and ground, but the charging capacitor gradually moves between the trigger and the threshold voltages. The capacitor will thus cause the VCO to sweep a range of frequencies rather than jump between two of them.

The oscillator on the left has two interesting characteristics: a 50% duty cycle, and modified threshold and trigger voltage levels. The voltage levels are modified by R3 to cause C1 to charge from 4 to 8 volts. The reason that is done is to allow the VCO to generate a wide voltage sweep (thus, a wide frequency range), without causing it to have a ridiculously high or low duty cycle.

The oscillator on the left is configured for a 50% duty cycle because of the exponential charging curve of the capacitor. When the capacitor (C1) starts to charge, its voltage changes rapidly, causing the VCO to rush through the frequencies generated during the beginning of the charging cycle. During discharge the opposite happens—the frequencies generated with the control pin near its maximum are rushed through. So over one complete charge/discharge cycle, the frequencies are given fairly equal treatment as long as the charge and discharge times are the same (i.e., the duty cycle is 50%).

Note that R1 and R2 are not equal, though we mentioned they should be for a 50% duty cycle. That’s because the use of R3 alters the duty cycle so that the values of R1 and R2 have to be adjusted to re-establish the 50% duty cycle.

The oscillator runs at a frequency of 980 Hz, sweeping the VCO twice (once up, once down) each cycle. That means a creature will be zapped at least around 1960 times a second.

(Continued on page 102)
What started out as a simple keyless switch to operate an electric garage door has ended up as a Digital Entry Switch with various uses. By entering a preset four-digit code, it can be used to open and close your automatic garage door, driveway gate, or any other electrically-operated device. In addition, it, if used with an external latching circuit, it can be configured to prevent unauthorized use of electrical or electronic equipment—including your computer or car!

Background. I needed my remote-controlled garage door to be opened by a delivery service when no one was home. The normal operation was with a remote-control transmitter, or an inside pushbutton switch. Obviously, I could have added a key switch to the setup, but that would have meant carrying around another key, and furnishing a duplicate key to the delivery service.

In addition, it was often necessary to enter the garage from outside, and short of lugging around the remote-control unit, there was no way to gain access to the garage from the outside. Then it dawned on me that a digital switch might be the answer to my dilemma. With a digital switch, I could enter the garage by punching in the appropriate code, and I could inform the bonded delivery service of the entry code.

The original solution was to buy a ready-made digital garage-door opener. The commercial unit worked fine, until a passing thunderstorm zapped it. When an identical replacement suffered the same fate a few weeks later, I abandoned that device.

I found a circuit that would do the same job, but by the time I added a keypad and relay, my homebrew digital switch became a real Rube Goldberg. It worked, but became more and more unreliable with time—partly because my door mechanism was getting old and sluggish. So I replaced the door mechanism with a universal garage-door keyless entry system, which came complete with a membrane keyboard and a flat ribbon cable that plugs into a connector on the controller’s circuit board. The installation was simple: You merely screw the keypad on the outside of the garage and feed the cable to the control circuit inside.

Once installed, I thought to myself, this is really a first-class product. But the darn thing didn’t work! My automatic garage-door opener was “tired.” It required that the remote or manual switch be held down for about one second to assure operation, and the universal garage-door keyless entry system only provided about a half-second closure of its internal relay. The door would start to move, but never completed its mission.

After a lot of head-scratching and experimenting, I made several phone calls to the manufacturer. I was told that the system was not intended for old, beat-up garage doors like mine, and the half-second closure works perfectly with any normally-operating garage door.

Not long afterward, I stumbled on a special-purpose IC, the LS7220 keyless-lock IC, that, with just a little effort on my part, could be made to handle the task quite well. A block pinout diagram of the LS7220 keyless-lock IC is shown in Fig. 1. Normally that unit is used to accept a four-digit code to enable and lock an output “on.”

However, the specification sheet showed a very simple circuit for a time-adjustable momentary output—just what I wanted! All that was needed with the LS7220 was a keyboard, a capacitor, and a relay (with a few support components). I thought to myself, how simple can you get? I put together a sample circuit and it worked like a charm, even with my old and sluggish door opener!
Circuit Description. Figure 2 shows a schematic diagram of the Digital Entry Lock. The circuit can be powered from a 6- to 12-volt DC, wall-plug transformer or you can design your own power-supply circuit. Standby current is very small (about 15 microamperes), and operating current is about 40 milliamperes (depending on the operating voltage). Capacitor C1 assures minimum ripple from the DC supply.

The keypad must be one that provides each key with a contact to a common connection. In this case, the common connection goes to the positive supply rail, so that when a key is pressed, a positive voltage is passed through to the wire associated with that key. Each of the twelve keys are brought out to separate wires, and each wire is connected to a different pin of a 24-pin socket (SO1).

To activate (unlock) the circuit, a pre-programmed four-digit access code must be entered in the proper sequence. The four-digit access code is programmed into the circuit by connecting jumpers between terminals of a 24-pin plug-in header. (More on that later.)

When the correct access code is entered (in the proper sequence), positive voltages appear at pins 3, 4, 5, and 6 of U1. That causes U1 to output a positive voltage at pin 13, which is fed through resistor R2 to the base of Q1, causing it to conduct. With Q1 conducting, its collector is pulled to ground potential, energizing relay K1. The normally-open relay contacts close, switching on any external device.

Capacitor C2 controls the total time that the output of U1 at pin 13 is positive after the release of the first key. With a value of 3.3 μF for C2, active time after release of the first key is about two seconds, assuming a 6-volt supply or four seconds with a 12-volt supply. Therefore, if you push the subsequent keys too slowly, the relay may not close at all! To increase the time allotted for code entry, you will have to increase the capacitance value of C2.

Incidentally, resistor R1, which is in series with the relay coil, is not required if you are using a power supply of less than about 9 volts. The resistor must be used for higher voltages; it is intended to provide a voltage drop, so you don’t burn out the relay coil.

Construction. There’s nothing critical about building the Digital Entry Lock. A pre-drilled printed-circuit board is available from the supplier listed in the Parts List. But for those who prefer to
"roll" their own, a foil pattern for the printed-circuit board is shown in Fig. 3. You could even use point-to-point wiring on a perforated board, but that would mean risking all sorts of construction errors that tend to creep into electronics construction projects—so that's not recommended.

If you opt to go the printed-circuit route (using the pattern in Fig. 3), Fig. 4 shows the location and orientation of all the board-mounted and off-board parts. Once the printed-circuit board has been assembled and your work checked for the usual construction defects—cold solder joints, solder bridges, misplaced and misoriented components—it's time to consider the enclosure that will house your creation.

The circuit board could be mounted in a small case outfitted with a jack for a plug-in power supply and binding posts for the relay contacts. The interconnections between the keypad and the printed-circuit board are best handled through a length of flat ribbon cable. The ribbon cable will have to be cut to a length suitable for your installation. The keyboard, of course, is mounted near the entry point.

**Programming the Lock.** In order to activate the output of this switch, a positive voltage must be applied to pins 3, 4, 5, and 6 of U1 in that order. Any other sequence will not open the lock. Also, putting a positive voltage on pin 2 of U1 resets it to look for the first digit of the code.

The circuit can be programmed to respond to almost any four-digit access code desired—repeated digits are not allowed; for example, 1020, 9668, 7647, etc., are not allowed. When programming the circuit for a specific access code, the first digit of the code must be jumpered to pin 3 of U1, the second to pin 4, the third to pin 5, and the fourth digit to pin 6 via a 24-pin header.

Now place jumpers on the 24-pin header so that the first key wire on the left side of the jumper goes to pin 24 of the header, the second key wire to pin

---

**Note:** The following items are available from EKI, Inc., 19631 Noyes Ave., Irvine, CA 92714; Tel. 714-833-3711. A complete kit of parts for the Digital Entry Lock (#2-1051), including all parts and a circuit board for $22.95; a partial kit (#2-2851), containing the electronic components only for $19.95; the printed-circuit board only (#2-2751) for $3.95; Arrow NF 2E-5V relay only (#4-1010) for $3.95; Keypad only with special connector board (#4-1011) for $7.95; LS7220 (EKI-7220) digital lock IC only (#4-1012) IC $6.95. Please add $3.50 per order for shipping and handling. California residents please add local sales tax.

---

**Fig. 4.** Assemble the Digital Entry Lock's printed-circuit board guided by this parts-placement diagram. Once assembled, check your work for the usual construction defects—cold solder joints, solder bridges, misplaced and misoriented components, etc.

**Fig. 5.** In the author's application, the Digital Entry Lock was connected in parallel with the existing manual control switch for an automatic garage-door opener. That installation allowed the garage door to be opened by entering a four-digit access code, while leaving manual control of the garage door intact.
Dress up your favorite electronic project by designing and building a customized plastic enclosure that will fit it like a glove

BY WALTER W. SCHOPP

Build Your Own Custom Cases

and the "know how" (which we'll supply). The plastic-sheet stock needed to produce small enclosures is fairly inexpensive and easy to find. Checking the yellow pages of the phone book will turn up retail plastic-supply stores that will even cut your pieces to size. Many stores will even make your enclosure for you, for an additional charge.

The plastic-sheet stock comes in all thicknesses and colors. It also comes in rods, square bars, and tubing of all sizes. Acrylic cement and applicators, special drills, and just about anything else you'll need to work with plastics are usually available at the plastic-supply house, and many of them even provide a catalog of stocked items.

Few tools are needed for working with plastics and you may even have them already. A small table saw with the correct blade is a basic tool needed for cutting plastic sheet stock. In order to cut plastic smooth enough for joining, a special blade is required. An 8- or 8½-inch carbide, fine-tooth blade with a minimum of 60-teeth per inch is needed. The blade should have all the teeth evenly spaced with little or no set. Such blades are often used for cutting aluminum or copper and can be found in most hardware or tool-supply stores.

The rest of the tools needed are minimal; small coarse and fine flat files and some medium-grade sand paper.

What Size Enclosure? The most rudimentary element of enclosure fabrication is knowing what size enclosure is required. It may seem silly to make such a point, but a great deal of plastic can be turned into scrap by ignoring that simple principle. A basic enclosure consists of six parts: the top and bottom, and two sides and two ends. The sides and ends (as shown in Fig. 1) are glued to the bottom, and the top is removable.

A simple but effective way to determine the length and width of the enclosure is to take the size of your printed-circuit board, add to that the thickness of the two sides and end pieces plus the clearance needed for the additional plastic parts used for attaching the lid to the enclosure (more on that later). That gives you the overall size of the top and bottom pieces. The side and end pieces are cut to the height, as determined by the parts to be housed, needed for your project. Be sure to allow ample space for any off-
Fig. 1. A simple enclosure consists of six parts: a removable top and a stationary bottom, two sides, and two ends.

Building The Enclosure. Once you have all the parts cut, tape the sides, ends, and the bottom together with Scotch tape, making sure that all the joints are tight and square. Use the tape wherever it is needed to make a good, tight joint. When the enclosure is taped correctly, it will be surprisingly sturdy (see Fig. 2). Acrylic cement, in liquid or paste form, is available from plastic-supply stores.

Because paste-type cement must be applied to the edges and narrow surfaces of parts before they are joined, it is not suitable for this application. The liquid form is easily applied with an applicator bottle that has a long metal capillary tip that can reach into corners. A plastic, disposable hypodermic needle makes a wonderful cement dispenser.

The liquid cement has the consistency of water, so when the cement is applied to the edges and corners, it spreads easily and forms a strong bond. Once dry, the parts will be surprisingly sturdy and can be easily handled. The liquid cement is also easy to use in awkward places where other cements might be difficult to apply.

Fig. 3. Printed-circuit mounts can be added to the enclosure by first screwing 1/4-inch square scraps of acrylic to the board, applying a little acrylic cement to the bottom surfaces of the acrylic squares, and placing the assembly in the desired location within the enclosure.

Fig. 4. One way to handle lid mounting is to cut 1/4-inch square bars of acrylic to about 1/2-inch shorter than the height of the sides. Cement the four pieces into the four corners of the enclosure. Once dry, place the lid on the enclosure and drill screw holes through the lid and into the lid mounts.
plied to the joints, capillary action will take the cement between the joint. Do the bottom joints first and allow about 30 minutes or so before handling. After sufficiently dry, place the enclosure on its side, do the lower two corners, and allow to set. Once the side joints are dry, flip the enclosure to the other side and complete the other two corners.

Use the cement sparingly, with just enough liquid to go into the joint without running over the flat surfaces or running out the back side of the joint. Liquid cement will etch the surface of the plastic if left to dry; any cement that is outside of the actual joint should be wiped off quickly. A little practice will make you very proficient at applying just the right amount.

Once you have the basic enclosure and the separate lid, the next thing that is needed is a way of mounting the printed-circuit board to the bottom of the enclosure and a way of attaching the lid to the enclosure itself. Making small pads on which to secure the board to the enclosure is one method for mounting the board. Cut four small squares of ¼-inch thick scrap acrylic to about ¼-inch square, see Fig. 3.

Use a #43 drill bit to make a hole in the center of each piece and tap the hole for a 4-40 thread. Mount the pads to the bottom of your circuit board with 4-40 × ¼ inch screws making sure the screws do not extend below the bottom surface of the pads. With all four pads mounted to the board, wet the pads with cement and set the board into your enclosure where you want it. To ensure a tight bond, place a little weight at the center of the board while the cement dries. After 30 minutes, the screws and PC board can be removed and the pads will be permanently bonded in the desired location.

Mounting the lid is easy, however, since plastic parts needed to mount the lid are located inside the enclosure. You’ll need to decide on your mounting scheme before you layout and cut the enclosure parts. One way to handle lid mounting is to cement four lengths of a ¼-inch square bar, cut to about ½-inch shorter than the height of the sides, into the four corners of the enclosure (see Fig. 4). Then just put the lid in place and drill a pilot hole using a #43 drill through the lid into the center of the corner pieces. Tap the four holes in the corner pieces for 4-40 screws and enlarge the holes in the lid to accept the screw.

Fig. 5. Another way to handle lid mounting is to cement lengths of an acrylic bar to the lid on both ends, and drill screw holes through the side or end panels of the enclosure and the acrylic bar.

Here are two custom fitted project enclosures. The one to the left has a perforated speaker area near the top; the other has its front panel made of tinted translucent acrylic eliminating the need of a cutout area for the display.

(Continued on page 105)
Any valuable ideas and information are lost from businesses and homes through electronic eavesdropping. In the business world, industrial espionage is due for the most part to the fact that whoever gets their product to the market first is likely to reap huge profits as the others try to catch up. On the domestic side, with so many people now self-employed and conducting business from a home office, the entrepreneur can become easy prey to those seeking to profit from the work of others.

You think domestic espionage is an unprofitable venture?... Think again! Consider that many of the video games and applications programs that you run on your home computer are written by hobbyists and hackers, and not by some computer scientist working for a large corporation that has vast sums of money to spend on security. And how many corporate mergers have been openly discussed in the informal surroundings of some CEO’s home? But what is the small businessman or private individual to do when commercially available countersurveillance devices can run into the hundreds and even thousands of dollars?

That’s where the Countersurveillance Monitor described in this article comes in. The Countersurveillance Monitor is a simple circuit that allows you to sweep for (detect) electronic eavesdropping devices (more commonly called bugs). The circuit contains no exotic parts and many of the components are so common that they may be found in your parts bin.

**A Little Background.** Electronic bugs are very small—perhaps as small as a postage stamp—radio-frequency (RF) transmitters, that are secretly placed in a room that is to be monitored. Such transmitters emit an RF signal that can be picked up from distances of 1 mile away or more, depending upon the sensitivity of the receiver. The receiver is, of course, used to tune in the RF signals, thereby allowing the snooper to monitor any conversation taking place within the covered room.

Because most bugs are RF sources, almost any wideband receiver can be used as a bug detector. Our bug detector is essentially a highly sensitive, wideband receiver. When it detects an RF signal ranging from 1 to 2000 MHz it generates an audio output. The frequency of the audio output goes from a low growl for a weak signal to a high pitched squeal as the signal strength increases. In other words, the closer you get, the higher the pitch of the audio output. That allows you to sweep an area with the Monitor to determine the location of the transmitting device.

An important feature of the bug detector is its RF-gain stage; it is centered around a high-gain microwave transistor, which greatly improves sensitivity. By increasing the antenna length and setting the sensitivity control to its maximum level, extremely weak signals can easily be located. On the other hand, by reducing the length of the antenna and lowering the sensitivity setting, strong signals can be tracked down. Powered from a 9-volt transistor-radio battery, the circuit draws very little current, making for long battery life.

**Circuit Description.** Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the Countersurveillance Monitor. The circuit, built around a single integrated circuit (U1, an MC3403P quad op-amp), three transistors (Q1–Q3), and a few support components, receives its input from the

This simple-to-build, yet effective circuit can help you search out and remove electronic eavesdropping devices.
Antenna (ANT1). That signal is fed through a high-pass filter, formed by C1, C2, and R1, which eliminates bothersome 60-Hz pickup from any nearby power lines or line cords located in and around buildings and homes. From the high-pass filter, the signal is applied to transistor Q1 (which provides a 10-dB gain for frequencies in the 1- to 2000-MHz range) for amplification. Resistors R2, R3, and R4 form the biasing network for Q1. The amplified signal is then AC coupled, via capacitor C4 and resistor R7's (the sensitivity control) wiper, to the inverting input (pin 2) of U1-a. Op-amp U1-a is configured as a very high gain amplifier. With no signal input from ANT1, the output of U1-a at pin 1 is near ground potential.

When a signal from the antenna is applied to the base of Q1, it turns on, producing a negative-going voltage at the cathode of D1. That voltage is applied to pin 2 of U1-a, which amplifies and inverts the signal, producing a positive-going output at pin 1. Op-amps U1-b and U1-c along with C8, R10–R18, and Q2 are arranged to form a voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) that operates over the audio-frequency range. As the output of U1-a increases, the frequency of the VCO increases. The VCO output, at pin 8 of U1-c, is fed to the input of U1-d, which is configured as a non-inverting unity-gain (buffer) amplifier. The output of U1-d is used to drive Q3, which, in turn, drives the output speaker.

Construction. The Countersurveillance Monitor was assembled on a
Fig. 3. Assemble the circuit's printed-circuit board using this parts-placement diagram as a guide. Note that transistor Q1, resistors R3 and R24 (all of which are shown as dashed lines) must be installed on the copper side of the board.

pre-etched, pre-drilled printed-circuit board that is available from the kit supplier listed in the Parts List. But, for those of you who'd prefer to etch your own board, a full-size template of the printed-circuit artwork is shown in Fig. 2. The circuit was designed to be housed in any plastic enclosure that's large enough to hold the circuit board, its 9-volt battery power source, a small speaker, potentiometer R7, and of course, switch S1.

Once you've etched or obtained the board and all the parts listed in the Parts List, construction can begin. Start by installing the passive components on the board, guided by Fig. 3. Once the passive components have been installed and checked for placement and orientation, install the semiconductors. The use of an IC socket for U1 is optional; however, if you decide not to use an IC socket for U1, be careful not to overheat the IC's terminals.

Note that transistor Q1 as well as resistors R3 and R23 (which are shown as dashed lines in Fig. 3) must be installed on the copper side of the board. Since Q1 is a microwave transistor, special care must be taken when installing it and its leads should be kept as short as possible. After that, attach a 9-volt battery connector and the off-board components to the board.

Circuit Checkout. Double-check your work for the common construction errors—misoriented components, solder bridges, misplaced components, etc.—particularly where the transistors and diode are concerned. Make sure that you have installed the resistors in the proper locations. When you are satisfied that all is well, connect a 9-volt battery and turn on the power. You should be able to adjust R7 to cause the speaker to make a siren-like sound. By rotating R7 counterclockwise, you should be able to make the pitch go higher or lower, turning it fully counterclockwise should stop the sound.

When using the unit to detect a bug, set the sensitivity low enough to avoid signals from nearby radio and TV stations. It may take some experimenting at first, but it should quickly become quite easy. When you get within a foot or two of an actual bug, there is no mistaking it for another signal—the audio pitch will be driven to its highest frequency. If you have problems with radio and TV signals, try adjusting the antenna to a shorter length and then setting the sensitivity control for greater sensitivity to compensate for the reduction in antenna length. The Countersurveillance Monitor will also pick up other RF sources: microwave ovens, computers, etc., but those should cause you little concern. What you are looking for is that potted plant or lamp that has suddenly become an RF emitter.

Troubleshooting. In case of trouble, the first thing to do is make sure that the battery is connected properly and is in good working condition. If the power source and its connections are okay, you can check the circuit using an RF source—such as a cordless telephone, a signal generator, or a wireless FM microphone. Before you place the RF source near the antenna input of the Countersurveillance Monitor, connect a DC voltmeter from the cathode of diode D1 to ground. As you move the RF source closer to the antenna, the meter should read an increasingly more positive voltage.

Also make sure that the antenna’s connecting cable is not shorted to ground (it is rather close to the circuit’s ground plane). Also make sure that none of the component leads are left long; long leads can also cause grounding problems.

Once you get the Countersurveillance Monitor working, you can rest reasonably assured that the homefront is free of eavesdropping devices. And whenever there is a suspicion that perhaps someone is invading your privacy, you’ll be ready to tackle your hunt-and-destroy mission!
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Build a project that lets you send pictures on the telephone line, record them on audio cassette, and more.

Build Your Own PICTURE PHONE

As a kid (and sometimes now as an "older kid") I read the Dick Tracy comic strip. What appealed to me most about the comic was the vast array of hi-tech gadgets Tracy and the police force had at their disposal. The one that first leaps into my mind (and probably yours too) was his wrist-watch picture phone. Would you be surprised to hear that not only has the day of personal video communication arrived, but you could build a video phone yourself? Further still, with one of the new LCD TVs, a portable phone, a video camcorder, and the device described in this article, you can come close to making Tracy's little gadget a reality.

The Phonvu Camera Phone, as the project is called, takes a digital "snapshot" of the video signal sent to one of its inputs. If you like how the snapshot looks on your video monitor, you can command the Camera Phone to transform the picture into a series of audio signals. The signal can either be recorded on an ordinary cassette tape (not a video tape) for video playback later, or sent across the phone lines to another Camera-Phone unit, which transforms the signal back into a picture.

The unit has automatic modes of operation, as well. Using these modes you can have the unit capture and transmit images all on its own so you don't even have to be present!

BY FRANK PERELMAN
AND JOHN YACONO
Some Possible Uses. Sending images over the phone is, of course, the most obvious application for the Camera Phone. In comparison to a FAX, the Camera Phone provides higher resolution, can be sent more quickly, doesn't require a haltone mode for photos, can transmit pictures of real objects—not just pieces of paper—and you can view a picture before it is transmitted to get it right the first time. Unlike some inexpensive or older FAXes, the unit automatically takes the phone off hook when transmitting or receiving data. That allows you to intersperse conversation and image transmissions without having to put the phone down.

Its automatic capabilities allow you to monitor a remote location from wherever you are. Say you've got a Camera-Phone unit connected to a video camera and the phone line at the place you wish to monitor. When set to automatically capture and "send" pictures, the unit captures an image, takes the phone off hook (without dialing), and attempts to transmit its data. When it's through with its attempt, it hangs up and tries again a few seconds later with a new captured image. Of course, having the unit pick up the phone costs nothing because it doesn't dial any number.

To view the remote location, you dial the phone number of that location. If the remote Camera-Phone has taken the phone off-hook in an attempt to transmit an image, you'll get a busy signal. The Camera phone will soon hang up the phone so it can capture the next picture, so keep dialing until you get a ring signal. If you then hang on, the remote Camera-Phone unit will take the phone off hook (effectively answering your call) and transmit an image to the Camera Phone at your location.

As I mentioned, the audio signals need not be transmitted by phone to be useful. By recording the audio-encoded video signals on one channel of a stereo cassette, and a regular audio soundtrack on the other, you could make an audio/visual "slide show." All you would need to playback the presentation is one Camera-Phone unit with the special audio option (we'll discuss that later), an ordinary stereo-cassette player, and a monitor.

It can perform other useful functions as well: For example, you could use it to add digital freeze-frame operation to your VCR or TV. When used to freeze VCR pictures, it will eliminate the annoying noise bars that many non-digital VCR's generate in their freeze mode. Using it with a TV is a great way to freeze addresses and phone numbers of mail-order companies without the need to fire up the VCR or waste videotape. Sports enthusiasts will enjoy the ability to freeze the bone-crunching action of most contact sports.

Fig. 1. The internal sections of the chip and the circuitry for the entire Phonvu unit are shown here. The interaction is pretty simple with the control logic running the show.
feeling for each of the steps Phonvu must take when transmitting a picture, we'll avoid discussing the unit's automatic modes of operation until a bit later. Now let's take a qualitative look at how Phonvu works before getting down to the nitty-gritty.

**Initialization.** When you first turn on the Phonvu circuit, the Videophone chip needs to know which of its various operating modes it should be in. The operating modes are really beyond the scope of this article. Suffice it to say there are many of them and most are not applicable to building a Camera Phone.

During the first few moments of operation, the chip's control-logic section monitors the pushbuttons—labeled "Picture Adjust," "Send," "Capture," and "Auto"—and a special "Speed" pin to find out the desired operating mode. It checks to see if the pushbuttons or the speed pin are held low, held high, or pulsed, and sets the operating mode accordingly. (We'll explain the function of each pushbutton a little later on.)

The proper initializing signals are produced by a "power-on reset circuit" (look back at Fig. 1) that sets the mode of the Videophone chip by simulating pushbutton and speed pin activity. The POR, as we'll call that block, holds the capture and the speed pins on the chip high, and pulses the auto line. Then it sends a train of pulses to the speed pin to complete the initialization procedure.

That activity tells the chip a few things about the circuit it's in and how it must behave. For one, it indicates that a pushbutton will be used as the picture-adjust control instead of an potentiometer (which you needn't concern yourself with). Also, it sets the amount of memory and addressing scheme that will be used for each picture. Changing those parameters is only important for computer interfacing, so you needn't worry about the particulars. Pulsing the speed pin on the chip ensures that it will work in its "high-speed mode" as opposed to low-speed mode (which again, you need not bother with.) With the chip well informed, it waits patiently for your first command.

**Idling.** After initialization, the chip's control-logic section continues to monitor the pushbuttons, indicates the current operating mode via LED's that form the indicator section, and activates the various other blocks accordingly. (Note that the Videophone chip contains its own internal debouncing circuit to reduce the parts count of the Phonvu.) To summarize, the primary function of the control logic is to process a request made through the pushbutton circuit, and show the action it takes through the indicators. As you'll see, to do its job, it monitors and orchestrates the action of the other functional blocks.

However, much like a band leader, it requires timing. The timing is provided by an on-board clock oscillator that requires the support of an external crystal and resistor that form the crystal-network section. The clock signal is divided by various amounts and the resulting pulses will be used by the control logic as control signals (i.e. CLK, CEIN, WE, and OEN). Through the use of the control signals the control logic will act as a traffic cop for the flow of data, and set both the pace and mode of the whole Phonvu circuit.

Once turned on and initialized, the control logic initiates the "idle mode." That means that any composite-video signal entering through the video-input jack (from a VCR, video camera, or closed-circuit TV camera) will flow through some sections of the Phonvu circuit, and go through some digital maneuvers, only to reappear at the video-output jack.

More precisely, the composite-video signal is sent to an analog-to-digital converter (or ADC) that transforms it into a stream of parallel binary data. However, to do that properly, the ADC needs to know the maximum and minimum level of the video signal. That information is provided by the level-set block. In the idle mode, the control logic sends an output-enable signal and a stream of clock pulses to the ADC (at the CEIN and CLK terminals, respectively) permitting it to put the digitized picture data on the data bus.

The control logic also sends negative clock pulses to a digital-to-analog converter (DAC) section. With each pulse, the DAC picks data up off the bus and converts it back into a video signal. The video signal is provided with enough current to drive it into 75-ohm cable by a video-output buffer. From there it exits the unit through a video-output jack.

By connecting a monitor to the video output, you can view the image traveling on the data bus anytime. In the idle mode, the ADC places a real-time (continuously updated) image on the bus so the monitor would almost ap-
Videophone chip enters into signals handled before the control logic can take any mode the data input to the videojack. Observed in the dynamic RAM (DRAM), but before the control logic can take any action to record an image, it needs to know when the beginning of the picture (the top-most portion) is being digitized. The field-detector section of the Videophone chip determines just that. It observes the incoming digitized video to find the data corresponding to the very top of the screen image. If it senses that data, it signals the control logic. If for some reason (such as poor video-signal quality) the top of the picture cannot be determined, the detector looks for "vertical-sync pulses." Those pulses are used by video equipment to synchronize many internal operations and to indicate that the top of the screen will be sent shortly. If it cannot find them either, then it signals the control logic anyway. If any misalignment occurs (i.e., if the top of the picture appears in the middle) it can be adjusted using the picture-adjust button, as we'll explain later.

Upon receiving the go-ahead from the field detector, the control logic sends write signals to the DRAM. The pulses are synchronized with the ADC operation in such a way that the DRAM picks the picture data up off the bus and stores it in the memory locations dictated by the address generator.

Once the DRAM contains enough data for one picture (one field of video), the ADC is shut off and the DRAM is asked to write the picture data back onto the bus, again under the guid-

Fig. 2. These are the real "guts" of the 4-bit Phonvu. There are only five basic types of signals handled by the circuit.
 ance of the address generator. The address generator causes the picture data to be written to the bus like an endless-loop tape (i.e., the same picture is sent to the bus over and over again). The now-active DAC transforms the data back into a video signal. The result is a frozen picture on the monitor that shows what was captured in the DRAM.

If for some reason the picture is misaligned or starts in the middle, you can cause the image to shift to the left one pixel at a time by pressing the picture-adjust button. If you want to move a little faster than that, you can press and hold the button down—that simulates the action of pressing the button over and over. If you want to move to the right, release the button for one second and press it again. Each time the button is left idle for more than a second the direction of the shift will change. What the picture-adjust button does is tell the control logic to change the starting address used by the address generator. Once the address generator is adjusted, you should be able to capture picture after picture without further adjustment. The only exceptions to that rule would be using more than one video source (camera, VCR, etc.) or a video source whose timing circuits drifted a lot.

If the picture is properly aligned, but still not quite what you want, another press of the camera button puts you back in the idle mode. That allows fresh real-time video data to travel freely from the ADC to the DAC and tells the DRAM to be quiet. You can now try capturing the picture again.

Transmitting and Receiving Picture Data. Once you get exactly the picture you want to send, you should call the Phonvu that's to receive the image. (Actually, the destination phone could've been contacted at any time before this.) You can hold a normal conversation with anyone at the other end at this point if you want to tell them to set up the receiving Phonvu.

Assuming the destination Phonvu is connected and turned on, and the phone link is established, you're ready to send the picture you've captured. That is accomplished, quite naturally, by pressing the send button. The control logic responds by lighting an LED indicator and then activates a relay that disconnects your phone from the phone line. It then tells the modem to transmit a special "send" signal. That signal prepares the receiving Phonvu as you'll see a little later. At the transmitting end, the control block then tells the modem to start picking the data (coming from the DRAM) off the bus, modulate it, and transmit the modulated data via the phone line. The data is pulse-modulated using a proprietary technique that is currently up for a patent, so we can't go into too much detail about the modem. When a "screen's worth" of data is sent (about 12 to 16 seconds), the LED shuts off, the modem is deactivated, and the phone is once again connected to the phone line. You can now converse with the receiving end to find out how things went.

The send signal informs the receiving Phonvu that picture data is to follow. Once the send signal is received, the receiving Phonvu activates its relay, effectively stealing the phone line and connecting it to a zero-crossing network, and disables the ADC. As picture data is received, it passes through the zero-crossing network, which detects each transition in the received audio signal and sends the transitions to the modem. The modem converts the audio transitions back into binary and places the data on the bus. Concurrently, the control logic forces the DRAM to read and store the data off the bus. The DAC and output buffer then transform and send the picture to the monitor. When the transmission is complete, the control logic in the receiver releases the phone line and turns the modem off. The DRAM places the received binary data onto the bus over and over again for the DAC to output, just as it would in capture mode.

Fig. 3. This is one foil pattern for the main circuit board. Most of the components will be mounted on this side.
The 6-Bit Option. Before we start discussing the Phonvu circuit, you should be aware that it can be built for 4- or 6-bit operation. The 4-bit version costs a little less than the 6-bit version, but has a limited gray scale (i.e., it displays less variations in brightness). The 4-bit gray scale can reproduce 15 different levels of gray, spanning from black to white, while the 6-bit gray scale can discriminate between 64 levels of gray.

The expanded gray scale gives the video image enhanced clarity and sharpness. It also gives the appearance of higher resolution, although resolution has not actually been improved. That is due to the fact it can distinguish the difference in brilliance between adjacent pixels better.

If you're computer oriented, you might wonder why the 4-bit and 6-bit units aren't capable of generating 16- and 64-level gray scales, respectively, which are their theoretical limits. That is because video-sync signals have to be encoded along with the brightness information in this system. Those signals have a greater amplitude than the brightness information so they incur some overhead, which reduces the gray scale a little.

As far as parts are concerned, the two versions are almost identical. The 6-bit version requires a 6-bit ADC instead of a 4-bit ADC, and requires an extra DRAM chip to hold the two additional bits. Beyond that, you'd only need to alter a resistor value and add two more resistors elsewhere. That's not much to do for over 3 times the picture quality.

Both versions operate in an identical manner. So, for the sake of simplicity, we'll discuss the circuitry for the 4-bit version, but provide you with enough information to build the 6-bit version if you wish.

From Video to Data and Back. The 4-bit Phonvu circuit is shown in Fig. 2. The signals that flow through its circuitry can be divided up into five categories: data, data addresses, video, audio (or modulated video), and control/support. We have already discussed most of the control signals used by the circuit, so let's examine the other categories.

How the circuit processes a signal depends on the signal's use and the task the Phonvu unit is performing. For example, during idle mode the incoming analog-video signal needs to be converted to digital so that it can be placed on the data bus. The conversion is performed by U3, an integrated 4-bit ADC, which acts as the ADC block. (Note that chip should be replaced by a CA3306 6-bit ADC for 6-bit operation.) Resistors R13 and R14 adjust the video-signal voltage to a desirable level for the ADC (although R13 should be 4.7k for the 6-bit version)

However, the ADC needs to know the minimum and maximum signal levels to encode the data properly. Those voltage levels are stored on C2 and C3, respectively. The voltages are buffered by two op-amps in U4 and passed to the ADC via Q2 and Q3. The transistors are biased to overcome the voltage drop across D9 and D10. The circuitry just described forms the level-set block. The binary data generated in that fashion is placed on the data bus for use by the other functional blocks.

Regardless of its source (the DRAM or the ADC), if data being placed on the bus needs to be converted into a video signal (such as for the idle mode, the capture mode, or when an image has been received from the phone line), it is sent through U8, a hex D-type flip-flop configured as a data buffer. It passes the data bits onto a network of resistors composed of R22–R26. The resistors' values are chosen so that the network reproduces the original video signal from the binary data (see The Digital Electronics Course Popular Electronics, February 1990 for more information on that topic). The resistor network and the hex flip-flop form the DAC block. For 6-bit operation you will also need to connect a 15k-ohm resistor and a 27k-ohm resistor to the Q1 and Q2 outputs, respectively. The free ends of those resistors should be tied together and connected to the junction formed by R22 and the four other resistors (R23–R26).

The analog signal generated by the resistor network is AC coupled to Q4 via C17. Transistors Q4 and Q5 along with some bias resistors (R37, R39, and R41)—which together form the video-output amplifier—boost the current and send it to the video-output jack through C15.

Data to Audio and Back. When data on the bus needs to be transformed into audio signals (for example, when transmitting an image over the phone), the process is handled exclusively by the modem in the Videophone chip (refer to Fig. 2). It picks the data up off the bus through the pins labeled Bit 1–Bit 6 (the pins for bits 5 and 6 are not needed for the 4-bit version). The audio signals that the modem generates are placed on the phone line via audio transformer T1.

When data is coming in from the phone line, it is AC coupled to Phonvu through T1. The signal is then sent to a comparator composed of an LM393 (U9), which changes state with each transition of the incoming audio signal. The comparator and its support components form the zero-crossing network. The pulses that it generates are...
Fig. 4. This is the foil pattern for one side of the main board. It is called the "foil" side because only the LED's and switches are mounted on this side.

Fig. 5. The adapter board is very simple. It is single-sided, and this is the foil trace.

sent directly to the Videophone chip for processing. The chip places the demodulated digital information onto the data bus via outputs O1–O6.

Whether transmitting or receiving, the off-hook relay (K1) disconnects the phone and replaces it with R10, which acts as a dummy DC load. Resistor R10 tricks the phone-company equipment into thinking that the phone is still present, preventing it from hanging up on the Phonvu unit. Note that the relay is grounded through Q1, which is operated by the Videophone chip itself.

**DRAM Operation and Connection.**

You may have noticed that the Videophone chip's binary inputs and outputs are tied to the same bus (refer again to Fig 2). That's because the DRAM specifies for the Phonvu circuit uses one set of pins for both input and output. That greatly reduces the number of circuit traces needed to move the data around. However, since the Videophone chip has separate input and output pins, it can accommodate the more cumbersome memory chips that have dedicated input and output pins, should the need arise.

Since the DRAM uses the same pins for input and output, it needs to know whether to write data already on the bus into memory, or to output data from the memory. Those functions are triggered by signals presented to the WE (Write Enable) and OEN (Output Enable) pins, respectively.

The memory locations in the DRAM are arranged in "row-and-column order." What that means is that the memory locations are laid out like a table—into rows and columns. To point to a particular memory location (whether for input or output), you need to specify its row and then its column. In effect, that means you need to specify two addresses: a row address and a column address. They are both sent to the same pins on the DRAM one at a time. That means the circuit must tell the DRAM whether it is currently sending a row or a column address. It does so by raising the RAS or CAS pins, respectively. The address generator inside the Videophone IC takes care of the rest.

**Control and Miscellaneous Signals.**

There are just a few more bits and pieces of circuitry that bear explanation. For example, R42–R44 form a special timing network required by some internal circuitry of the chip. Those resistors could not be incorporated into the Videophone chip at the time of manufacture because their values could only be properly determined afterward.

Speaking of timing, the crystal-network block is composed of R34 and XTAL1. Note that the crystal is a commonly found TV-color-burst crystal. However, it is only used for timing purposes; the Phonvu shown here is a black-and-white unit. Color operation requires the color option (see the Parts List).

The indicator block is composed of LED1–LED3 and their current-limiting resistors R45–R47. Light-emitting diode LED1 indicates the automatic-mode the unit is in (if any). Light-emitting diodes LED2 and LED3 indicate whether the circuit is sending or receiving data, respectively.
The four pushbuttons (S1-S4), bring their associated signal lines high when depressed. Resistors R18-R20, and R29, hold those lines normally low, except during initialization, and C12-C14 act as noise decouplers.

As we mentioned before there is a power-on-reset circuit that imitates the action of those switches when power is first applied. There is a special portion of the power-on-reset circuit that performs two jobs: it must first hold the speed pin high, and then send a series of pulses to that pin. That circuit is composed of two op-amps in U4, resistors R1-R8, diodes D1-D3, and capacitor C6. While the circuit holds the speed pin high, the camera pin goes high because of current through D16 via C18. Capacitor C19 charges and discharges, pulling the auto pin high and then low while the camera and speed pins remain high. Then the op-amps work together to send a series of pulses to the speed input. They stop producing pulses when the "speed" pin of the Videophone chip goes high. The chip sends that pin high when the high-speed mode is set.

Last and certainly not least is the power supply composed of a 12-volt DC power adapter (the wall-mount kind), which is not shown on the schematic diagram; C4, U2, and C5. Switch S5 is the on/off switch, and U2 is the jack for the 12-volt adapter. Light-emitting diode LED4 indicates that the power is on.

**Automatic and Other Modes of Operation.** From the discussion thus far, you already know how the camera, send, and picture-adjust buttons work. But we’ve saved the most interesting one—Auto—for last. If you press the auto button once, the unit will pick up the phone and transmit a new picture every 38.5 seconds. The unit indicates the automatic mode of operation by lighting the Auto LED (LED1). That mode is useful for hands-free operation so you can pose the object to be pictured. It is also useful for remote surveillance as we mentioned earlier.

Pressing the Auto button again puts the unit into semi-automatic mode and the Auto LED flashes. What that means is that the unit will automatically transmit a picture 4 seconds after one is captured. If you don’t like the picture that you’ve captured, just press the capture button before the 4 seconds have elapsed to put you in the idle mode so you can try again. However, you’ll still be in semi-automatic mode, so the unit will transmit a new picture 4 seconds after it is captured unless you interrupt the process again.

You can also get the unit to perform a
few extra functions by pressing combinations of buttons. For example, you can interrupt the send or receive mode by simultaneously depressing the Auto and Send buttons. If you depress and hold down the Capture button, then depress and hold the Send button, and press and release the Auto button, the unit will go into receive mode. It will then display any image that might be coming in on the phone line.

**Construction.** For a 4-bit unit, you'll only need a main circuit board. The main circuit board is double sided with plated-through holes. As it is very difficult to make such boards, it is recommended that you purchase the main board from the supplier mentioned in the Parts List. Nonetheless, we've provided the foil patterns for the component and "foil" sides of the main board in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. If using a homemade board, you will have to overcome the problems caused by the lack of plated-through holes. To do that, you will have to solder all components on both sides of the board; you will also need to install free-thoughs (a small piece of wire, such as a clipped component lead, that is soldered on both sides of the board) at all unused holes. Doing that completes the electrical connections between the two sides of the board.

In a 6-bit unit you'll need an additional adapter board. It is not double sided, but it is also available from the kit supplier. We provide the foil pattern in Fig. 5 for the more ambitious.

Once you've got the boards that you need, you can begin the assembly procedure. Use Fig. 6 as a guide to stuffing the main board. Start by placing the resistors on the board. Keeping in mind that R27 and R28 are only needed for a 6-bit unit, and that there are no resistors labeled R15, R31, J14, R14, R14, R9, R18, R21, R23, R29-R31, R41, R51-R53, R10-27-ohm, R11, R12, R14, R34, R44-4700-ohm, R13-510-ohm for 4-bit version, 4700-ohm for 6-bit version, R15-Not used, R16, R17, R46-110,000-ohm.

**Note:** The following parts are available from PMC Electronics, PO Box 15456, Marina Del Rey, CA 90292; Tel. 213-827-1852: the Videophone chip and 4/6-bit circuit schematic ($59.95); 6-bit ADC, DRAM, and hex flip-flop chip set ($35); 4-bit ADC, DRAM, and hex flip-flop chip set ($21); 4-bit to 6-bit upgrade kit ($22.95); PC board ($18.95); resistors, capacitors, and diodes ($28.75); pre-cut cabinet ($12.75); 12-volt DC supply ($8.75); total kit of parts (components, cabinet, PC board, 12-volt supply etc.) for 4-bit unit ($150.15); total kit of parts for 6-bit unit ($164.15); completely assembled 6-bit unit ($235); completely assembled 4-bit unit ($210); cassette-recorder interface kit ($14.95); assembled cassette-recorder interface ($29.95); voice-mail adapter kit (reduces speed for voice-mail compatibility) ($23.80); assembled computer/voice mail interface, connector cable, software, and special 6-bit Phonvu unit ($549); video speakerphone TV-audio modulator ($79.95); assembled color-Phonvu unit ($299.95); remote-observation unit ($454.00); a variety of monitors and video cameras are also available (contact PMC for pricing). PMC offers priority-mail delivery at $2.90 for one kit and $3.95 for two kits (contact them directly to arrange for COD, UPS, regular mail, or other deliveries). Include $4 for shipping and handling and California residents add 8.25% sales tax. Credit cards, COD, checks, and money orders are accepted (all orders must be payable in U.S. funds).
hardware (the jacks, the switches, and the relay). Soldering those components usually requires a little extra heat, so installing them before the semiconductor is prudent. Be sure that you install the switches on the "foil" side of the board. If you’re building your units from the kit, be sure to position the switches correctly as it’s possible to install them rotated by 90°. You can also install the transformer now.

If you plan to use IC sockets (which is recommended for at least the Videophone chip) install them at this time. If you’re building a 6-bit unit, you must install an IC socket in the place marked for U3. That socket will be used to hold the adapter board.

Install the diodes and transistors, making sure that you install the LED’s (LED1–LED4) on the same side of the board as the switches. Keep the leads of the LED’s long so that you’ll be able to position them to mate with the front panel holes. Install the crystal now but use a minimum of heat.

You can at last install the integrated circuits, but a few words are in order. First, there is no U6 in the 4-bit unit, but in a 6-bit unit U5 and U6 are piggy-backed (i.e., U6 rests on top of U5). However, no matter what unit you build, install U5 in the board as you would any other IC and solder all its pins. We’ll discuss the placement of U6 a little later. Second, there is no U3 in the 6-bit version; the adapter board takes its place—we’ll discuss that a little later, too. On a final note, it’s a good idea to install the Videophone chip last to avoid damaging it with heat.

If you’re building a 4-bit unit, the circuitry is now complete.

**Final 6-Bit Touches.** A couple of extra assembly steps are required to complete a 6-bit unit. Pick up U6 (the additional DRAM) and bend pins 2, 3, 15, and 17 so that they’re parallel with the body of the IC. Now place it on top of U5 so that the unmodified pins align and solder them to the pins of U5. When performing that operation, be extremely careful not to use too much heat. Excessive heat will damage the IC’s. Solder jumper wires between pins 2 and 3 on U6 and the PC board as shown in Fig. 6.

Assembling the adapter board is easy. Start by installing a 16-pin wire-wrap IC socket onto the board as shown in Fig. 7. Solder it in place, but do not trim its leads. Solder the jumper wire as shown and install U1. Use the long leads of the wire-wrap socket to plug the adapter board into the socket that would have been used for U3 in the 4-bit version. Run wires between points A and B on the adapter board to the pads indicated in Fig. 6. The 6-bit unit now completes.

**Setting-Up a Phonvu.** Plug the 12-VDC supply into the unit via J2 and then into a wall outlet. Plug your video source (a video camera, VCR, closed-circuit TV camera, etc.) into the unit through J1. Plug the phone line into J3, and the phone into J4. Last, connect a monitor to J5. If you don’t have a monitor, you can use a modulator to convert the video signals from J5 into TV signals and watch the video on channel 3 or 4 of a connected TV set.

Now you’re all set to capture, receive, and send pictures via phone. You should try out all the operating modes we’ve mentioned to make sure everything is working properly. There is nothing to align or adjust so the unit should work right away. If a captured or received picture is a little misaligned, you should use the picture-adjust button as outlined earlier. The first picture you receive over the phone may tear and/or gyrate because sync signals have not been recorded in memory. The cure is simple enough, just capture a local image when you turn the unit on. The local image will provide sync signals that will remain in memory until the unit is turned off.

With the many optional features available through the kit supplier, you should have no trouble finding at least one good use for Phonvu. Whether you’re installing a hi-tech surveillance system, enhancing a communications network, video interfacing with your computer, or just playing Dick Tracy with a friend, a Phonvu Camera Phone should prove to be one of the more rewarding projects you could build.
The shortwave radio crackles, "Broadcasting from one mile north of nowhere, this is the Voice of the Voyager." The program continues; a few rock songs are interspersed with low-key banter and frequent laughter from announcers R.F. Wavelength and A.F. Gain. Attracted to the station's curious format, a listener pages through several shortwave guides in an effort to identify the station, but finds nothing. Technically, the "Voice of the Voyager" does not exist.

Many shortwave listeners first encountered pirate radio around 1978 in scenarios like this one. The Voice of the Voyager has since disappeared, but the pirate-radio scene is still growing despite many setbacks. New listeners these days are discovering underground broadcasting from the likes of RNI, Radio Clandestine, WJDI, and Hope Radio.

Stations have changed over the years, and the hobby has become more complicated, yet it's really still the same game." When the Voyager first took to the air on Christmas Day 1977, the station shared piracy status with only one other station—an AM pirate from New York City. Presently, at least 20 stations operate semi-regularly. Programming ranges from Neo-Nazi commentaries to discussions on building antennas. This strongly contrasted with the standard music/talk formats that dominated the scene in the 1970's.

The Media Hype. Pirate-radio stations attract interest because of their ingenuity, program content, and "underdog" status. Radio Newyork International (RNI) prospered with a combination of these elements. Approximately 20 veterans of pirate stations from the New York City area compiled their resources, bought a ship and began broadcasting from international waters off the coast of Long Island. After only a few days, the station was closed down by FCC officials. Still, RNI generated enough media attention to be named the "best station of 1987" by Rolling Stone magazine.

RNI's "marketable piracy" greatly influenced others in the pop-culture mass media. At least two highly-rated pop/rock legal stations from Los Angeles and Philadelphia are presently using "pirate radio" as a format. Both pretend they are actually unlicensed, alluding to offshore or mobile transmitters and throwing the "pirate radio" slogan around as though it were a license to be fashionable. The "hipper than thou" executives at MTV have even brought pirates to television—first, by featuring the RNI crew as video jockeys for an afternoon, then by creating the "Pirate Television" program. All the media attention, which seems to have spurred sudden public acceptance of airwave rule-breaking, may promote more hobby pirates in the 1990's.

The Why's and How's. The pleasure of operating a personal radio broadcast and receiving fan mail from across the country brings many pirates into the hobby. As the media exploits the scene, operators suddenly become heroes instead of common criminals. With such "advantages," one might wonder why everyone from "Jimmy, the kid next door" to "Bob, the corner-grocery owner" doesn't start up a free-radio station.
The truth is it's not that simple. Unlicensed radio broadcasting is illegal, and the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) enforces the rules and regulations. Under such regulations, "if convicted of operating an unlicensed radio station, the operator faces a maximum penalty of one year imprisonment, a fine of up to $10,000 and a possible forfeiture of their radio equipment to the U.S. Government."

Even though offenders have never been punished to the legal maximum (most are fined $750 to $2,000), many pirates take every precaution.

"I pirated because I love all aspects of radio," says the Radio Animal, former owner/operator of WKND. "WKND operated as an outlet for so-called 'underground' programs, because we believe we had a right to use the airwaves, to experiment with radio technology, and because it was great to hear from listeners."

FCC agents closed WKND (Weekend Radio) in Pittsburgh, PA in February 1990. It was the end of one of the most professional, highest-quality pirate stations. Commencing on Halloween 1988, the pirate featured a slick, but curious product with music ranging from disco and rap to punk and heavy metal.

Technically, WKND was a brilliant example of junk-box ingenuity. The "homemade" 1620-kHz transmitter, built from surplus and junk parts, was modified with separate equalizers for each radio-frequency range. The 6240-kHz shortwave transmitter was simply an ancient Heath CW rig that was modified for AM transmission with a variety of surplus and "cannibalized" parts. The rig was purchased for only $10. On its first broadcast, WKND used an antenna built from 250 feet of aluminum magnet wire (from a television degaussing coil), suspended in the air by 15 helium balloons! The station was heard as far away as Wisconsin with only 25 watts on 1620 kHz. The shortwave transmitter was heard across the country. "Pirates have to be more scrappy and determined, and I suppose that's what makes free radio the special thing that it is," says Radio Animal.

When the FCC agents finally caught up with WKND, Radio Animal allowed them into the basement of his home and gave a full tour of the studio. After the tour, the three sat down and discussed the programming and history of WKND. Then Radio Animal even issued the agents station-verification (QSL) cards! Although he would have been fined about $1,000, he was requested to pay only $500 due to his cooperation. The 1620- and 6240-kHz transmitters were taken by the agents to cover the other $500.

Tuning In. Although unlicensed broadcasting is illegal, listening to and reporting pirates is entirely within the law. For those living in the East or Midwest, logging an occasional pirate is simple. Only a decent general-coverage shortwave receiver and some patience is required. Western listeners may have more difficulty, since Zodiac Radio is presently the only station regularly active in that region.

Wherever the location, prime broad-casting times for pirates are weekends and holidays throughout the afternoon and evening hours. Typically, pirates operate in specific frequency bands, especially 7405-7425 kHz (see Table 1).

(Continued on page 112)
As an electronics hobbyist, you probably have installed wiring in your home for extension speakers, intercoms, antennas, or other electronic devices. Usually the wiring gets stapled to the baseboard or run under a carpet (a real “no-no” without the right cable) using any type of cable you have on hand. Next time you add some wiring to your home, you should consider doing a professional-quality job by following Code requirements and installing the wire in a way that will protect it and make it easy to make changes or additions. The investment in time could save you many, many hours in the future.

**Code Requirements.** All home-wiring standards are governed by the National Electrical Code (or by a local code that is usually based on the national code). If you follow the Code requirements, you will have a safe and effective wiring system.

The Code has been very lenient about low-voltage wiring in the past, simply stating that the wire should be “suitable” for the application. The 1987 National Electrical Code imposed restrictions on the types of cable that can be used and the 1990 Code expands upon the cable requirements.

The requirements are to ensure fire safety; the insulation of some cables is very flammable. Listed cables are rated for flame resistance and smoke production. For your own safety, you should use listed cables, although the Code allows for unlisted cables that are in an exposed location and are less than 10-feet long.

The Code is organized into a number of articles on various subjects. There are separate articles for audio, communication, remote-control, radio, television, CATV, and fiber-optic cables. In this discussion, I will give the National Electrical Code article numbers that apply to various types of electronics wiring so you can look up the complete requirements if you have a question. Most libraries will have a copy of the National Electrical Code and local codes in the reference section.

**Limited-Power Circuits.** A lot of electronics wiring fits into what the Code calls class-2 wiring, covered in Article 725. Class-2 wiring carries low voltage at limited amperage. Usually power is supplied from a transformer with a limited output. Dry-cell batteries can also be considered a limited-current source.

Generally, if the output of the device is less than 30 volts and the current is limited to less than 8 amps, you can use class-2 wiring. In certain applications, you can use class-2 wiring with voltages up to 150 volts when the current is limited to 0.05 amp or with power supplies that contain over-current protection circuitry. Consult the Code for further details on such circuits.

The Code requirements are lenient for class-2 wiring because the low voltage and limited amperage don’t pres-
ent a fire or shock hazard. But there are a few requirements that you should always observe whenever you install class-2 wiring. First, class-2 wires should never be installed in an outlet or switch box that contains AC line-voltage wiring unless the box is designed with a barrier that separates the two systems. Second, never run class-2 wiring in the same conduit or raceway with AC line-voltage wiring, in fact keep class-2 wires at least 2 inches away from any other type of wiring in the home.

The Code makes a few exceptions to these rules; but in most cases, you’re better off to just follow the rules, although sometimes you must take advantage of the exceptions. If you must attach a class-2 wire to a device that is powered by house current (a low-voltage control circuit to a relay for example), the Code will allow you to bring the class-2 wires into the same box solely for the purpose of making the connection. The wires must be separated by at least ½ inch.

There is also an exception to the 2-inch separation rule: if either cable is enclosed in a raceway: If either cable is metal sheathed, metal clad, nonmetallic sheathed, or type-UF cable; if they are permanently separated by a porcelain tube, or in flexible tubing, then you can place them close together. Today most homes are wired using nonmetallic-sheathed cable (Type NM, often referred to by the trade name ROMEX), and you can place class-2 cables closer than 2 inches to type NM cable. That would allow you to use the same hole in a stud for both NM cable and class-2 cable, but I prefer to drill separate holes anyway.

Audio wiring is covered in Article 640. Most audio wiring is considered class-2, so you should follow the requirements given for class-2 cables.

The Code classifies telephone wiring, antenna lead-ins, and cable TV differently. Let’s look at those next.

**Telephone Wiring.** Telephone wiring must now meet flame-resistance standards. Wiring that meets the standards will be marked CM or CMX. Type CM cables can only be used in one- or two-family dwellings. Telephone cables must be separated from full voltage wires as explained for class-2 wiring. In the past, splices and connections have been allowed anywhere, but the Code now recommends that they be made in a plastic or metal box. This is only a recommendation made in the Code, but it’s a good idea to follow the advice anyway.

Telephone cables can be placed in the same conduit or box with class-2 cables, fiber-optic cables, and CATV cables, but not with AC line-voltage cables. The Code does make an exception for hybrid power/communications cabling that contain both house current and telephone cables in a single jacket. Those cables must be specifically listed for this application. Article 800 of the Code gives more details.

**Receiving Antennas and Lead-Ins.** Article 810 covers radio and television circuits. Cable TV is covered in article 820. On the outside of the building, lead-in wires must be positioned so that they cannot swing closer than 2 feet to wires carrying 250 volts or less and no closer than 10 feet to wires carrying more than 250 volts.

An important thing to know is that antenna masts should be grounded using wire that is not smaller than No. 10 copper, No. 8 aluminum, or No. 17 copper-clad steel or bronze.

A properly connected grounding terminal should be placed at the point where the lead in enters the building. The grounding wire to it should run in a straight, direct path to the ground connection—usually a cold-water pipe.

Inside the building, the distribution wiring should not be placed closer than 2 inches to other wires. Further, antenna leads should not be placed in the same box with other wiring unless a barrier is installed in the box.

Coaxial cable used in cable-TV systems must be marked CATV on the outer jacket. Coax used for other purposes is usually listed CL2. Cable marked CATV is allowed in one- or two-family dwellings. The outer shield must be grounded at the point the cable enters the building. Coaxial cable should not be placed closer than 2 inches to AC lines, but it can be run together with class-2 or telephone wiring.

**Fiber-Optic Cables.** Fiber-optic cables are becoming more prevalent all the time. Article 770 of the Code lists requirements for optical cables. The cables must be listed for flame resistance and marked OFC or OFN. There are three types of fiber-optic cables: Non-conductive cables (OFN) have no conductive material in them; conductive cables (OFC) have noncurrent-carrying conductive material added.
for strength or as a vapor barrier; and hybrid cables combine current-carrying conductors and optical fibers in the same cable. Hybrid cables are classified as electrical cables and must meet the requirements set for the conductors they contain; the other two types are not considered electrical cables, but they still must follow certain provisions of the Code.

Non-conductive cables may be placed in the same raceway or cable tray with power cable of 600 volts or less, but conductive cables are not allowed in the same cable tray or raceway with power cables. Fiber-optic cables are not allowed in the same box as power circuits unless the function is directly associated with the circuit. But fiber-optic cables can be run together with class-2 cable, telephone cables, and CATV cable. The conductive materials in type OFC cable should be grounded.

Hierarchy of Cables. In addition to the types of cables already covered, there are multipurpose (MP), riser, and plenum cables. A riser is a vertical shaft inside a building that is used for distributing wiring and other utilities to various floors in a building. Riser cable must be more flame resistant than other types. Cable suitable for use in risers will have an R at the end of the cable marking. For example, communications cable for use in a riser will be marked CMR.

Plenum cable is used when the cable is run inside heating or air-conditioning duct work. Those cables must meet stricter standards for flame resistance and smoke production. Plenum cables will have P at the end of the cable marking. CMP, for example, would indicate communications cable that can be run in air-handling ducts.

You can always substitute a cable with better ratings for a lower grade cable, but not the other way around. That can reduce your inventory of cables. At the top of the hierarchy is multipurpose plenum cable (MPP). It can be substituted for any type of communication or class-2 cable. At the bottom of the hierarchy is type CL2X. That cable cannot be used for any purpose besides class-2 wiring in one- or two-family dwellings.

Table 1 shows the hierarchy of multipurpose, communications and class-2 cables. Cable substitution can be determined by using the chart. A cable can be used in place of any other cable that is to the right of it on the same row, below it in the same column, or to the right and below it. Starting at the top left of the chart, the first cable listed (MPP) can be used in place of any cable on the chart. Type CM can be used in place of CL2 because CL2 is in the same row to the right. It can also be used in place of CMX, because it is in the same column but below it; and it can replace CL2X because it is below and to the right.

CATV and fiber-optic cables also come in plenum and riser types. The hierarchy of these types is listed in Tables 2 and 3, respectively. Read from the top down, a cable may be used as a substitute for any listed below but not for those listed above it on the chart. Also, non-conductive cable can be substituted for conductive cable.

Installation Tips. If you have ever fish- ed wires through a wall you have probably wished that homes were designed to make the job easier. Even if you wire a home wisely during construction, it is hard to plan for new technologies.

The normal practice when wiring a home for electronics is to staple wires to studs before the interior walls are covered; this method is fast and inexpensive but makes it hard to add wiring later. I have found that it is worth the extra time and expense to use conduit for electronics wiring, because you can easily slide in new wires at any time (we'll get into how to do that later).

If that is out of the question next time you make additions to the wiring in an existing structure, you can still fish wires through the walls or staple them to base boards, but be sure to use the proper cable. If you need to run cable under a carpet, only use type CMUC.

For a nice installation that allows for later expansion or cable replacement, use a plastic or metal raceway attached to the baseboard. A raceway protects and hides the cable. You can make later changes by pushing in new cable when necessary. Most electrical supply houses will carry this type of raceway and associated fittings.

If you are fortunate enough to be in the early stages of planning a new home, start thinking about wiring for any electronic systems you can anticipate. Make a list of all of them. The list
things you know you want; that way you can place a wiring box at the exact location. Now start thinking about system expansion. As a minimum, I would recommend a wiring box on each wall of each room likely to need electronics in the future. Rooms that you don't think will need wiring should have at least one box to allow for unexpected developments. I would also recommend several weatherproof boxes on the outside of the house.

In many cases you need a power outlet near the location of the main electrical box; for example, a central TV amplifier needs a power outlet and an antenna connection. Mark the location of these power outlets on the floor plan so your architect can draw them in on the electrical plan.

When you are wiring a new building, you’ll have access to the interior of the walls and floors so you can hide the wiring inside the walls. You can run the cables through holes drilled in the studs and joists or staple them along the side of studs; keep the cables at least 2 inches from the finished surface of the wall so that misguided nails driven through the studs won't damage the cable. Use plastic or metal boxes at cable terminations.

For the ultimate in wiring, use conduit. PVC conduit is easy to work with so the job can be a do-it-yourself project. The main idea is to get the wires through the walls and into an area that is easily accessible. If you have an unfinished basement or attic, you can run conduit from a box in the wall to the unfinished area, and back up to where you need it. If the basement will be finished, run the conduit to a central location where you can mount a distribution panel.

When it comes time to choose a contractor, talk with him about your plans; if you want to do the work yourself, be sure to work out the details with him. You will need to be prepared to do the work quickly when needed so you won’t hold up other subcontractors. Most of your work must be done after the rough electrical work, but before the interior walls are covered. If you plan ahead and have the materials on hand, you can do the work in one or two days. If it is possible to buy the cable, conduit, and boxes through the electrical subcontractor, you will probably be able to get a better price than you can at a retail outlet. You will need to provide him with a complete list of the supplies needed. If you prefer, you can have the work done by the electrical contractor. A factory-made 90° bend eliminates the need for a conduit bender. Just cut the conduit to length and glue the parts together.

**Distribution Panel.** The distribution panel needs to be centrally located. A closet or utility room is an ideal location, if there isn’t a closet, build a box with a door to enclose the panel. Have the electrician install a power outlet near by.

After the drywall or plaster is finished, attach a piece of plywood to the wall. This will give you a firm mounting for any equipment installed on the panel.

**PVC Conduit.** If you choose to run conduit from the distribution panel to the wall boxes, you can use EMT or PVC conduit. EMT is metal thin-wall conduit; it takes experience and special bending tools to do a good job with EMT. PVC conduit is probably easier for the do-it-yourself installer because you simply cut it to length with a hacksaw and glue it into special fittings. Conduit is available in several sizes. Choose a size large enough to allow for additional wires later. You will need PVC wall boxes, fittings, and a can of PVC cement.

Begin at the box location. Drill a hole through the sole plate of the wall into the space between the joists below. Next cut a short length of conduit using a hacksaw. Use a knife to remove the rough edges left by the saw. The piece needs to be long enough to reach from the bottom of the box through the floor with an inch or two extra. Using the applicator attached to the lid of the cement can, wipe some cement inside the fitting on the box and around the outside of the conduit end. Push the conduit into the box with a slight twisting motion, then hold it in place for a few seconds as the cement grabs.

Now slip the free end of the conduit through the hole in the sole plate. Mount the box to a stud. Since you should be doing your work after the electrician has done the "rough in" (the basic wiring required in your house) you can measure the height of the boxes that are installed in the house to make sure yours match. Also notice how far the electrician has extended the front of the box past the edge of the stud. That distance will vary depending on the type of wall covering that will be installed.

Most of the boxes will be close to floor level, but a box for a wall phone, an intercom, or light switch should be placed at a convenient height higher on the wall. Boxes for extension speakers may be placed close to the ceiling.

If the house has a second story, you can run a length of conduit out the top of the distribution box to a box directly above on the next floor. Keeping the conduit runs straight and short simplifies installation and makes it easier to push the wires in.

Install all of the boxes, then move to the basement. Boxes in basement walls should have the conduit run out of the top and into the space between the joists above. When all of the boxes are installed, you can make the conduit runs to the distribution panel. Keep the runs as straight as possible and run them alongside a joist. You won't need to do any drilling unless there is some solid bracing in the way. Glue a 90° fitting to the stub of conduit that extends through the floor from the box. Then glue in a section of conduit running toward the distribution panel.

If a run is too long, you will need to glue several lengths together using couplings. Cut the last piece to length before gluing it to the coupling. Use PVC straps to attach the conduit to the joists. When the conduit needs to run across at a 90° angle to the joists, you can attach the conduit to the bottom of the joists. That is easier than drilling through the joists. Group all of the conduits together and run them next to a wall or support beam; that will make it easier for the carpenters to box over and conceal the conduit run.

**Antenna Mast.** A provision for an outside antenna is a nice feature to add to the system. Use 1½-inch EMT thin-wall metal conduit for that. It is one job that should be done early in the framing of the house, as soon as the decking for the roof is on but before the roofers come.

Choose a location for the antenna that is directly above a wall and close to the distribution panel. Drill a hole through the sole plate of the wall and
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Super Simple

If you work with digital circuits, you know how aggravating it can be to check for timing signals without a frequency counter. Don’t you think it’s about time you added one to your test bench?

A frequency counter is a useful tool for troubleshooting, aligning, or evaluating various electronic equipment or projects. However, for the average hobbyist, the commercially available units may be priced beyond reach. But, for under $40, (or less with studious shopping), you can build this Super-Simple Frequency Counter for a mere fraction of the cost of commercially available equipment.

With an upper-frequency limit of 500 kHz (shown on a 6-digit display in hertz), the Super-Simple Frequency Counter has very good accuracy. On the lower end of the scale, the counter will display as little 1 Hz with reasonable accuracy. The counter may be used as a stand-alone test instrument or incorporated into some existing or future project to provide an accurate frequency readout.

If the range of the counter in its present form is not wide enough for you, you can always add a prescaler (essentially a frequency divider) to its front end, thereby widening the range of frequencies that can be measured by the circuit. Prescalers are available in DIP IC form, in versions designed for frequencies that extend into the gigahertz region. Such circuits usually require some sort of pre-conditioning circuitry (often buffers and/or amplifiers).

The printed-circuit board for the counter measures a scant 2½ by 3 inches, so it will easily fit into the enclosure of existing projects. The project can be incorporated into gear such as wide-range audio oscillators or function generators; or it may be used to set an RF signal generator to a 455 kHz IF.

The counter’s input sensitivity is on the order of several hundred millivolts, but it will accept peak-to-peak voltages as high as 20 volts. Voltages higher than that may also be measured by feeding the input signal across a resistor divider network to reduce the input signal voltage to within the operating range of the counter. Conversely, if greater input sensitivity is needed an amplifier may be added to the front-end of the counter to give a little boost to the signal.

Circuit Description. Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of the Super-Simple Frequency Counter. At the heart of the unit is MOD1, a Red Lion Sub Cub series component counter that has a built-in 6-digit LCD display and all the necessary driver circuitry to operate the display. The Sub Cub is supplied in two versions with 2- or .35-inch digits designated Sub Cub I or Sub Cub II, respectively. The counter is packaged in a clear plastic housing with elastomeric contacts for connection to the outside world. The component’s housing snaps
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onto the foil side of a PC board, where the connectors contact the PC-board foil.

In any frequency-measuring application, an accurate standard or time base must be provided for a measurement comparison. The time base used in the Super-Simple Frequency Counter is provided by a quartz crystal and an MM5369EST/N 17-stage oscillator/divider. (When collecting the parts for the project be sure to specify the MM5369-EST/N version, which has a 100-Hz output. The MM5369-AVN version has 50-Hz output and will cause an incorrect frequency display.)

The MM5369EST/N contains an oscillator and a frequency-divider chain, which divides the oscillator signal to provide a square-wave reference signal. A 3.579-MHz crystal is used to stabilize the oscillator frequency. The oscillator's output is internally divided (by almost 35,800) to obtain a 100-Hz output. It is interesting to note that any error in oscillator frequency is also divided by the same factor resulting in an accurate time-base frequency. For example, even if the oscillator was 1 kHz off frequency, the time-base output would be off by less than .03 Hz—since it is possible to obtain oscillator accuracies to within tens of hertz or closer, a very accurate time base results.

The 100-Hz time-base signal is applied to the input of U2, an MC14518B dual synchronous up-counter. Each counter in that IC package is configured to divide by ten. Dividing the 100-Hz signal by 10, produces a 10-pulse-per-second time base; further division of the signal (by the second counter in U2) produces a 1-pulse-per-second time base. Those gate times are selectable via the gate time switch, S1.

The selected gate time is fed to U4, an MC14538BCP dual precision monostable multivibrator, each monostable being governed by the RC networks, consisting of R6/C6 and R7/C7, connected to pins 2 and 14, respectively. The values specified for those components have been chosen to provide output pulses that are short in time with respect to the time-base pulses applied to the input of the one-shots. The outputs of U4 are applied to the L and R inputs of MOD1, as a timing gate.

The gate opens at the beginning of the time-base period, allowing MOD1 to accumulate the input pulses. At the end of the timing period, the gate closes, MOD1 then latches, resets, and displays the accumulated pulses. The counter module, MOD1, requires only a single timing resistor (R8).

The signal to be read is first buffered by transistor Q1. The buffer stage is used to protect MOD1 from static charges and high-voltage input signals, and the moderate gain provided by the buffer increases input sensitivity. The buffer along with a pair of 1N4148 general-purpose diodes connected across the input are used to protect the MOS IC's from static discharge.

A visual indication of the measurement gate time is provided by LED1. When the gate LED blinks, it indicates that the frequency display has been updated. That's useful when measuring slowly changing frequencies. The gate indicator (LED1) is driven by VMOS transistor, Q2, by connecting its gate directly to the time-base output. A VMOS transistor is a physical variation of the MOSFET die and is used due to its high

---

Fig. 1. The Super-Simple Frequency Counter is built around three IC's— an MM5369EST/N 17-stage oscillator/divider (U1), an MC14518B dual synchronous up counter (U2), and an MC14538BCP dual precision monostable multivibrator (U4)—and a Red Lion Sub Cub 1, counter module (MOD1).
PARTS LIST FOR THE
SUPER-SIMPLE FREQUENCY COUNTER

SEMICONDUCTORS
U1—MM5369EST/N 17-stage oscillator/divider (100 Hz out)
U2—MC14518BCTIC dual up-counter, integrated circuit
U3—78L05 low-power 5-volt regulator, integrated circuit
U4—MC14538 BCP dual precision monostable multivibrator, integrated circuit
MODI—Red Lion Sub Cub 1, counter module
Q1—MPSS172 NPN silicon transistor
Q2—BS170 N-channel VMOS transistor
D1, D2—IN4148 general-purpose, small-signal, silicon diode
LED1—Jumbo red light-emitting diode

RESISTORS
(All resistors are 1/8 watt, 5% units.)
R1—10-megohm
R2—180-ohm
R3, R6, R7—10,000-ohm
R4—220,000-ohm
R5—3900-ohm
R8—2.4-megohm

CAPACITORS
C1, C8—0.1-µF, ceramic-disc
C2, C6, C7—0.001-µF, ceramic-disc
C3—27-pF, NPO, ceramic-disc
C4—2-20-pF, trimmer
C5—0.39-µF, ceramic-disc

ADDITIONAL PARTS AND MATERIALS
S1, S2—Single-pole, double-throw, toggle switch
Printed-circuit materials, enclosure, phone jack and mating plug, battery(s), battery holder and connector, wire, solder, hardware, etc.

Note: The following parts for the Super-Simple Frequency Counter are available from SHF Microwave Components (7102 West 500 South, Laporte, IN 46350): etched, predrilled printed-circuit board (part FC-PCB) for $7.50; a kit of parts, including printed-circuit board and all parts (except enclosure, battery holder, power switch, phone jack and plug) for $43.50. All prices include shipping within the continental U.S. Indiana residents must include appropriate sales tax.

input resistance coupled with its ability to sink high output currents.

Power for the circuit is provided by feeding a 9-volt battery source through U3, an MC78L05 3-terminal 5-volt regulator, to provide a regulated +5-volt DC power source. If power consumption is a factor in your application, LED1 along with R2 and Q2, may be omitted, thereby reducing current consumption to less than 5 mA.

Assembly. The author's printed-circuit pattern for the Super-Simple Frequency Counter is shown in Fig. 2. As mentioned earlier, there are two versions of the counter module. The pattern in Fig. 2 is designed for the Sub Cub I module. For those etching their own printed-circuit boards, ¼-inch thick printed-circuit board material recommended. If you choose not to etch your own board, one may be purchased from the supplier listed in the Parts List.

For those making their own printed-circuit board, when drilling the mounting holes for the counter module, be sure to use the correct size drill bits. The polarizing hole requires a number 42 (0.93 inch) or ¼-inch drill bit. The two mounting holes require a number 31 drill size (.120 inch). Use of a ⅝-inch (.125) drill bit may make the hole too large and the counter will not stay put after being snapped in place.

Note that counter module MOD1 and LED1 (which are shown with dashed lines) are not mounted to the component side of the board. MOD1 is snapped into position, with its elastomer connectors making electrical contact to the pads on the foil side of the board.

It is a good idea to observe the necessary precautions regarding static discharge when installing the IC's, including the counter module. The VMOS transistor, Q2, is also a static-sensitive component. Static stations with wrist straps and earth grounds are usually the exception rather than the rule in most home workshops. A method that has been successfully and effectively used is to mount static-sensitive components last with the board on a sheet of aluminum foil. Place the PC board, soldering station, tools, and the components on the foil before removing the components from their conductive foam or tube packaging.

While resting at least some part of your hand or arm on the foil, the components may be picked up and removed from their protective packaging and placed on the foil with their leads contacting the conductive surface. The board may then be handled and the components installed. If you have a soldering station that has a grounding point, too may be attached to the foil with a clip lead. If you have a soldering iron in a stand, simply place it in a convenient spot on the foil before starting assembly.

The author used a miniature phone jack for J1, but any suitable jack can be used. The jack can be of the printed-circuit or panel-mounted type, depending on your application. An extra pad (marked with an asterisk) is provided for terminals of the printed-circuit type.

If the jack is to be remotely located, use a short piece of miniature coaxial cable to connect J1 to the printed-circuit board. The coaxial cable shielding is soldered to the grounded lug of the phone jack. A convenient length of similar coaxial cable is used to make the test lead, using a mating phono plug. A couple of alligator clips or miniature hook connectors can then be attached to the other end of the coaxial test lead.

The circuit can be housed in any type of enclosure of your own choosing. The author's unit was housed in a metal enclosure, measuring 3 by 5½ by 5½ inches. Prepare the enclosure by mak-
Fig. 3. Here is a parts-placement diagram corresponding to the foil pattern shown in Fig. 2. Mounting the components to the board is straightforward, but be aware that LED1 and the counter module (which are indicated by the dashed lines) are mounted on the foil side of the board.

When the assembly is complete, apply power to the counter. The gate indicator (LED1) should blink in step with the time base selected (rapidly for the 0.1-second time base, and more slowly for the 1-second time base). The counter circuit should draw no more than about 25 mA when the gate LED is illuminated (assuming that you’ve included it in your circuit). The gate-time switch is used to select the amount of time the counter accumulates input pulses to be counted and displayed. With the switch in the 1-second position, the counter will have the highest accuracy and display the frequency measured to the nearest cycle. With the switch in the 0.1-second position, the counter will display the frequency measured to the nearest ten cycles. The one-tenth position will also provide the fastest measurement update, which is useful when measuring a rapidly changing frequency.

Calibration. There are several methods that will produce varying degrees of accuracy when calibrating the reference oscillator. The first and best method is to use a frequency counter of known accuracy. Connect the counter input to the oscillator test point (TP1). The trimmer capacitor, C4, is then adjusted for exactly 3.579545 Hz at TP1. If a counter is not available, the 60-Hz line frequency may be used to check the counter’s operation. A small power transformer with a 5- to 10-volt secondary is used to obtain the 60-Hz line frequency sample. Connect the transformer secondary to the counter input, J1. Set the oscillator trimmer to the center of its range.

With a one-second gate time, the counter display should indicate 60 Hz. Accurate calibration of the counter is not possible using a relatively low-frequency such as 60 Hz. It is possible to verify that the counter is operating correctly and that the displayed frequency is reasonably close. An alternate calibration method would be to use an accurate shortwave or ham receiver that tunes the 80-meter (3.5 MHz) band.

The receiver should have a digital frequency readout. Set the receiver to receive 3.5795 MHz and turn the BFO on. The frequency counter’s time-base oscillator may be heard in the receiver speaker as the oscillator trimmer, C4, is adjusted through its range. Set trimmer C4 for zero beat in the receiver’s speaker.

It may be necessary to use a piece of wire as an antenna for the receiver. One end of the wire should be connected to the receiver antenna terminal and the other end placed near the
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For some metaphysical reason, the phone seems to ring most often when a person is a dozen or so steps away getting groceries out of the car, weeding the vegetable garden, or in the shop running a power saw. Sometimes you hear the chime ringing when a person is a dozen or so steps away getting groceries or driving his car, weeding the vegetable garden, or it he is shooing a pone saw.

Sometimes, you fear the chime then comes the mad dash in your face to answer before the caller hangs up. Similarly, if you had a quarter for every TV dinner that has burnt while you were engaged in some project in the workshop, I would certainly be a rich man!

I've always wanted a gizmo to attach to an appliance or the telephone to let me know it needs attention. One of those old, stacking belts was out of the question, and besides, they're reflective if new equipment is operating. The SentryStrobe presented in this article was developed as an answer to that need. A Xenon lamp is used to produce eye-catching flashes, offering a silent but highly effective visual indicator.

The unit may be placed anywhere; inside the house (such as in a noisy garage workshop), in an industrial work area (such as a machine shop), or out-of-doors. People with hearing impairments will find the SentryStrobe a real boon too, as it can offer the security of not missing important alerts.

You can even turn the project into a burglar alarm that will scare the daylights out of any thief! The strobe can be configured to respond to virtually any type of sensor, and we'll show you how to adapt the circuit to various types of sensor inputs, but first let's explain how the strobe, and its power supply circuit operates.

**How It Works.** Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of the SentryStrobe. The circuit is activated by a special device called an LED/photoresistor isolator (U1), which is a combination of a light-dependent resistor (LDR) and LED in a single package. That device was chosen because of its high isolator (2000 volt peak) characteristic, which is necessary because the strobe part of the circuit is directly connected to the AC line.

A voltage divider is formed by R2, U1's internal resistance, and R3. When U1's internal LED is off, U1's internal LDR has a very high resistance—on the order of 10 megohms. The output voltage of the divider under that condition is

---

**THE SENTRY STROBE ALERT SYSTEM**

BY ANTHONY CHARLTON

This strobe circuit does more than just flash; it can be used to call you, attention to a ringing phone, entry into a secured area, temperature conditions, and more!
Fig. 1. The SentryStrobe is built around a trigger transformer, a Xenon flash lamp, an SCR, and a neon lamp (which is used to trigger the SCR). A VTLS C3 optoisolator coupler accepts trigger inputs from an external signal source to fire the strobe circuit.

very low. Thus, the voltage applied to NE1 is considerably below its ignition voltage of approximately 90 volts DC. The optoisolator's internal LED is activated by a DC signal supplying 20 mA. The external sensor(s) that supply the signal are connected to the strobe part of the circuit at J1 and J2. The resistance at J1, R20, limits the current through U1's internal LED to a maximum of .20 mA. That resistance varies in value with different sensor types.

When the internal LED lights, the LDR's resistance decreases to around 5k. Under that condition, about 125 volts DC is applied across C1, R4, and C2—more than enough to ignite NE1. The neon lamp periodically fires and extinguishes as capacitor C3 charges through R4, and discharges via NE1 and the SCR gate. (What we have here is a "relaxation oscillator," which is one of the simplest oscillators around.) Resistor R4 restricts the current input to C3, and thereby controls the firing rate of NE1 about three times per second. The discharge through NE1 is applied to the gate of SCR1.

SCR1, a sensitive-gate unit, snaps on immediately when NE1 conducts, which completes the ground circuit for transformer T1 (a 4-kV trigger transformer). As SCR1 toggles on and off in time with the firing of NE1, capacitor C2 (connected in parallel with T1's primary) charges via R1, and then discharges very rapidly through T1's primary winding. The on/off action of SCR1 generates a rising and collapsing field about T1's primary winding, which induces a 4-kV pulse in its secondary winding. That voltage pulse is applied to the trigger input of FL1, a Xenon flashlamp, ionizing the xenon gas inside, and rendering it highly conductive to current flow.

In order to ignite a Xenon flashlamp, you need to meet two conditions. First, the Xenon gas must be ionized (which is accomplished via the circuit in Fig. 1). Next, there must be a large capacitor to store energy at a high enough voltage to sustain the arc inside the flashlamp after it is triggered. A power supply is also needed to charge that capacitor. The circuit at Fig. 2 provides that function with a minimum of parts.

It is important to remember that the circuit is connected directly to the AC line. Resistor R6 is included in the circuit of Fig. 2 to limit the amount of line current available to the circuit. The value of R6 may be decreased if you intend to modify the circuit for more flash power. Warning: Even though the circuit is fuse-protected, the circuit can still be dangerous if handled carelessly.

When the AC line voltage is applied to the circuit in Fig. 2, it is stepped-up (about 2.8 times) by a voltage-doubler circuit consisting of D4, D2, C4, and C5. Diodes D1 and D2 (in addition to their other duties) rectify the incoming AC line voltage, which is then stored as DC in the two large capacitors (C4 and C5), and provides an output of about 330 volts DC, which is an ideal voltage level to ignite the flashlamp.
Note that a second neon lamp, NE2, is included in the circuits as a safety feature, and is there to remind you when the unit is plugged in and full AC line voltage is present.

Flashlamp FL1's luminescence is directly related to the total capacitance and voltage rating across it. Since C4 and C5 are identical units and are connected in series, their combined capacitance is one-half the value of either unit, while the voltage across both is doubled. Be sure to use exactly the same size and type capacitor for each. And it is a good idea to test each part for its actual value, rather than rely on its specification. Do not to use those that differ by more than \( \pm 20\% \).

To determine the flashlamp's output in watt/seconds (Ws), use:

\[
W/s = 0.5 (C \times V^2)
\]

where \( C \) is the total capacitance across FL1 in microfarads and \( V \) is the voltage across FL1 in kilovolts (kV). Thus, plugging in 50 \( \mu \)F for \( C \) and with 330 volts across the lamp, you get about 2.5 Ws of output. In practice, the actual light output is somewhat less; that's because the lamp flashes quickly in this design, which does not allow the capacitors to charge fully between flashes. Remember the SentryStrobe is designed primarily for intermittent operation, and the lamp should not run until it's super heated, or its life expectancy will be diminished.

If the lamp gets too hot, increase the value of R4 to 10 megohms to reduce the flash rate. Alternately, you can either reduce the capacitance of C4 and C5, or use a lamp with a higher Ws rating. Note that decreasing the values of C4 and C5 will have no effect on the circuit other than its light output.

It is interesting to note that FL1 consumes all the energy in the two capacitors in about \( \frac{1}{2000} \)th of a second. For that brief interval, FL1 is as bright as a 35,000 watt lamp! That extreme brightness makes the lamp easy to see, especially on overcast days or at night.

Your application will determine the amount of light needed, as well as the required duty cycle of the lamp. For instance, if the project is used in place of a telephone-ring detector, it will likely flash only a few seconds at a time and not have a chance to overheat. If it is used as a thunderstorm alert, it may have to flash much more brightly and for longer periods at a time. In the latter case, the component and power supply ratings will have to be beefed up.

Greater light outputs are possible by using larger capacitors for C4 and C5 to store more energy. For instance, substituting two 750-\( \mu \)F capacitors will give a light output per flash of about 20 Ws. The limit of the flashlamp specified in the Parts List is 45 Ws per 15-second shot, or less when flashed at a higher rate. Lamps up to 500 Ws are available from the supplier in the Parts List.

You may use photoflash capacitors to store the energy for FL1. However, if you do, a choke will be required between the anode of the lamp and the positive side of the power supply. The reason for that is that photoflash capacitors are low-inductance devices when compared to ordinary electrolytic types. As a result, FL1 will flash with a short, powerful pulse generating a lot of ultraviolet light.

That invisible light reduces the output of FL1, and the fast flash conspires to shorten the flashlamp's life. The author used a home-made choke that was comprised of 70 turns of \#22 magnet wire wound on a ferrite core (like that used in AM radios with built-in antennas). The home-made choke provided an inductance of 25 millihenries (mH), which is adequate for the series-wired 130-\( \mu \)F photoflash capacitors used in the prototype.

If you require such a choke, it is suggested that you use 0.2 to 0.5 mH of inductance per microfarad of capacitance across FL1. A good test is to watch the flashlamp from a distance of 20 feet during the daytime hours. If it is blinding white, your choke is large enough, but if it has a blue tint, add more inductance. Finally, do not omit R5—a 470k 1/4-watt resistor connected across C4 and C5; that resistor is used to bleed off the heavy charge on the large capacitors when the project is unplugged.

**Power Supply Assembly.** The author's prototype was assembled on a 6\( \times \)3-inch section of perfboard, with point-to-point wiring used to join the circuit elements. Once you've obtained all the parts, begin construction with the power supply, using Fig. 2 as a guide. Fuse F1 should preferably be a fast-blow type. When installing R6, keep about a 1/4-inch space between R6 and the circuit board to allow that unit to dissipate heat freely.

Be sure to use a polarized plug on the line cord, and wire it (as shown) so that the hot side of the plug (the smaller terminal) is connected to R6, F1, and S1. Once the power supply is complete, it's a good idea to make a visual check of the assembly to see if there are any errors in construction—disconnected components, solder bridges, and the like. If no construction errors are found test the circuit by plugging the power supply into a polarized outlet, and flipping on S1. Neon lamp NE2 should come on immediately.

Measure the voltage across C5 and C6. You should get about 330 volts DC. Then test the voltage across each capacitor separately. The readings across the individual units should be about half the total applied voltage and within \( \pm 20\% \) of each other. If they differ significantly, suspect that one of the capacitors is defective, or is of substantially different value than its companion. Replacement is warranted if the individual voltages across the two are not within \( \pm 20\% \) of each other.
There is a shock hazard associated with this type of circuit. You must be especially careful to wire the power-supply circuit as shown with the neutral prong of a polarized plug mating with the neutral side of the AC wall socket. Be sure to mount the SentryStrobe in a non-conducting case—especially if the project is to be located outside, where it may be exposed to adverse weather conditions.

If everything checks out okay, it is time to move on to the strobe section of the project.

**Strobe Assembly.** Assembly of the strobe portion of the project is relatively straightforward, except for the flashlamp, which we’ll get to in a moment. The concern of the moment is the high-voltage output of T1. The secondary leads must be kept away from the other components so as not to destroy them. Fortunately, the output of T1 is too weak for people to feel. But do allow adequate spacing around T1’s secondary and the +330-volt line. With certain trigger transformers, the pinout may be confusing. Make sure the proper windings are connected to conform to the schematic diagram shown in Fig. 1.

Note that the flashlamp, FL1, is a polarized component. That means that its cathode lead must be connected to ground, and its anode connected to the +330-volt line. The cathode is easily identified by a small cylinder of sintered, gray-colored metal bonded to it. In the authors prototype, the flash lamp was mounted to a small section of perf-board; a reflector was then fitted to the board to concentrate the light.

You may also install a colored filter or lens over the reflector to tint the concentrated flash. Light-colored filters are best, as dark ones tend to absorb the infrared energy generated by the lamp. After mounting FL1 to the perf-board, do not clip its leads. They will be used to connect the flashlamp to the rest of the strobe circuit.

To test the strobe section of the circuit, connect it to the power supply that you’ve just built. Energize the circuit and press S2. The lamp should flash of about 3 Hz. Troubleshooting the circuit, if required, is fairly simple. Problems usually appear in the area connected with SCR1. Another sore spot lies with the trigger transformer not supplying enough energy to ionize the lamp’s Xenon gas. A few simple tests will tell you if T1 and SCR1 are functioning correctly.

First take a disc capacitor with a high voltage rating—400-WVDC or so—and with a capacitance of a few hundred picofarads or more. Unplug the circuit, disconnect the trigger lead to FL1, and connect one end of the capacitor to the high voltage output lead of T1. Attach a neon lamp to the free end of the capacitor. Now connect the remaining lead of the neon lamp to circuit ground. Power up the circuit, and press S2. The test lamp should give a weak flash each time NE1 flashes. If it does not, suspect SCR1 or T1 is defective.

If that checks out, test SCR1 by first opening the circuit between TP1 and TP2 and connect a speaker across TP1 and TP2. Press S2; test that should cause NE1 to flash. Each time NE1 flashes, the speaker should emit a distinct click. Lack of a click means either the SCR is defective, or the primary of T1 is open.

You can also check T1 with an ohmmeter. Its primary should give a very low resistance reading (on the order of a fraction of an ohm); the secondary should give a reading of several tens of ohms. If both tests pass, and the lamp still doesn’t flash, suspect the lamp itself or its accompanying section of perf-board to be the culprit. Problems of the latter type can be frustrating to solve, because the circuit appears to be functioning correctly, but the lamp just won’t flash.

Usually the trouble can be traced to a short across the lamp leads, passing the charge from T1 to ground. Make sure the lamp and board are clean, dry, and free of solder-flux residue. The wire going to FL1 must be in good condition. Sometimes slipping a piece of heat-shrink tubing over the lead, or taping it, will solve an elusive problem.

Problems related to flash speed are often due to a low (or high) line voltage in your area, or to variations in the ignition voltage of the neon lamp—not all neon lamps are created equal! The author noted while assembling some prototypes that the values of R2 and R3 needed to be adjusted to compensate for the different firing points of individual neon lamps, so be prepared to experiment.

After the flashlamp part of the circuit is verified as working properly, you may test FL1 to see if it overheats. Press S2 and hold it for about a minute, while checking the flashlamp. Even during normal operation, the lamp will get very hot, but if it gets so hot that the flash rate begins slowing down, skips, or halts altogether, the lamp is overheating. A thermometer is handy for testing the circuit, especially if it has a small probe. The temperature with continuous flashing should not exceed 250°F.

The circuit is now ready to accept the output of a suitable sensor. Once again, be sure that the sensor output does not exceed 20 mA to prevent damage to U1. Input resistor R20 is placed in the circuit to limit the level of current flowing to the input of U1. The value of that component is selected to match the type of sensing circuit connected to the SentryStrobe’s sensor input.

**Sensor Suggestions.** There are many types of sensors that can be attached to your SentryStrobe. For instance, you might want to attach a toxic-gas sensor, like the one that appeared in "Build An Exhaust Monitor For Your Car" (Popular Electronics, June 1990), to detect carbon monoxide and other deadly gases.

Or perhaps you’re into gardening,
and "vegetable-eatin' critters" have been celebrating the "feast of plenty" in your backyard at night. Rigging the SentryStrobe to a simple microphone circuit or capacitance sensor can provide a way for animals to trip the project. Perhaps a strong blast from a flashtube will frighten them off.

Yet another application of the circuit might be to use it in conjunction with a thunderstorm-sensing apparatus like "Sferic-Level Monitor" (Popular Electronics, August 1989). Let's look at some other sensors in more detail.

**Intruder Sensor.** The magnetic reed switches shown in Fig. 3 are the simplest type of sensor that can be used to turn the SentryStrobe into an intruder alarm. Any number of sensors can be connected in series. A small amount of power is run through the alarm loop, whose normal path is through the normally-closed, magnetic-reed switches (S1 and S2). When any switch is opened by an intruder, current is no longer shunted to ground. As a result, the current flows through U1, causing the SentryStrobe to immediately begin flashing. The magnetic-reed switches can be replaced by a relay, or a normally-closed pushbutton switch, which could then be used as a "panic button."

The power supply for the circuit in Fig. 3 is not critical. A plug-in wall transformer with a 12-volt regulated output at 20 mA or so is ideal. However, you may use any low-voltage power supply that you might have on hand. If you use an unregulated plug-in power supply, be aware that such units often run several volts in excess of their published specifications, which could easily exceed the safe operating parameters of the optocoupler. The current fed to the input of U1 should be limited to no more than 20 mA.

It will be necessary to determine an appropriate value for R20. To do so, first determine the approximate resistance required to limit the input current to 20 mA using Ohm's law. Then place a resistor of the nearest standard value in series with a milliammeter, an LED, and the sensor power supply. If the meter indicates an input current of 20 mA or less, use that value; if a higher current is indicated, substitute the next higher standard value resistor for R20, and take another current reading. It's better to take the time to go through this procedure than to risk the much more expensive optocoupler.

The power supply output should be filtered; a 220-μF electrolytic capacitor of the appropriate voltage rating is recommended for C18. A battery back-up is recommended for maximum security to frustrate the would-be intruder should he attempt to defeat the alarm by cutting off the AC power.

**Faulty-Furnace Sensor.** Another application for the SentryStrobe is to monitor furnace operation. For example, imagine you are vacationing in the middle of February. At your residence up north, the weather is close to zero degrees, and snowing. The furnace quits, and the house temperature drops rapidly. The falling temperature is detected by a low-temperature sensor. The unusual coolness activates the temperature-monitoring circuit, which then triggers the SentryStrobe. The flashing signals your neighbor to call the furnace repairman before the water pipes freeze and break. You just saved yourself a $1000 plumbing bill.

Figure 4 shows a precision, adjustable, low-temperature sensing circuit that's built around three inexpensive integrated circuits—an LM355 precision temperature sensor, an LM311 voltage comparator, and an MC7812-AC12 volt 1-amp voltage regulator. The regulator (U2) feeds a constant voltage to the temperature sensor (U3), whose output voltage changes propor-
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**Fig. 4.** This circuit—built around an LM355 precision temperature sensor, an LM311 voltage comparator, and an MC7812-AC12 volt 1-amp voltage regulator—can be used to monitor temperature changes at a given site, and trigger the strobe circuit when preset conditions are met.
tionally to temperature—exactly 10-mV-per-degree Kelvin (10 mV/K). Integrated circuit U3 can be thought of as a precision Zener diode whose reverse breakdown voltage (Zener voltage, $V_Z$) is temperature dependent—as temperature goes up, the unit’s Zener voltage goes up.

The Zener voltage of U3 is fed to the non-inverting input of U4 at pin 2. The inverting input of U4 at pin 3 is tied to an adjustable voltage-divider, consisting of R9, R10 (precision 20-turn potentiometers), and R11. Resistors R9 and R11 are precision 1% tolerance units that exhibit virtually no change in resistance with temperature changes.

Under normal room-temperature conditions, U3 keeps the voltage at pin 2 of U4 high, placing pin 2 at a higher potential than pin 3. That forces the output of U4 at pin 7 high. That high is fed to the base of Q1 through R14, keeping it at cutoff. As the temperature decreases, U3 causes the voltage presented to pin 2 of U4 to decrease. When the voltage at pin 2 drops below the reference voltage applied to pin 3, the output of U4 swings negative, causing Q1 to conduct. That, in turn, triggers the strobe.

In this application, the strobe’s input resistor, R20, should be 470 ohms. Capacitors C9 and C10 are solid tantalum units, which were chosen for their low-leakage characteristics. Those capacitors provide a delay that allows the circuit to ignore minor temperature fluctuations. Capacitor C11 is placed close to U4 to dampen oscillations that may occur.

The LM355 (U3) is mounted in a probe located at the point you wish to monitor. The probe housing should allow the end of U3 to stick out a bit so that it can contact the medium to be monitored. The wires connected to U3 should be sealed in silicone RTV to form a leak-tight container, making it immune to high humidity or water immersion. The calibration potentiometer, R16, should be located inside the case with the rest of the electronic circuitry; it should require no further adjustment after the initial calibration.

Shielded cable must be used if U3 is to be located more than a few feet from the rest of the circuit to prevent the wire from acting like an antenna for radio-frequency interference.

The accuracy and stability of the regulator (U2) determines the accuracy of the circuit. A pair of capacitors, C7 and C8, are attached to the input and output of U2 to dampen unwanted oscillations that might develop.

**Calibration.** It is important to note that the Kelvin (K) scale starts at absolute zero ($-273.15°C$), and a $1^\circ$C change in temperature equals precisely a $1^\circ$C change. On the Kelvin scale, the freezing point of water ($32^\circ$F or $0^\circ$C) is 273.15K. At the exact freezing point of water, U3’s Zener voltage ($V_Z$) will be $V_Z = 10 \text{ mV} \times 273.15^\circ\text{K}$ or 2.7315 volts.

Obtain a good quality thermometer and digital voltmeter. Place the sensor (U3) in a medium at exactly 25°C ($77^\circ$F). Be sure not to get R16 soaked. Adjust R16 so that the voltage at the cathode (pin 2) of U3, and thus the comparator, is exactly 2.98 volts. Once calibrated, U3 is accurate to $\pm 1^\circ$C.

Now R10, TEMPERATURE ADJUST, must be set to the trigger-point temperature chosen for the SentryStrobe. Let’s say that we want the circuit to trigger the strobe at 40°F. The trigger point (40°F) correlates to 4.4°C. Add 273.15 to the centigrade temperature to obtain temperature in Kelvin degrees; $4.4^\circ\text{C} + 273.15 = 277.55^\circ\text{K}$. That value can be rounded off to the nearest tenth or 277.6°C. Multiply that value by 0.1 and you get 2.776, which we’ll round off to 2.78. Adjust R10 for 2.78 volts at pin 3 of U4. (Potentiometer R10 is adjustable from 2.72 to 2.86 volts, which corresponds to 30°F to 55°F.) Now whenever the temperature falls below 40°F the SentryStrobe will start flashing.

Since component tolerances, volt-

---

(Continued on page 107)
If selecting a required resistor solely by color code is giving you headaches, or if you simply don't know the code well enough to use it accurately, check out Sure-luck Ohms—the easy-to-build color-code sleuth!

About The Circuit. The schematic diagram for Sure-luck Ohms is shown in Fig. 1. The circuit is little more than a well-thought-out switching arrangement—built around three single-pole 10-position (SP10T) rotary switches—that are used to decipher the resistor color code that's stamped in the unit's body. To operated Sure-luck Ohms, the three switches are rotated to match the resistor's three colors. A pushbutton READ switch is then used to apply power to the circuit, and light the proper LED's to indicate the resistor's value. In between the switch's and LED's is a bit of "diode-transistor logic" that turns on a flashing decimal point LED, the ohm LED, the k, or the M LED as required.

The function of S1 is the simplest of the three selector switches. When S4 is pressed, battery power is applied through a 470-ohm current-limiting resistor (R1) and the wiper of S1 to the selected LED to indicate the first digit of the resistor's value.

The second rotary switch, S2, selects the LED for the resistor's second digit. The first position on all switches is marked black indicating a zero. Since S1 selects the resistor's first digit, a zero LED isn't needed, but in the second and third digit, the zero is necessary. If a resistor has a color code of brown-black-red, S1 will be in the brown (number 1) position and the S2 will be in the black (zero) position, and S3 will be in the red (number 2) position. But for the circuit to show a reading of 1k, the zero LED for the second digit must not light. That's where Q1 and D1–D3 come into play.

The wiper of S3 connects the 9-volt bus to the number-2 (red) position and on to the base of Q1 through D1. That turns Q1 on, clamping the voltage across the zero LED to ground, keeping it from lighting. The positive voltage at position 2 of S3 also supplies current

---

Build "Sure-Luck" Ohms

BY CHARLES D. RAKES

Do you experience the "color-code blues" every time you search through your junkbox for a resistor? And do you make like a magician and vanish when a color-code question comes your way? Have you tried to teach a budding electronic enthusiast the resistor color code without resorting to some off-color memory scheme? If so build our Sure-luck Ohms color-code decoder and never ever again suffer from those resistor color-code blues.

Why might you ask, should I go to the trouble of building an electronic gadget to read resistor color-code values when I can use a chart or color-code wheel? For one thing our Sure-luck Ohms is easier to read and the resistor values are indicated in ohms, k ohms, and M ohms without showing all of those zeros that complicate the process when using a chart or wheel. If you can read numbers from 0 to 9 and know that "k" is the prefix for 1000, and "M" is the prefix of 1,000,000, you will not have any problem converting the colors on a resistor into a resistance value.

Take a look at any construction project, in this publication and most others, and you will find in the parts list and on the schematic diagram that the resistor values are usually shown in their shortest possible form. A two-thousand-two-hundred ohm resistor (2,200) will be shortened to read 2.2k and a two-million-two-hundred-thousand ohm resistor (2,200,000) will read 2.2 megohms. And that's what the circuitry in Sure-luck Ohms does to make decoding the color code on a resistor's body a snap.

---
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Fig. 1. Sure-luck Ohms is little more than a well-thought-out switching arrangement—comprised of three single-pole 10-position (SPIOT) rotary switches—and LED's to decipher the resistor color code that's stamped on a resistor's body.

through D9 to turn on the **OHM** LED. Of course the **READ** switch must be activated for the LEDs to light.

If the resistor had been a 1.5k (brown-green-red) instead of a 1k, the wiper of S2 would be on the number 5 (green) position. Current would then flow through R7, LED15, R8, R12, and the base-emitter junction of Q2, turning it on and bringing the cathode of LED24 to ground. The wiper of S3 supplies a 9-volt source to its number-2 (red) position and on through D15, R2, and on to light the blinking, decimal-point indicator LED24.

The third zero (LED20), as well as the **X** (LED22) and **M** (LED23) indicators, are controlled by switch S3 and their simple diode logic.

**Construction.** In the author's unit, the majority of the components are circuit-board mounted and housed in a 6¼ × 3¾ × 1¾-inch plastic cabinet. The circuit is by no means complicated or critical, and can be built breadboard style if you wish. However, to simplify assembly and reduce the possibility of error, printed-circuit construction is recommended. Here's a template for the printed-circuit layout used by the author.

Fig. 2. To simplify assembly and reduce the possibility of error, printed-circuit construction is recommended. Here's a template for the circuit-board layout used by the author.
Fig. 3. Assemble the printed-circuit board using this illustration as a guide. When mounting the components to the board, be sure that the polarized parts (diodes and LEDs) are properly oriented.

Fig. 4. Once the board has been assembled, prepare the front panel of the enclosure using this layout as a guide. Note that the front panel of the enclosure has 24 holes spaced to match the LED's mounted on the board.

Author. Regardless of the method of construction taken, you should be able to build your own for under $20, or even less if you maintain a well stocked junkbox.

Assemble the printed-circuit board using Fig. 3 as a guide. When mounting the components to the board be sure to orient the polarized parts (diodes and LEDs) as shown. Note that all the LED's, except LED24, are mounted with their cathodes facing the left edge of the board. Also note that the cathodes of all of the LED's in row 1 and all but one in row 2 are common. The anode of LED24 is facing the left edge of the circuit board.

If you want to save a dollar, you can substitute a regular LED for the flashing unit used for the decimal point, LED24. All 17 of the 1N914 diodes are mounted on the board with their anodes connected to the pads that are located along the outside rim of the printed-circuit board. A jumper from the cathodes of D7 and D8 to S3 position zero (0) will have to be added for the α-ω LED to light when decoding resistor values of 100 ohms and less. There's no hole in the circuit board for that jumper so just tack a wire on the back side of the board at the junction of R3, D7, and D8. Also note that there are two additional short jumpers on the board.

Using color-coded wiring between the board and the switches will help (Continued on page 114)
**LAVA LAMP**
(Continued from page 27)

shown in Fig. 1. It should be about 10-inches high, although the taller the bottle the better. Fill it partially with brine, add about 150 milliliters of benzyl alcohol (dyed red), and then fill the bottle up with brine. Leave about 1-inch of air on top to buffer expansion; note that the bubble size is influenced by the amount of air space.

Open a 1 pint (or larger) tin can, remove the lid completely, and remove the contents. Clean the can thoroughly and cut (or drill and file) a hole in the bottom. That hole should be as large as possible, but a metal lip must remain; that lip will be used to support the beverage bottle chosen when the can is inverted. Be sure to remove any sharp edges from the hole before proceeding.

Cut a circular piece of wood, about 4.5-inches in diameter, from a piece of scrap plywood of suitable size. Mount a ceramic light fixture at the center of the board. Drill a hole in the side of the can (toward the open, top end) that's large enough for a power cord. Fit the hole with a grommet, feed a length of power cord through the hole, and connect the wire to the terminals on the fixture. Screw a 40-watt bulb into the fixture. Invert the can (open end down), place it over the fixture and bulb, and center it. Glue the can to the board using epoxy cement.

Create a gasket from a thin piece of foam rubber and place it on the can's lip. The gasket's function is to keep light from escaping around the bottom of the bottle. Place the bottle on the can assembly, plug in the light source, and soon your lamp should be bubbling away.

**Improvements.** If your bottle is tall enough, or you don't have the lamp running all the time, your Lava Lamp may work well exactly as described. However, the key to the lamp's operation is the temperature within the bottle. It is best to operate the unit at the lowest temperature possible since at lower temperatures, separation appears to be best and sticking to the walls is reduced. And if things get too warm, after a while the benzyl alcohol will simply accumulate at the top. That's particularly likely to happen if the bottle is too short.

There are a couple of ways of combating this. One is to use a cooling fan at the top. Another is simply to turn off the lamp and let things cool down. But perhaps the best approach is to use a simple lamp-dimmer circuit to regulate the temperature. One suitable circuit is shown in Fig. 2, but just about any lamp dimmer could be used. With the lamp dimmer, the unit can be turned on full brilliance to get things warmed up, and then the wattage can be reduced to the point where things run continuously.

If the lamp doesn't get things going fast enough to suit you, almost instant warming up can be had by means of a hot-air blower or hair dryer. The hot air should be directed only toward the red layer of benzyl alcohol that sits on the bottom when the lamp is cool.

If available, a trace of antioxidant, such as BHT or BHA, can be added. In some of my experiments, I used some fluorescein sodium, a pink dye that gives the salt water a beautiful greenish color that contrasts even better with the red.

---

**BUG OFF**
(Continued from page 62)

(ouch!) no matter what its hearing range may be.

Also note the power supply; two batteries in parallel are a good idea because, unlike common 555 circuits, the two oscillators are both supply-voltage dependent. A drop in voltage will reduce the unit's effectiveness. Besides, if you're out in the wild, you'll want the device to work a long time with little tending.

**Construction.** I wire-wrapped my Bug-Off because of the circuit's simplicity. I started by placing the IC socket for U1 on a small piece of perfboard sized to accommodate it, a 16-pin IC socket (which I'll explain in a little bit), and the two 9-volt batteries. I then wired the pins of the 14-pin socket as shown in Fig. 3A (note that the figure shows the wire side).

I used an unusual wiring technique for the rest of the Bug-Off circuit. I cut the leads of all the discrete components and inserted them into a 16-pin wire-wrap socket (see Fig. 3B). It makes for neat, and sparing use of perfboard surface area. That's important to make the unit easily portable. When preparing your own DIP socket, you might need to bend the capacitors back against the other components. It will depend on the size of your project box. Once the components are in the socket, install the socket on the board. You can use Fig. 3B as a wiring-side diagram as long as you position D1 correctly. First wire the support-component jumpers, and then run the necessary wires to the IC.

Make appropriate holes in the unit's case for the switch and piezo element. Put them in place and wire them to the board. Then cut the battery harnesses (note that B1 goes to the switch and pin 9 on the IC). Before you close up the case, you should test the unit. Get two good batteries, preferably from the same package to help ensure their internal resistances are the same. Connect them to the circuit, and flip the power switch on. If you place your ear very close to the transducer, you should hear a hard-to-detect high-pitched whistle.

If the tone is easily audible, then the VCO is not operating in the right range. That could be due to a poor battery, mis-wiring, poor component connections, or poor component tolerances. I would check for each in the order just listed. If you can't hear the tone at all, don't worry; your component tolerances might be pushing the frequency up, or more likely, your hearing may be poor at such frequencies. That's very common and nothing worth worrying about. To make sure the unit is operating, press your finger against the lead of C2. That should cause its tone to drop to a more noticeable frequency.

**Frills.** You can soup-up the unit by running it off of a wall adapter for indoor use. However, without some amplification, the unit will have a limited range. You can use a good-size switching transistor running full-open to slam the crystal up and down at higher voltage levels to do just that. Just be sure you don't alter the operating voltage of the oscillators.

It's perfect for sleeping-bag use, especially if a clip or velcro is added to hold it in place. The pest repeller should provide you with many carefree hours to enjoy nature's bounty or just a little patio R&R, without pesky bugs spoiling the fun. You can leave your battery of repellents and bite disinfectants home on that next family outing because you have Bug-Off.
PORTMASTER SYSTEM

(Continued from page 39)

also notice that pins 1 and 10 are connected only to each other, so the two wires are simply twisted together inside the cabinet—and that's two less wires that have to be connected to the board.

All of the connections on the board were wire wrapped, with the following exceptions: the row of connected pins coming from the ribbon cable were soldered together using bus wire, and the connections to the power jack and on/off switch were made with heavier wire. As for the outputs, a 6-inch length of wire-wrap wire was attached to each pin and left hanging for the moment. After all of the connections are checked out, the board can be put aside.

The next step is to fabricate the rear panel. First, the terminal strips are mounted on the cut-off piece of perfboard. Each terminal strip consists of 16 contacts, so pairs of two were used for each one. All of the ground leads were connected together with bus wire, leaving a free pin for each IC output. The openings in the front and rear of the cabinet were started with pilot holes, and cut out to size with a nibbling tool. A bit of metal was also cut away for the ribbon cable to enter the unit. After properly fitting the rear panel in the opening cut in the cabinet, six small screws secured it in place. Next, the perfboard was mounted in place using standoffs, and the power jack and switch were connected. A ground wire from the board was then soldered to the bus-wire ground on the rear panel.

The last step, which is probably the most tedious, is to solder each wire-wrap lead from the IC outputs to the corresponding pin on the terminal strip.

Here is the front of the cabinet and the inside-rear. As you can see it takes relatively few components to achieve a lot.

After inserting the IC's in the sockets, be sure to test all of the outputs to be make certain that they're done correctly.

As finishing touches, rubber feet were put on the bottom of the cabinet, and electrical tape was wrapped around the bus wire as extra insulation where it leaves the cabinet.

Some Modifications You Can Make.

It is assumed that data is reaching the devices at a relatively slow rate, so the Portmaster has been designed to function asynchronously. Thus, the computer is always free to proceed with whatever tasks it must perform without interference from the unit. Because of that, you must make sure the computer doesn't transmit characters at too rapid a rate (as mentioned before), although it is unlikely.

If the solution is inadequate, the low-power Schottky chips can be replaced by faster chips of other TTL-compatible architectures, provided that their pinouts are the same and that all the IC's (except the 7805 voltage regulator) are changed accordingly.

Setting-up the System. Turn the computer off and plug the Portmaster's DB-25 connector into the parallel port. Plug the wall-transformer power supply into a surge-protected AC socket and connect its output plug to the Portmaster. Connect the devices to be controlled to the unit's outputs, making sure that the outputs have been properly configured for each device (AC/DC/momentary/toggled). Turn the unit on and power-up your computer.

Assuming you wish to enter and use the program supplied in Listing 1, be sure to use the initialization portion to test the operation of both the unit and your software. Strobe all outputs and check the connected devices' response. If everything checks out, your system is ready for use.

Here is the rear of the cabinet and the inside-front. If terminal strips aren't your cup of tea, you can use any sockets or plugs you wish.
SPEAKERS
(Continued from page 34)

test. What you’re trying to verify is that the crossover works as expected.

While slowly varying the frequency from one half to two times the lower crossover frequency, measure the AC voltage at the woofer terminals. That voltage should start dropping just below the crossover frequency, and should drop rapidly above it. Do the same with the midrange. It should have a low voltage at half the lower crossover frequency, rising as the frequency increases, then leveling out above the crossover frequency. Check the midrange and tweeter sections in the same way, but this time varying the frequency from half to twice the upper crossover frequency. Any wiring errors you may have made can be discovered by these tests. (I once blew an amplifier by mis-wiring a crossover network so that it presented too low an impedance to the amp; a 15-minute test is cheap insurance.)

If you are really interested in crossover design, there has been a lot of valuable work published in the Journal of the Audio Engineering Society in the last few years. Much of this is summarized in Vance Dickinson’s Loudspeaker Design Cookbook, published by the Marshall Jones Company of Farnecstow, N.H. There’s also some good info in Badmaieff/Davis’, How to Build Loudspeaker Enclosures, published by Howard Sams.

Well, I guess you’re wondering about my young friend and his girlfriend’s speaker system. Once he found out what the problem was, he decided to use a simple capacitive crossover like the one that was originally in the system, but he fused the 100-volt capacitors. Then he decided to add midrange units. He wasn’t very good with a saw. Oh well...

ELECTRONIC FISHING LURE
(Continued from page 56)

The battery should be placed in line by the clip. If not, remove the battery and adjust the bends at points A and B so that when the battery is slipped into place, it “clicks.” Once you have the battery clip working correctly test the assembly. To test it, simply tie it to a string and spin it around. Make sure there are no breakables or anyone else in the room. If the battery doesn’t fly out, you’ve made a good clip and can continue on to complete the lure, if not adjust the bends until you get it right.

Take a ½-inch piece of ⅛-inch wide cellophane tape and wrap around the wire as shown in Fig. 1 at the point labeled “insulator.” Make the wrap several layers thick. Next wrap the negative leg of the LED or the micro lamp around the cellophane-tape insulator. Flow some solder on the windings on the side that contacts the battery. Solder the other wire to the clip just beyond the cellophane-tape insulator.

The lamp or LED can be mounted to face in a variety of directions—for example, pointing directly out away from the battery or, perhaps, pointing toward the hook end of the lure. The switch is the essence of simplicity—a thin piece of plastic or film slid between the battery and battery-contact lead of the LED. Cut the plastic or film into a strip about ⅛-inch wide and an inch or two long.

Use. Use the lure as a spinner bait by attaching a treble hook to the loop at point E and your fishing line at the other end. Cast it out, let it sink a little, and reel it in with a jerking motion. If you are a bass fisherman, especially one who likes to fish at night, position the lamp to point towards the loop at point E. Fasten a leader with hook on loop-point E, bait the hook with a live minnow, and your bait will be swimming in the spotlight.
A powerful static charge builds up on the spherical terminal. In a dark room, you will be able to see long, thin, bluish bolts of artificial lightning jump between the upper terminal and the base. It's a fantastic sight!

**Experiments.** Gaseous tube illumination and spark production are only two of the many interesting things you can do with your Van de Graaff generator. Here are just a few of the others:
- Obtain some foam plastic packing material and break it up into small pieces. Turn on your generator and allow it to run for a few moments. Now, drop the plastic bits, one by one, on top of the spherical terminal. They land on the aluminum, sit there for a second, and then shoot off! Some of the plastic may fly for a distance of one or two feet. When the material makes contact with the terminal, it picks up an electric charge. Since like charges repel, the plastic is thrown off from the surface of the sphere.
- Find some very thin aluminum foil and carefully cut it into strips about ½- to 1-inch wide and about 8 inches long. Tape the strips to the top of the terminal. Make sure the foil is making good electrical contact with the aluminum sphere. Turn on the generator. The strips will be repelled from the terminal and from each other. Now approach the sphere slowly with the palm of your hand. The strips will be attracted magically to your fingers!
- You can also use your generator to create what is sometimes called an “electric wind.” Locate a narrow metal rod about 9- or 10-inches long. Tape one end of the rod to the top of the spherical terminal. Make sure that this end of the rod is entirely covered with tape, and, once again, check for a good electrical contact. Turn on the machine. Next, light a household candle and approach the free end of the rod with the candle flame. As molecules of ionized air rush from the metal tip, the flame will be blown to one side.

These experiments just scratch the surface of what you can do with your generator. The book, *Nature's Electricity* by C.K. Adams (Tab Books, Blue Ridge Summit, PA 17214) contains many other interesting experiments that can be performed with your Van de Graaff generator, as well as other static-electricity experiments.

**CUSTOM CASES**

(Continued from page 68)

Another method for attaching the lid is to glue small blocks to the bottom of the lid, and drill and top the blocks attached to the lid. Mounting screws are inserted through the sides of the enclosure into the blocks attached to the lid (as shown in Fig. 5) to hold the lid panel in place.

After the enclosure is completed, allow about 24 hours for curing and then carefully file off any rough edges and protrusions. The sharp corner edges can be beveled using a fine-grit sandpaper.

Any plastic battery holders, which are available for all battery sizes from "N" cells to "D" cells, can be cemented to the inside of the enclosure with fast-curing epoxy. Lightly sand the bottom surface of the battery holder and the place it is to be mounted. That gives the epoxy a better gripping surface. To complete the enclosure, stick-on rubber or plastic feet can be applied to the bottom corners.

**This And That.** Working with plastics, you will find that new designs for those special projects can be made easily with just a little thought before actually cutting the parts. It's always a good idea to "build" the enclosure on paper first to avoid unpleasant surprises. It should be noted that the specified thickness of plastic sheet is not always true. For instance, an eighth-inch thick sheet may vary as much as 20%. To avoid problems from thickness tolerances, purchase enough of the plastic sheet to make all the parts from the same piece. The piece can then be measured and the dimensions of the enclosure adjusted to take into account variances in thickness.

An extra advantage of the plastic enclosure is that it can be made using colored plastic, so that the finished enclosure doesn't need painting or finishing of any kind. And if your project has a digital readout, the entire top panel can be made of translucent plastic so the readouts can be seen without the need of a cutout window.

Small holes for wires can be drilled without too much pain using standard drill bits. And there are bits designed specifically for plastics work, which have long tapered tips (similar in shape to a tapered reamer), and will not grab as it goes through the sheet.
CLASSIC MILK DROP
(Continued from page 42)

power as before. Place it near the pen light and aim it downward toward the plate.

Your camera should have a macro-focusing lens with at least a 100-mm focal length. The falling milk splashes, and the longer focal length will keep the lens surfaces at a relatively safe distance. Load the camera with ISO/100-speed film.

Turn off the room lights and open the burette slightly to allow one drop to fall about every one to two seconds. Move the burette until you see the shadows of the falling drops cross the photocell. The flash should fire as each drop passes. Adjust the delay knob until you see the "crown" splash. Your vision persistence will hold the image long enough to see the splash clearly.

Once you have the delay set to your liking, simply set your camera's shutter to "B" and open it just long enough to record the next splash. Set the aperture as small as possible for maximum depth of field. Don't let more than a thin layer of milk accumulate in the plate. Too much milk makes the "crowns" less spectacular. To get a cone-shaped splash, make the milk deeper.

Timing is quite important to catch the splash. Since the tolerance of electrolytic capacitors tends to be pretty wide, you may need to make R3 a bit larger or smaller to get the proper time delay. Otherwise, you can raise or lower the height of the burette until you see the splash.
we ply reversing ratio of divider accuracy and amplified tent amplifier's check of adjust to then fed through U5's the a swing setup of energy picked up by MICI and the by resistors of the circuit's response. Additional equipment might be required to amplify the unwanted signal to keep U5 from amplifying the wanted supply ripple along with the desired signal. Place MIC1 near the object to be monitored, or place U5 within a small case, a 35-mm film holder works well; insulate the sides of MIC1 with a sound dampening material, such as cotton or polyester wool, and place the assembly near the object to be monitored. The case will now serve to focus sound entering its front, and eliminate pick-up from the sides.

We hope you enjoy the Sentry strobe. It will maintain a vigilant over almost any type of equipment, and will alert you to either normal or abnormal functioning of the monitored condition, depending on how it's wired.

We welcome communication regarding this project, and also suggestions as to how to use and improve it. Send your correspondence to Allegro Electronic Systems at the address provided in the Parts List.

The author's prototype of the Sentry Strobe was mounted on stand-off to block of wood for testing. The dark object between the two capacitors is the 500-ohm, 25-watt ceramic power resistor (R6) used in the power-supply circuit.
DIGITAL LOCK

(Continued from page 65)

23. The third key wire to pin 22, and the fourth key wire to pin 21. As an example, consider the jumper arrangement shown in Fig. 2; that arrangement gives an access code of 7410. Notice that all other key wires are connected to U1's reset terminal at pin 2 through jumpers. Therefore, if a "wrong" key is pressed, U1 is reset awaiting the first digit of the code. That helps ensure that random key pressing will not open the lock.

By using a socket and header for the jumpers, you can change the code by just unplugging and replacing the header. You can have different codes for different purposes, or different times of the day, by just inserting a header programmed with different jumpers.

Equipped with a solenoid-operated strike mechanism, the relay supplied with the Digital Entry Lock Kit (see Parts List) has both normally-open and normally-closed contacts, which can be coupled to an external circuit or external latching relay for any number of applications requiring security-protected operation, not necessarily momentary.

For example, suppose you wanted to keep your computer (or other AC operated device) from being used by unauthorized parties. Just have the Digital Entry Lock's relay contacts close an external latching circuit, as shown in Fig. 6. Plug what you want protected into the switched socket. To un latch (power off), press the normally-closed pushbutton. Be sure the contacts of the external relay in the latching circuit can handle the AC current of the controlled device.

The circuit works equally well at preventing equipment from being shut down by unauthorized parties; that's done by wiring one terminal of the 117-volt AC socket to the normally-closed contact of the latching circuit instead of the normally-open contact. In that case, pressing the reset button would turn the device on.

A momentary-closure, switching format can be used to arm and disarm many alarm systems. With a little imagination you'll find the Digital Entry Lock can be used for a variety of applications. How many can you think of?

Applications. My application, as previously mentioned, was to control my garage-door opener. A block diagram of that set up is shown in Fig. 5. In most cases, all that is required is that the normally-open relay contacts of the Digital Entry Lock be connected in parallel with the existing "manual" door switch.

When the relay closes it's the same as if you pressed the manual switch. If your door opener needs more time to properly operate, increase the value of C2, or press and hold the first digit after hitting the fourth digit.

Obviously, the Digital Entry Lock could be used for an electric gate, or a door equipped with a solenoid-operated strike mechanism.
frame. The rear Plexiglas only needs one hole for the power input cord from the wall-plug transformer, and four corner mounting holes.

I built another Binary Clock into the round clear plastic container that originally packaged about a pound of nuts. It hangs in my kitchen, and never fails to elicit the question, "What's that?" When I try to explain binary code, their eyes glaze over and their mouths drop as they try to figure out how to tell me I'm strange. But the best response I ever gotten was, "Hey, Fred, why don't you get a wrist watch, like everyone else?"

**Reading Your Binary Clock.** The binary numbering system is the simplest way to represent a number or quantity since it uses only two symbols: 0 and 1. Using only those two symbols, you can write the equivalent of any decimal number that uses ten symbols: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 0.

The big advantage of the two-number binary system is that computers, calculators, and other electronic instruments can easily represent 0's and 1's with switching circuits that can be on or off, high or low.

The Binary Clock uses vertical columns of LED's to display time in binary-coded decimal form, to represent decimal numbers. Looking at Fig. 5, you'll see that the hours, minutes and seconds are each represented by two vertical columns, each with four LED's.

When an LED is green, it represents 0 — no value. When it is red, it represents a decimal count based on its position from the bottom. The lowest LED represents the numeral 1, the next up represents 2, the next up represents 4, and the top one represents 8.

The numeral 3 is represented when both 1 and 2 are red; 5 is represented when both 4 and 1 are red at the same time; 6 is represented when 4 and 2 are red; 7 is represented when 4, 2, and 1 are red; 9 is represented when 8 and 1 are red.

To read each column, start from the top and go down, looking for red LED's. Add the values of the red LED's together for the total for that column. Practice by reading the seconds column on the far right as the clock is running. To read the total time displayed by the Binary Clock, start with the left column, which is tens of hours. It will either show 1 or 0 (red or green) in the 1's row, since this is a 12-hour clock. The next column to the right is hours, and can total from 0 to 9. Next count the tens of minutes, minutes, tens of seconds, and finally seconds. To help you learn how to read the display, several examples are shown in Fig. 6. See, it's not so hard! Now try to explain it to someone!
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PIRATE RADIO
(Continued from page 84)

With these tips in mind, logging many shortwave pirates is certainly possible. Pirate listening is semi-structured, not completely haphazard.

Pirate-station programming, on the other hand, represents a mixed bag of American and "alternative" cultures. Some of the active music/talk format stations include WJDL, WLAR, WENJ, WH-BH, WKZI, WYMN, Samurai Radio, Radio Mexico, Secret-Society Radio, and East-Coast Pirate Radio. The comedy-oriented stations include RCCI, Voice of Laryngitis, Voice of Stench, WXZ, RPK, Voice of Monotony, and Secret Mountain Laboratory. Radio Garbonzo and Radio Clandestine spoof legal and offshore broadcasters. The Voice of Tomorrow and Free Radio One are right-wing political stations, while odd music/politics/comedy formats are featured on KNBS and Radio USA.

Most pirates have their mail forwarded through one of several maildrop addresses (see Table 2) to conceal transmitter locations. Obviously, all letters from the stations would be postmarked from their respective hometowns, so pirates send the letters back to the maildrops before being mailed out again. In order for the system to work, listeners must include three first-class postage stamps or two International Reply Coupons (IRCs). Some stations don't bother to reply to people who don't include proper postage.

Since many pirates are shortwave listeners themselves, they often respond favorably to friendly, personal letters. Some reporting techniques work especially well. For example, including your telephone number on all letters may net a few calls from station operators. Other listeners have had success by sending a cassette recording of the broadcast they'd heard, along with a few extra stamps. Occasionally, stations will record a studio copy of the program onto the tape and return it. Lenns, stickers, T-shirts, and other "goodies" have been received by listeners who send in exceptional reports.

Considering FCC activity, equipment failure, and occasional operator burnout, it's no wonder that the pirate scene is constantly changing. In order to avoid the FCC, stations alter their broadcasting schedules and try different frequencies. The only way to keep abreast of the current situation is to belong to a newsletter. The Association of Clandestine Radio Enthusiasts publishes a timely monthly bulletin ("The ACE"). Sample copies are available for $2 from PO Box 11201, Shawnee Mission, KS 66201.

Those near the East Coast can tune in to the amateur radio ANARC SWL net on 7240 kHz LS8 every Sunday morning at 10 AM Eastern time. The amateur network reads shortwave loggings of all sorts on the air. Numerous bits of pirate information are given and sometimes pirates even check in to inform those listening of a future broadcast.

Pirate radio may never change the world, but most pirates serve at least to make shortwave listening more interesting. Certainly, there's a voice on the airwaves somewhere to proclaim the ideals of almost everyone who cares enough to listen.

ELECTRONICS WIRING
(Continued from page 88)

another hole through the top plate of the wall and another through the roof; all three holes should be in line if possible. Push the conduit up through the top plate and the roof, adding sections with couplers as necessary. Push the conduit through the roof until there is about 4 feet extending past the roof deck, then put the bottom end into the hole through the sole plate and lower the conduit one foot. That should still leave about 3 feet of conduit extending above the roof. Anchor the conduit firmly to the roof trusses using straps and screws. You can finish the work on the antenna mast after the roof is shingled.

The Code requires that the antenna mast be grounded. Attach a grounding clamp to the conduit. Connect No. 10 copper wire to the ground clamp and take the straightest and shortest path to the pipe that serves as the electrical-system ground. Attach a ground clamp to the pipe next to the one used for the electrical system and connect the antenna ground to it. Don't use the same clamp that the electrical ground used, but be sure to connect your clamp to the same pipe. After the roofer is done, attach a weather head to the top of the conduit. That is a cap that fits over the end to keep rain out.

The conduit is strong enough to serve as the mast for small antennas and the downlead that enters the weather head and feeds down to the distribution panel. Larger antennas will require a separate mast, but you can still use the conduit to feed the downlead.

Finishing Touches. When you have completed your work, you can relax until the house is finished. You don't need to install anything else until the interior walls are finished.

When you start to install your own electronics in the house, you will first need to pull wires through the conduit. An electrician's fish tape is an essential tool at this stage.

Start at the first box and feed the fish tape through the conduit until the end appears at the box at the other end. If more than one wire will be fed to that box initially, pull all of the wires at the same time. Attach the wire to the hook on the end of the fish tape by bending a loop in the wire, and secure it with vinyl tape. Pulling in the wires takes two people, one to feed the wire in and straighten out kinks and snarls, and another to pull on the fish tape. When the ends of the wires appear at the box, pull out enough extra to make up the connections, then remove the fish tape.

There are a wide variety of faceplates made to fit standard-size electrical boxes. They range from antenna connections to speaker terminals. If you can't find one that fits your needs, you can use a blank cover and drill holes for the type of connector you need. Cover any unused boxes with blank covers.

After the initial installation, you will be happy with things for a month or two, then you will think of some new project that will make life more convenient, like a closed-circuit TV camera in the back yard to keep an eye on the kids. Well, all you need to do is open the closest box and push in the wire.

If the time comes when a single fiber optic cable delivers voice, video, and computer information to your home, all you will need to do is have the installer route it through one of the outside boxes of your system into the distribution panel. Put the associated electronics on the distribution panel and pull cables to the monitors located throughout your home.
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SURE-LOCK OHMS
(Continued from page 111)

simplify the job of keeping track of where you are and where you are headed. The rotary switches in the prototype are actually 12-position switches, which for some reason are easier to locate than 10-position units, but either will do.

Once the board has been assembled, prepare the front panel of the enclosure using the layout shown in Fig. 4. The 24 holes in the front panel of the enclosure are spaced to match the spacing of the LED's that are mounted on the board.

In the author's arrangement, the LED's do not extend through the front panel of the enclosure, but instead are mounted so that the crest of the LED lenses rest on the inside surface of the enclosure at the proper positions so that lighted LED's can be seen. The off-board components, which consists of four switches (three rotary and one pushbutton), are positioned on the front panel as shown in Fig. 4.

There are several schemes that can be used to label the front panel of the enclosure—anything from rub-on letters to cut-out letters and numbers glued in place. The ten colors used to mark the switch positions can be made with marking pencils. After finishing with the front panel's lettering and coloring, give it a good coat of clear plastic spray.

Check Out And Use. To check the circuit's operation, first set the three rotary switches (S1-S3) to black-black-black and press S4. The 0 (LED10) and OHM LED's should light. Switch S1 to brown and LED1, LED10, and the OHM LED should light. Set S1 to brown, S2 to green, and S3 to red and you should read 1.5k with the decimal point indicator, LED24, flashing. Keep checking each switch out one position at a time to be sure there are no wiring errors between the switches and circuit board.

Position 9 (gold) on S3 does not indicate the resistor's tolerance, but is used to decode a resistor of 10 ohms or less. You won't come across such values too often, but when you do the circuit will read them, too.

You can also work backwards; if you need a particular value of resistance, but do not know the color code for that value, the circuit can be used to figure it out. Simply press switch S4 and hold while rotating switches S1-S3. For instance, let's say you need a 1k2 resistor. Simply rotate S1 until the 1-position LED, which is located in the rightmost column, lights; then do the same for S2 until the 2-position LED lights; and finally rotate S3 until the \( \kappa \) LED lights.

Finding the color codes of resistors with values of a hundred-thousand ohms is only slightly more difficult, because the \( \kappa \) LED must be taken into account. For example, if a 750k resistor is needed, you would rotate S1 and S2 as described above, but S3 must be rotated until both the \( \kappa \) and 0 LED's light—that's 75 followed by 0 for 750, and the \( \kappa \) to indicate that that number is multiplied by 1000 for a total value of 750,000 or 750k.

You'll soon discover that old timers and new comers alike will find Sure-Lock Ohms a valuable ally in decoding those hard to remember color-code values.

PARTS LIST FOR SURE-LUCK OHMS

SEMI-Conductors
Q1, Q2—2N3904 or 2N2222 general-purpose NPN silicon transistor
D1-D7—1N914 general-purpose small-signal silicon diode
LED1-LED23—Jumbo red LED
LED24—Flashing (Radio Shack 276-036) or standard LED, see text

RESISTORS
(All resistors are 1/4-watt, 5% units.)
R1-R6—470-ohm
R7-R9—270-ohm
R10—470-ohm
R11—100,000-ohm
R12—1000-ohm

ADDITIONAL PARTS AND MATERIALS
B1—9-volt transistor-radio battery
S1-S3—SP10T or SP12T rotary switch, see text
S4—SPST normally-open pushbutton switch
Printed-circuit board materials, enclosure, battery holder and connector, knobs, wire, solder, hardware, etc.

Note: The following items are available from Krystal Kits, P.O. 445, Bentonville, AR 72712. A kit containing the circuit board and all parts (excluding the cabinet, switches, knobs, and flashing LED) is available for $14.95 postage paid; the circuit board only is available for $7.95 postage paid. Arkansas residents please add applicable sales tax.

VCR REPAIRS
(Continued from page 47)

lems in the tape path is a loop of tangled tape sticking out of the cassette when it's ejected. If that only happens on rare occasions, it may be caused by a problem in the cassette itself. But if it occurs on a regular basis, then suspect a slipping belt or idler. After the tape stops, the P guides retract and the tape is rewound a little to pull the loose loop back into the cassette. If the drive belt or idler to the reel hubs is slipping, then the tape may not fully rewind into the cassette before the eject sequence starts. You can correct this problem as described earlier.

If the VCR "eats" a tape when it malfunctions, you can sometimes still salvage the tape, at least for one more play so you can dub a copy. There is a small latch release button on the left side of the cassette near the door hinge. Press in on the latch release and lift up the door. Now put your finger into one of the reel holes on the bottom of the cassette and turn the reel to rewind the tape into the cassette. Try to smooth out any wrinkles or creases as you go.

Some tape damage isn't obvious unless you open the door on the cassette. A wrinkled or scalloped edge on the top or bottom edge of the tape can be caused by a misaligned guide or an oil seal on the capstan that has moved out of position. First look at the capstan. If there is a small plastic disc on the shaft, that may be the problem. The plastic disc is an oil seal. It should be positioned directly on top of the bearing. If it rides up the capstan, it will rub against the tape and crinkle the edge. To solve this problem, push the oil seal back down to its original position.

If the capstan is fine, play a tape with the VCR case open and observe what happens. The edges of the tape may be rubbing against something, or one of the guides may be out of alignment. Adjust the guilty part.

Scratches that run along the length of the tape are usually caused by a foreign particle on some part of the tape transport. Using a cleaning tape may solve the problem. If not, visually inspect all of the guides and rollers. Use a cotton-tipped swab moistened with rubbing alcohol to remove any dirt or accumulations you find. Don't use alcohol or cotton swabs on the video head. Use only head cleaner and special head-cleaning swabs for that.
The Importance Of Setting Standards.

Without standardization in electronics, television wouldn’t be seen, radio wouldn’t be heard, computers wouldn’t share information.

Fortunately the Electronic Industries Association (EIA) has been setting electronics standards since 1924 for everything from early tube radios to today’s cellular telephones and stereo TV’s.

Standards create markets and jobs. Today EIA, an internationally accredited standards making body, is helping to make HDTV a reality by working with the federal government and other industry organizations, to develop a timely, uniquely American transmission standard. For home automation, EIA also is close to completing a standard which will permit all home electronic products to communicate with each other.

Our more than 1,000 member companies are manufacturers representing every facet of the American electronics industry—from defense to consumer products.

EIA is proud of the contributions it has made through its standards making process toward the growth and vitality of the U.S. electronics industries.

Setting the standard for more than 66 years.

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES ASSOCIATION
1722 Eye Street, N.W., Suite 300, Washington, D.C. 20006
Countersurveillance

Never before has so much professional information on the art of detecting and eliminating electronic snooping devices—and how to defend against experienced information thieves—been placed in one VHS video. If you are a Fortune 500 CEO, an executive in any hi-tech industry, or a novice seeking entry into an honorable, rewarding field of work in countersurveillance, you must view this video presentation again and again.

Wake up! You may be the victim of stolen words—precious ideas that would have made you very wealthy! Yes, professionals, even rank amateurs, may be listening to your most private conversations.

Wake up! If you are not the victim, then you are surrounded by countless victims who need your help if you know how to discover telephone taps, locate bugs, or "sweep" a room clean.

There is a thriving professional service steeped in high-tech techniques that you can become a part of! But first, you must know and understand Countersurveillance Technology. Your very first insight into this highly rewarding field is made possible by a video VHS presentation that you cannot view on broadcast television, satellite, or cable. It presents an informative program prepared by professionals in the field who know their industry, its techniques, kinks and loopholes. Men who can tell you more in 45 minutes in a straightforward, exclusive talk than was ever attempted before.

Foil Information Thieves

Discover the targets professional snoopers seek out! The prey are stock brokers, arbitrage firms, manufacturers, high-tech companies, any competitive industry, or even small businesses in the same community. The valuable information they filch may be marketing strategies, customer lists, product formulas, marketing techniques, even advertising plans. Information thieves cash-in on court decisions, bidding information, financial data. The list is unlimited in the mind of man—especially if he is a thief!

You know that the Russians secreted countless microphones in the concrete work of the American Embassy building in Moscow. They converted

The professional discussions seen on the TV screen in your home reveals how to detect and disable wiretaps, midget radio-frequency transmitters, and other bugs, plus when to use disinformation to confuse the unwanted listener, and the technique of voice scrambling telephone communications. In fact, do you know how to look for a bug, where to look for a bug, and what to do when you find it?

Bugs of a very small size are easy to build and they can be placed quickly in a matter of seconds, in any object or room. Today you may have used a telephone handset that was bugged. It probably contained three bugs. One was a phony bug to fool you into believing you found a bug and secured the telephone. The second bug placates the investigator when he finds the real thing! And the third bug is found only by the professional, who continued to search just in case there were more bugs.

The professional is not without his tools. Special equipment has been designed so that the professional can sweep a room so that he can detect voice-activated (VOX) and remote-activated bugs. Some of this equipment can be operated by novices, others require a trained countersurveillance professional.

The professionals viewed on your television screen reveal information on the latest technological advances like laser-beam snoopers that are installed hundreds of feet away from the room they snoop on. The professionals disclose that computers yield information too easily.

This advertisement was not written by a countersurveillance professional, but by a beginner whose only experience came from viewing the video tape from the privacy of his home. After you review the video carefully and understand its contents, you have taken the first important step in either acquiring professional help with your surveillance problems, or you may very well consider a career as a countersurveillance professional.

The Dollars You Save

To obtain the information contained in the video VHS cassette, you would attend a professional seminar costing $350-750 and possibly pay hundreds of dollars more if you had to travel to a distant city to attend. Now, for only $49.95 (plus $4.00 P&H) you can view Countersurveillance Techniques at home and take refresher views often. To obtain your copy, complete the coupon below or call toll free.